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The realization of next generation technologies to enhance boiling heat transfer 
is of critical importance due to its impact on energy, the environmental, and water 
resources, as well as thermal management needs of high-power electronics. Recent 
studies have shown that high surface area coatings comprised of micro and nano scale 
structures can be used to substantially increase performance during boiling. While 
exciting results have been reported in the literature, there is little understanding, and even 
less consensus, on the fundamental underlying mechanisms by which structured coatings 
enhance boiling. Additionally, the fabrication schemes used in the lab setting to create 
these structures are not scalable to large areas, complex geometries, or materials 
traditionally used in heat transfer applications. The focus of the Ph.D. dissertation 
research is on: (1) a detailed characterization of the effects of structured surfaces on 
boiling performance, including the role of capillary wicking, as well as the effects of 
surface morphology, material, and length scales; (2) scalable nanomanufacturing of 
structured coatings using nanoscale biological templates, and (3) the realization of novel 
surfaces for boiling enhancement that are resistant to degradation. 
The Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) has been used as a nanoscale building block 
to create nanostructured and hierarchically structured surfaces with a wide variety of 
morphologies. Utilizing a simple technique for characterizing surface wicking, an 
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experimentally validated model relating the maximum heat flux from a boiling surface to 
its inherent “wickability” has been shown for the first time. For structured 
superhydrophillic surfaces with characteristic lengths much smaller than the inherent 
flow structures (~ 1mm), capillary wicking through surface structures is the single factor 
determining the critical heat flux (CHF). Separately, it has been shown that hierarchically 
structured surfaces with length scales comparable to the flow yield more complicated 
enhancement mechanisms with each length scale contributing differently. Nanoscale 
structures enhance CHF, while micro-to-milli scale structures enhance nucleation and 
therefore heat transfer coefficient (HTC). The combination of the two has been show to 
enhance CHF and HTC by over 238% and 540% respectively. 
TMV biotemplating has been leveraged not only for fundamental studies of 
boiling enhancement but also demonstrated here for the scalable nanomanufacturing of 
structured coatings. Biotemplating has been used to conformally coat a variety of 
materials using a cheap and sustainable room-temperature solution-based procedure. 
Repeatable boiling heat transfer enhancements of over 200% have been demonstrated on 
aluminum, silicon, copper, and stainless steel surface. Such solution-based techniques are 
easily extended to complex surfaces and large areas using in-situ depositions for retro-
fittings existing systems and rejuvenating surfaces that have fouled and degraded. 
Finally, the use of engineered thermal gradients across surfaces comprised of 
heterogeneous materials has been demonstrated. By promoting ordered pathways 
between nucleating bubbles and replenishing liquid, engineered thermal gradients have 
been shown to be as effective as structured surfaces in boiling enhancement, yet 
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inherently resistant to foiling. These planar “bi-conductive” surfaces have been 
characterized and their geometries optimized based on analysis of the bubble departure 
phenomena and surface tension effects. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
In this Chapter, basic background information is provided on phase change 
heat transfer, pool boiling and different regimes of pool boiling. This information will 
provide a background to the motivations and objectives of the current proposed research. 
1.1.1 Pool Boiling Heat Transfer 
Phase-change heat transfer is ubiquitous in nearly all industries due to the 
advantages of harnessing the latent heat stored within fluids. Pool boiling is an efficient 
but very complex mode of phase change heat transfer, including hydrodynamic 
instabilities, heat and mass transfer, and surface sciences. Boiling heat transfer is used in 
a number of industries and plays a critical role in various large-scale applications 
including chemical processing, water purification, power generation, and HVAC [1-3]. 
As such, even modest increases in boiling heat transfer efficiency can translate directly to 
substantial energy and cost savings on a large scale.  
1.1.2 Pool Boiling Regimes 
Figure 1 shows a typical pool boiling curve with different regimes during 
boiling. A classical pool boiling curve is a plot of heat flux (q˝), amount of heat 
transferred per unit area, as a function of wall superheat (ΔT= Tsurface - Tsat), the surface 
temperature above the fluid saturation temperature. As the surface temperature is 
independently controlled and increased above the saturation temperature, the fluid above 
the heated surface gets warmer and moves upward whereas the cold fluid from the 
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surrounding moves downward replacing the hot fluid. This creates a natural convection 
which is shown as Regime I. Eventually the surface temperature becomes hot enough to 
initiate the heterogeneous nucleation at the surface which is the onset of nucleate boiling, 
point A. This activation of nucleation sites depends on several properties such as surface 
roughness with available natural nucleation cavities, surface temperature, operating 
pressure, surface tension, thermal boundary layer thickness reported as Hsu’s analysis 
[4].  
Once the nucleate pool boiling is initiated by the heterogeneous nucleation, 
increase in wall superheat initiates more nucleation on the surface, and the heat flux 
eventually increases significantly as the heat transfer is driven by fluid latent energy. 
Regime II, from point A to point B in Fig.1, is the isolated bubble regime, where active 
nucleation sites are few and widely separated. With increasing the wall superheat, more 
nucleation sites become active with increased bubble frequency which further increases 
the heat flux and a sharp rise in heat flux is observed. Eventually the nucleation sites get 
closely packed where the bubbles merge and forms vapor slugs and columns. This is 
defined as Regime III in boiling curve (Point B to C). With further increase in surface 
wall superheat, vapor generation become so rapid and frequent that Helmholtz instability 
occurs at the upward vapor – downward liquid interface. This upward vapor motion 
finally inhibits the liquid return to the nucleation sites and surface reaches at the 
maximum heat transfer capability which is also called critical heat flux (CHF) point, 
defined as point C in Fig. 1.  
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Figure 1.1: A representative pool boiling curve with different boiling regimes (adapted 
from [5]) 
For temperature controlled systems, increasing surface temperature beyond the 
critical heat flux point leads to overall decrease in heat transfer coefficient (ratio of heat 
flux to wall superheat). During this transition boiling (Regime IV, point C to D) wetted 
areas on the surface keep forming vapor films. This reduces the heat transfer from the 
surface due to low thermal conductivity of vapor regions. At one point the surface gets 
covered with a vapor film where the low density vapor blocks the high density liquid 
returning to the surface and initiates the Taylor instability. This minimum heat flux point 
(point D) is also referred as the Leidenfrost point and with this transition to film boiling 
triggers. Within the film boiling regime, the vapor film blanketing the heated surface 
becomes stable and a sustained film boiling can happen. During this heat flux is 
monotonically increases as the wall superheat increases due to increased conductivity of 
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vapor layer and radiative heat transfer at high surface temperatures. This increase in heat 
transfer can be observed until the failure of the system which is defined as the burn-out 
point (point E). For heat flux controlled systems, the transition from nucleate boiling to 
film boiling is not observed due to uncontrolled rise in surface temperature. Hence, for 
heat flux controlled systems, further increase in heat flux beyond the critical heat flux, no 
increase in heat flux is observed which leads to rapid increase in surface temperature at a 
constant heat flux until the burn-out point.  
1.1.3 Critical Heat Flux (CHF) 
During boiling, heat transfer is driven by the nucleation, growth, and departure 
of vapor from a surface, with large amounts of heat being removed via the latent heat 
associated with phase change [6, 7]. There is a finite rate at which heat can be 
dissipated from any surface. This maximum is the critical heat flux (CHF). CHF, also 
referred to as the boiling crisis, occurs when the production of vapor cannot be 
adequately balanced by the amount of liquid returning to the heated surface. When this 
occurs the surface undergoes dry-out, where an insulating layer of vapor blankets the 
solid surface. This leads to an immediate, uncontrollable, and drastic increase in 
surface temperature with dangerous and potentially catastrophic consequences, such as 
the destruction of electronic components or the meltdown of a nuclear reactor. This 
makes the design of heat flux controlled systems complicated. Hence, the systems are 
operated at a heat flux fairly below the critical heat flux point. Due to the importance of 
CHF on the design and operation of boiling systems, extensive research in this area has 
been conducted over the last fifty years and different CHF enhancement mechanisms are 
reported in the last one decade. 
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1.1.4 Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) 
While safe operations of the phase change equipment are limited by the critical 
heat flux (CHF) [8, 9], heat transfer coefficient (HTC) sets the limit to conductance of the 
heat transfer processes [10-15]. The efficiency of boiling is quantified by the heat 
transfer coefficient (HTC), defined as the ratio of the surface heat flux to the superheat 
temperature, the temperature difference between the solid and the saturated fluid as 
given by Eq. (1.1). Here q˝ is the heat flux and ΔT is the wall superheat, temperature 
above the saturation. Therefore along with CHF increase, enhancement in HTC in the 
nucleate boiling regime is desired for effective thermal management systems. 
𝐻𝑇𝐶 =
 𝑞˝ 
∆𝑇 
                                                                                                                    (1.1) 
1.2 Overview of Dissertation  
The general goals of this dissertation are to demonstrate a scalable 
nanomanufacturing technique, analyze the factors affecting this boiling enhancement, and 
develop a heat transfer enhancement mechanism naturally insensitive to fouling and 
clogging during long time applications. Hence, the organization of this dissertation 
proposal is as follows. Chapter 1 introduces the background and importance of the 
proposed dissertation topic. Chapter 2 covers the motivations, objectives, and 
contributions to the field of the research. Chapter 3 provides a detailed literature review 
on pool boiling heat transfer. This covers an introduction on boiling of planner surfaces, 
classical pool boiling modeling of CHF, and HTC. Chapter 3 also presents different pool 
boiling heat transfer enhancement approaches including micro/nanostructured surfaces, 
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macro-machined surfaces, and mixed wettability surface boiling. In addition pool boiling 
models with enhanced surface designs are also presented in this Chapter. 
Each of the following chapters is based on either published journal papers or 
manuscript in preparation and corresponds to a specific research objective. The pool 
boiling experimental procedure and experimental uncertainty used for all studies (Chapter 
5 to 9) is described in detail in Chapter 4. It covers two boiling experimental setups. One 
was used for boiling with saturated water atmospheric conditions and the other for 
boiling with saturated FC 72 at atmospheric pressure. Chapter 5 presents the first focus of 
this dissertation proposal which is a scalable nanomanufacturing technique. A complete 
fabrication procedure is presented here. Also, pool boiling experimentation and boiling 
results are presented in detail in this Chapter. Chapter 6 follows the second aspect of this 
dissertation proposal. This chapter covers characterization and analysis of the effect of 
capillary wicking and roughness factor affecting the boiling enhancement on 
homogeneous structured surfaces which has one published journal and two manuscripts 
under preparation results. Chapter 7 covers the fundamental investigation of the effect of 
engineered nucleation sites and the effect of structure length scale on pool boiling heat 
transfer enhancement. Chapter 8 presents the final aspect of this proposal. The fabrication 
and characterization of a novel heat transfer enhancement mechanism is presented which 
is not sensitive to fouling and clogging as structured boiling. In Chapter 9, all the 
fundament understandings covered in Chapter 6, 7 and 8 are incorporated in one surface 
design to analyze the effect of combined mechanisms. Finally this dissertation wraps up 
with a summary and contributions of the research works accomplished in this work, and 
few recommendations for further advancement in Chapter 10.   
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CHAPTER 2: MOTIVATIONS AND OBJECTIVES 
2.1 Motivations 
A significant enhancement in heat transfer has been reported with the use of 
micro/nanostructures for the last one decade. Still the fundamental mechanisms are not 
well understood. As such, the present study has three main aspects with regard to general 
motivations and research contributions. The first aspect is the scalable 
nanomanufacturability for boiling applications, the second one is the characterizing and 
analyzing the factors affecting the boiling enhancement, and the third one is the heat 
transfer enhancement mechanism for robust and long-term reliability applications. 
2.1.1 Manufacturability 
While structured surfaces have been shown to greatly increase boiling heat 
transfer, the fabrication technology is limited by several factors such as the fabrication 
requires a specific base surface, through-mold electroplating, elevated temperature 
chemical oxidation, expensive small scale microfabrication technology. As such, a 
scalable manufacturing technique of surface-bound nanostructures for heat transfer 
devices is required to be developed.  
2.1.2 Physical Mechanism of Enhancement on Structured Surfaces 
While structured surfaces have been leveraged to substantially increase the 
pool boiling CHF and HTC, the fundamental understandings of various enhancement 
mechanisms are still limited till date due to a variety of factors. Boiling is a complex 
phenomenon due to the non-linear nature of three phase contact line motion. Also, 
limited visual observation at high heat fluxes till now makes it even harder to understand 
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the physics behind the variations in heat transfer performance of different boiling 
surfaces. Additionally, heat transfer enhancement through micro/nanostructures 
introduces further complexity in physical understanding of boiling fundamentals. Several 
different CHF and HTC mechanisms are proposed in the literature. These models are 
based on several assumptions and hypothesis and were subsequently refined and 
extended to more precise boiling conditions and geometries. Still all these models are 
limited to specific surface parameters and valid in a specific range of operation heat 
transfer limits. Hence, this complex boiling heat transfer phenomenon requires specific 
and individual treatment of factors affecting the CHF enhancement such as roughness 
factor, nucleation site density, capillary wicking, and controlled liquid and vapor flow 
field using the structured surfaces.  
2.1.3 Robustness and Long-term Reliability 
While the micro/nanostructured surfaces have been shown to significantly 
increase the pool boiling heat transfer, the reliability of these approaches for real-world 
applications is in question due to a variety of factors. All structured surfaces are 
inherently susceptible to mechanical failure (breaking of the micro/nanostructures), as 
well as fouling and clogging over time. During boiling, any and all contaminants within 
the fluid will inevitably be drawn into the structures. This will lead to clogging and filling 
of the small micro/nano-scale voids, and thus a loss of enhancement. Similarly, the 
robustness of extremely thin nanostructured coatings has not yet been demonstrated, 
leaving the potential for the coatings to be destroyed or altered over time via chemical 
reactions. Additionally, they are not effective with all working fluids, in particular highly 
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wetting fluids like FC-72. Hence, it is required to develop robust and reliable surfaces for 
high-efficiency and high heat flux boiling applications over long lifetimes. 
2.2 Objectives and Contributions to the Field 
The aim of this work is to develop scalable heat transfer surface fabrication 
methods and provide fundamental understanding of heat transfer enhancement 
mechanisms. Based on the overall goal, the specific objectives for the current work are 
stated below. 
2.2.1 Development of Scalable Nanomanufacturing Techniques  
The first objective of this dissertation is to develop a nanofabrication process 
that can be potentially scaled to large scale heat transfer surfaces. This requires the 
demonstration of a potential scalable nanomanufacturing technique that is compatible 
with different metallic and nonmetallic heat transfer surfaces. Additionally, the 
compatibility with in-situ depositions by which existing systems can be retrofitted with 
nanocoatings is very important for real world applications. Also, the first objective of this 
dissertation focuses on demonstrating the mitigation of nanocoatings due to fouling by 
stripping and re-coating which is not easily applicable to the nanofabrication techniques 
reported in the literature. 
2.2.2 Characterization of Individual Effects of Structured Surfaces on Boiling Heat 
Transfer 
The second objective of this dissertation is to decouple and understand the 
separate effects of enhanced structures on fundamental mechanisms of boiling heat 
transfer. This requires characterization and analysis of the role of surface wettability, 
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wickability, and surface roughness on pool boiling critical heat flux and heat transfer 
coefficient. In addition, the effect of substrate material, structure material, and 
morphology, the porosity of the structures with varied structure density, surface 
degradation due to fouling are important in understanding the physical mechanism of 
boiling performance. This dissertation also focuses on characterizing the effect of length 
scale of surface structures, and the effect of boiling fluid properties on pool boiling 
critical heat flux and heat transfer coefficient to investigate the fundamental physics 
behind heat transfer enhancement. 
2.2.3 Demonstration of Novel and Robust Enhancement Mechanisms 
To develop planar engineered heat transfer surfaces with no degradable 
structures or thin films, and naturally resistant to fouling, clogging is the third objective 
of this dissertation. As such, this section focuses on demonstrating a novel enhancement 
mechanism which relies on bubble dynamics and fluid properties rather than surface 
properties. Another objective of this section is to provide fundamental understanding of 
enhanced bubble dynamics during CHF and HTC enhancement. 
2.2.4 Design and Engineering of High Performance Surfaces 
The fourth focus of this dissertation is to engineer enhanced surfaces for 
increased boiling heat transfer. This section characterizes and analyzes the role of 
decoupled individual factors affecting pool boiling heat transfer enhancement such as 
structured coatings, variations in wettability, and spatial thermal gradient. Finally, this 
section focuses on incorporating all these decoupled factors and analyzes the effect of 
coupling during boiling enhancement.   
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CHAPTER 3: LITERATURE REVIEW 
3.1 Boiling on Planar Surfaces 
The classical boiling works involve boiling on planar surfaces, characterize and 
analyze the individual bubble nucleation, bubble dynamics during bubble coalescence, 
modeling nucleate boiling and critical heat flux for flat surfaces. This section provides a 
brief description on several classical boiling works.   
3.1.1 Nucleation 
As the surface temperature is increased above the saturation temperature 
during pool boiling, eventually the surface temperature becomes hot enough to initiate 
the heterogeneous nucleation at the surface which is the onset of nucleate boiling. After 
that by increasing the surface temperature keeps increasing and more nucleation sites get 
activated which increase the heat transfer during boiling. This activation of nucleation 
sites depends on several properties such as surface roughness with available natural 
nucleation cavities, surface temperature, operating pressure, surface tension, thermal 
boundary layer thickness as shown in the following reported as Hsu’s analysis [4]. Here 
𝑟𝑐,𝑚𝑖𝑛  is the minimum cavity radius, 𝑟𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑥  is the maximum cavity radius, 𝛿𝑡  is the 
thermal boundary layer thickness, 𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡  is the fluid saturation temperature, 𝑇∞ is the 
ambient temperature, 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 is the surface temperature, 𝜎 is the surface tension, 𝜌𝑣 is the 
density of vapor, and ℎ𝑙𝑣 is the latent heat of vaporization of boiling fluid. 
(𝑟𝑐,𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑟𝑐,𝑚𝑎𝑥
) =
𝛿𝑡
4
[1 −
𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡−𝑇∞
𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙−𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡
(+
−
)√(1 −
𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡−𝑇∞
𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙−𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡
)
2
−
12.8𝜎𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝜌𝑣ℎ𝑙𝑣𝛿𝑡(𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙−𝑇𝑠𝑎𝑡)
]                     (3.1) 
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Figure 3.1: Prediction of active nucleation sites [5] 
A representative prediction of active nucleation temperature and size has been 
presented in Fig. 3.1. The incipient wall superheat for flat silicon (15 K) was used to 
estimate the nucleation temperature and site size. The sizes of active nucleation cavities 
were estimated to be from 1 μm to 6 μm for wall superheat below 30 K, while for sub-
micron cavities the wall superheat was found to be above 35 K. 
3.1.2 Heat Transfer Coefficient (HTC) 
A well-studied classical pool boiling phenomena is the characterization of 
bubble dynamics in the isolated bubble regimes during pool nucleate boiling. The HTC 
for surfaces in isolated bubble regime can be fairly estimated by a very popular Mikic 
and Rohsenow [16] micro-convection model presented in Eq. (3.2). 
𝐻𝑇𝐶 = 2 (𝜋𝑘𝑙𝜌𝑙𝑐𝑝𝑙)
1
2⁄ 𝑓
1
2⁄ 𝑑𝑑
2  𝑛𝑎
′                                                                                  (3.2) 
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Here, the kl is the thermal conductivity of liquid, ρl is the density of liquid, cpl 
is the specific heat, f is the bubble departure frequency, dd is the bubble departure 
diameter, and 𝑛𝑎
′  is the active nucleation site density. The first parameter bubble 
departure diameter can be predicted based on the surface contact angle as presented in 
Fig. 3.2 [10] 
 
Figure 3.2: Prediction of bubble departure diameter [10] 
The second parameter bubble departure frequency can be determined from the 
following correlation, Eq. (3.3), based on bubble departure diameter at saturated boiling 
conditions. Here 𝜎 is the surface tension, 𝜌𝑙 is the liquid density, 𝜌𝑣 is the vapor density 
and g is the gravitational acceleration. And the third parameter, active nucleation site 
density 𝑛𝑎
′  is best determined from the experimental visualization in the isolated boiling 
regime. 
𝑓 𝑑𝑑 = 0.59 [
𝜎(𝜌𝑙−𝜌𝑣)𝑔
𝜌𝑙
2 ]
1
4⁄
                                                                                             (3.3) 
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3.1.3 Critical Heat Flux (CHF) 
Through its use in a multitude of applications including power generation, 
chemical processing, water purification, and HVAC, boiling plays a crucial role in the 
lives of most people. During boiling, heat transfer is driven by the nucleation, growth, 
and departure of vapor from a heated surface, with large amounts of energy being 
transported via the latent heat associated with phase change [6, 7]. As the heat flux 
increases, a competition occurs between the vapor generated at the surface and the 
replenishing liquid, until the critical heat flux (CHF) is reached. CHF is the highest stable 
heat flux before the transition to film boiling occurs. If the heat flux applied to a surface 
exceeds the CHF, a drastic and uncontrollable increase in surface temperature is observed 
due to the rapid development of an insulating vapor layer blanketing the surface. Due to 
the importance of CHF on the design and operation of boiling systems, extensive research 
in this area has been conducted over the last fifty years. While the exact physical 
mechanisms of CHF are still not fully understood, a variety of correlations and models 
have been developed showing reasonable agreement with experimental measurements 
[17].  
As CHF is approached, the high rate of vapor generation drastically impedes 
the ability to visualize the nature of the flow on and near the heated surface. This has 
been a significant hurdle in understanding the mechanism of CHF, and likely reason as to 
why no singularly accepted model exists to predict it. Kutateladze was the first to 
proposed that the hydrodynamic stability of two-phase flow was the key to triggering 
CHF [18, 19], and suggested the use of the nondimensional CHF parameter where q”CHF 
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is the CHF value, and hfg, , g, v, and l are the latent heat, surface tension, gravitational 
acceleration, and vapor and liquid densities, respectively. 
                                                   (3.4) 
 
In the nucleate boiling regime, several heat transfer mechanisms such as 
transient conduction where bulk liquid replacing the departed bubble space conducts heat 
from surface to liquid [16, 20, 21], microconvection due to increased bubble-liquid 
interface velocity [21], and thin liquid film evaporation underneath the bubble have been 
identified to be contributing parameters affecting the overall boiling heat transfer 
performance [21].  
Figure 3.3 presents some representative saturated pool boiling results for flat 
surfaces with water at atmospheric conditions. Here, Y-axis is the heat flux and X-axis is 
the wall superheat (surface temperature at the top of the surface above fluid saturation 
temperature).  As can be seen, smooth flat silicon surfaces reach CHF as high as 84 
W/cm
2
 (red squares in Fig. 3.3) whereas bare copper can give CHF up to 125 W/cm
2
 (red 
circles). Additionally, it can be seen that bare copper gives much higher HTC as opposed 
to flat silicon surface. This can be attributed to the availability of natural nucleation sites 
on metallic surfaces. 
Researchers have also proposed several models and correlations to estimate the 
pool boiling critical heat flux (CHF) value. The precise critical heat flux (CHF) 
mechanism has been the issue of several investigations and arguments over the past few 
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decades due to the non-linear nature of three phase contact line motion [22]. Four 
different hydrodynamics CHF mechanisms are proposed in the literature, widely known 
Zuber [23] Helmholtz critical vapor packing CHF model, Kutateladze [18] critical vapor 
velocity CHF condition, Rohsenow and Griffith [24] increased nucleation site density 
CHF mechanism, and Haramura and Katto
 
[25] liquid microlayer CHF model. These 
hydrodynamic models were subsequently refined and extended to more precise CHF 
conditions and geometries.  
 
Figure 3.3: Representative pool boiling curves with saturated water at atmospheric 
conditions (collected from [8, 9, 14, 26-28]). 
Dhir and Liaw developed a thermal model for theoretical prediction of CHF 
based on static contact angle [29]. They assumed that static vapor stems are implanted in 
the thermal layer. They demonstrated that CHF increases with decreasing contact angle. 
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Also, it is evident from their analysis that the CHF enhancement with reduced CA holds 
best for a contact angle range of 27º to 107º. Hence, CHF augmentation for surfaces with 
contact angle less than 27º is not explainable by bubble dynamics only [9].  
 
Figure 3.4: Effect of surface equilibrium contact angle on pool boiling critical heat flux 
with saturated water at atmospheric conditions [9]. 
A representative pool boiling results based on surface contact angle is shown in 
Fig. 3.4. Here pool boiling CHF as a function of equilibrium contact angle is presented 
for flat and structures surfaces. As the contact angle approaches zero degree using 
engineered surfaces, the contact angle approach of CHF enhancement fails to predict 
CHF for structured surfaces (more detailed will be discussed later). A more recent and 
widely known CHF model was proposed Kandlikar
 
[30] which is based on the force 
balance analysis at the three phase contact line. Kandlikar included the effect of dynamic 
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receding contact angle on CHF and surface orientation and developed a theoretical model 
based on force balance parallel to the heater surface [30]. 
3.2 Boiling of Water on Engineered Surfaces 
Boiling heat transfer is used in many applications, including the production of 
electricity, chemical processing, and high-heat flux thermal management. Due to its 
prevalence, and the important role it plays in numerous industries, the enhancement of 
boiling heat transfer has been studied for decades. During boiling, heat is transferred 
from a hot surface to a cooler fluid by (1) evaporation across liquid-vapor interfaces, (2) 
transient conduction, and (3) the micro-convection generated by the nucleation, growth, 
and departure of vapor bubbles [6, 27]. The efficiency of boiling is quantified by the heat 
transfer coefficient (HTC), defined as the ratio of the surface heat flux to the superheat 
temperature, the temperature difference between the solid and the saturated fluid. During 
boiling, there is a finite rate at which heat can be dissipated from any surface. This 
maximum is the critical heat flux (CHF). CHF, also referred to as the boiling crisis, 
occurs when the production of vapor cannot be adequately balanced by the amount of 
liquid returning to the heated surface. When this occurs the surface undergoes dry-out, 
where an insulating layer of vapor blankets the solid surface. This leads to an immediate, 
uncontrollable, and drastic increase in surface temperature with dangerous and potentially 
catastrophic consequences, such as the destruction of electronic components or the 
meltdown of a nuclear reactor. 
Understanding and improving HTC and CHF in boiling systems has been 
extensively studied for decades, including the development of a variety of enhancement 
strategies [31, 32]. Traditionally, the use of enhanced surfaces has been primarily focused 
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on the creation of structures and complex geometries machined into, or attached onto, the 
boiling surface such as porous materials, sintered wires and meshes, as well as 
mechanically deformed structures [33-35]. With the development of increasingly precise 
fabrication tools, micro/nano-structured surface coatings have been explored in recent 
years, showing substantial increases in boiling performance. A variety of microscale and 
nanoscale wires, rods, posts, and other structures have been fabricated on silicon chips 
and shown to enhance HTC and CHF of water anywhere from 50% to 300%, depending 
on the working fluid [9, 11-13, 36-40]. Similarly, micro/nano-structures on copper and 
other metals have also been demonstrated [2, 14, 26, 27]. The role that surface structures 
play in boiling enhancement has been attributed to a variety of factors, including capillary 
wicking [9, 13, 14, 38, 39], increased nucleation site densities [9, 28], and increased 
contact line pinning [8]. Additionally, notable increases in HTC have been reported using 
embossed copper microstructures with specific contoured shapes [27]. These complex 
microscale shapes use evaporation momentum force to promote the separation of liquid 
and vapor flow paths and enhance micro-convection. This section focus on boiling 
enhancement using more recent advancement in fabrication technologies with much 
smaller sizes and more control of surface morphology. 
3.2.1 Nanostructured Surfaces 
 Substantial enhancement in pool boiling heat transfer has been reported with 
the addition of nanostructures. CHF up to 200 W/cm
2
 have been reported for 
nanostructured surfaces during pool boiling with water at atmospheric conditions. Chen 
et al. fabricated Si nanowires through electroless etching technique and Cu nanowires by 
electroplating of Cu through porous alumina membrane and demonstrated significant 
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CHF and HTC enhancement for water as the working fluid at atmospheric pool boiling 
conditions [9]. The representative images for the structured surfaces are presented in Fig. 
3.5.  
 
Figure 3.5: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of nanowire surfaces (a) top 
view of Si Nanowires, (b) cross sectional view of Si Nanowires, (c) top view of Cu 
Nanowires, (d) cross sectional view of Cu nanowires, (e) equilibrium contact angles of a 
on Si, SiO2, and Si and Cu nanowire surfaces. [9] 
By submerging the silicon surfaces into AgNO3, and HF acid, 200-300 nm 
diameter, 40-50 µm height vertically aligned silicon nanowires were etched onto silicon. 
200 nm diameter and 40-50 µm long copper nanowires were fabricated by electroplating 
copper through aluminum oxide nanoporous membrane. Figure 3.6 shows the pool 
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boiling results for silicon and copper nanowire surfaces and compared with nanosmooth 
flat silicon substrates. As can be seen, the nanostructures reach CHF up to 200 W/cm
2
 
whereas a flat silicon surface gives CHF of 84 W/cm
2
. 
 
Figure 3.6: Pool boiling heat flux as a function of wall superheat for silicon and copper 
nanowire structures [9]. 
 
Figure 3.7: Scanning Electron Microscope images of Silicon Nanowires with average 
heights of (a) 35 mm and (b) 20 mm [12] 
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Figure 3.8: Scanning Electron Microscope images of Copper Nanowires with average 
heights of (a) 20 mm, (b) 10 mm, (c) 5 mm and (d) 2 mm [12]. 
Yao et al. fabricated metal particle assisted chemically etched silicon 
nanowires (SiNW), Fig. 3.7, and electrochemically deposited copper nanowires (CuNW), 
Fig. 3.8, of different heights to the study the effect of nanowire height during pool boiling 
heat transfer [12]. They observed that pool boiling CHF increases with increasing 
nanowire height regardless of the structure materials. They achieved a CHF of 134 
W/cm
2
 for the silicon nanowire height of 35 nm as shown in Fig. 3.9. They attributed this 
CHF enhancement to the formation of large cavities due to the increase in nanowire 
height for providing increased nucleation site densities which eventually increased the 
CHF. 
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Figure 3.9: Pool boiling heat flux as a function of wall superheat for SiNW and CuNW 
surfaces with different heights [12]. 
 
Figure 3.10: Visualization results of bubble dynamics during boiling. The surfaces with 
nanorods are shown to active 30 fold greater nucleate site densities in 5–10 K superheat 
range than that for bare surfaces [28]. 
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Li et al. showed 30 fold increases in active nucleation site density as shown in 
Fig. 3.10 during pool boiling by adding Cu nanorods through oblique angle Cu atoms 
deposition technique [28]. They conducted bubble dynamic visualization within the heat 
flux range of 4 W/cm
2
 to 25 W/cm
2
. They observed that for nanostructured surfaces, 
nucleation site density is 30 fold higher than bare surface with in the range of 5 to 10 K 
wall superheat which results in CHF up to 160 W/cm
2
. Hendricks et al. proposed a novel 
microreactor assisted solution based nanomaterial deposition technique to grow ZnO 
nanostructures on Al and Cu and showed around 4 times CHF and 10 times HTC 
enhancement compared to a flat surface [41]. 
3.2.2 Microstructured Surfaces 
While the unique properties of nanostructures such as increased capillary 
wicking, wettability, submicron cavities, and high nucleation site density have been 
attributed to the CHF enhancement for nanostructured surfaces, increased surface 
roughness, and contact line pinning have been shown to increase CHF for 
microstructured surfaces. More than 190% CHF enhancement have been reported for 
deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) based silicon microstructured surfaces [8, 39] compared 
to flat silicon surface. Chu et al. fabricated different roughness scale deep reactive ion 
etched (DRIE) silicon microposts (Fig. 3.11) and achieved CHF of 208 W/cm
2 
for a 
surface with roughness value of 6 [8]. Also Chu et al. [8] modified the Kandlikar model 
[30] by scaling the CHF with roughness factor and receding contact angle. Their 
proposed CHF model is shown in Fig. 3.12. 
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Figure 3.11: SEMs of the surfaces with silicon microstructures showing the geometries 
of pillars. The pillars heights are (a) 10 µm and (b)-(f) 20 µm, the center-to-center 
spacing of microposts (a) and (f) 15 µm, (b) and (d) 5 µm, and (c) and (e) 10 µm; and 
varied diameters of (a) and (d)-(f) 10 µm and (b) and (c) 5 µm [8]. 
On contrary to roughness augmented CHF model, O’Hanley et al. fabricated 
microstructure surfaces with varied roughness factors and analyzed the separate effects of 
surface wettability, porosity, along with roughness. They observed that surface 
wettability and roughness factor had negligible impact on CHF enhancement whereas 
maximum heat transfer enhancement was obtained for a surface with hydrophilic porous 
wicking structures [13]. 
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Figure 3.12: CHF as function of a surface roughness for microstructure surfaces [8] 
3.2.3 Hierarchical Surfaces 
 While microstructured patterns provide increased hemiwicking through the 
micropost arrays, added nanostructures to these patterns attribute significant enhancement 
of capillary motion of the fluid to the nucleation sites for hierarchical surfaces. A CHF 
enhancement up to 230% with HTC enhancement up to 220% has been reported for 
micro/nano hierarchical surfaces [37], representative SEM images and boiling results are 
shown in Fig. 3.13 and Fig. 3.14 respectively, with compared to flat silicon surface. Kim 
et al. achieved significant CHF (~233 W/cm
2
) enhancement using ZnO nanorod-Si 
micropost hierarchical surface[15]. They used tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide wet 
etching to fabricate Si microposts, and ammonia aqueous solution to grow ZnO nanorods. 
Ahn et al. fabricated Zirconium alloy based nano, micro and hierarchical surfaces to 
conduct pool boiling experiment [42]. They used hydrofluoric acid based anodization 
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technique on Zirconium alloy plates at constant electric potential (20 V) and solution 
temperature (10 °C). They achieved different surface morphologies by varying the 
exposure time of zirconium plates to the solution. They concluded that below 10° static 
contact angle the liquid spreading dynamics dominates on CHF enhancement. Chu et al. 
proposed a scalable high heat flux removing surface fabrication technique using alkaline 
based chemically oxidized CuO nanostructures on electroplated copper micropillars and 
achieved significant CHF (~250 W/cm
2
) enhancement[37]. 
 
Figure 3.13: SEM images of the silica and CuO based hierarchical surfaces. (a) 
Microstructures coated with EPD (b) microstructures coated with CuO nanostructures (c) 
zoomed view of the silica-based micropillar and the inset is EPD-coated SiO2 
nanoparticles (d) Magnified view of the CuO hierarchical surfaces and the inset is CuO 
nanostructures (e) cross-sectional view of hierarchical silicon and (f) cross-sectional view 
hierarchical copper surface. [37] 
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Figure 3.14: CHF as a function of surface roughness for hierarchical surfaces [37]. 
3.2.4 Macro-machined Surfaces 
A significant enhancement in both critical heat flux and heat transfer 
coefficient has been reported for surfaces with macro-machined microchannel designs. 
Here the channels act as a heater from three sides. A bubble nucleating inside the channel 
grows and pushes the liquid from the channel to outside, and the bubble moves towards 
the top of the surface. Since the bubble moves outside, the channel brings more liquid to 
the channel and forms a micro-convection. A CNC milled channel surface was used to 
demonstrate a CHF increase in 90% and 280% increase in HTC compare to bare copper 
surface [26]. Hot embossed contoured microchannel surfaces as shown in Fig. 3.15 have 
been demonstrated to increase both CHF up to 150% and maximum HTC up to 740% 
compared to bare copper surface due to increased natural nucleation sites, controlled 
liquid-vapor motion [27].  
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Figure 3.15: Enhanced surface details (a) single channel with rectangular geometry, and 
(b) cross-section of the channel, and (c) pool boiling heat transfer performance of 
enhanced surface designs compared to bare surfaces showing significant enhancement in 
both CHF and HTC. [27] 
 
Figure 3.16: Schematic of enhanced surface design with controlled bubble dynamics 
showing separate liquid and vapor flow pathways during pool boiling. [27] 
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The heat transfer enhancement mechanism for these structures has been shown 
in Fig. 3.16. As can be seen, the surface contains complex contour geometries where the 
base of the fins act as the preferential nucleation sites and the bubbles move along the 
pathway given by inclined base at an angle of 14.1°. For this configuration, liquid travels 
along the sidewalls of the fins and maintains a controlled and preferential liquid and 
vapor flow pathways during boiling which becomes more pronounced at higher heat flux 
values. 
3.2.5 Heterogeneous Surfaces 
 In addition to micro/nanostructured heat transfer enhancement mechanisms, 
another mechanism comprising mixed wettability on a surface has been shown to 
increase both CHF and HTC.  
 
Figure 3.17: SEM images of bi-philic and super-bi-philic surfaces showing contact angle 
measures of hydrophilic, hydrophobic, superhydrophilic, and superhydrophobic surfaces. 
[10] 
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A CHF enhancement up to 150% and HTC up to 220% has been attributed to 
bi-philic surfaces [43], whereas, CHF increase up to 65% and HTC up to 540% have 
been achieved for super-bi-philic surfaces, compared to flat silicon surface [10]. Betz et 
al. demonstrated significant HTC (> 100 kW/m
2
K) enhancement using superhydrophilic-
superhydrophobic mixed wettability surface [10]. They used DRIE black silicon method 
to grow superhydrophilic nanostructures on SiO2 coated silicon surface and traditional 
photolithography to pattern Teflon superhydrophobic dots. A representative mixed 
wettability surface design is shown in Figure 3.17. 
3.3 Boiling of Dielectric Fluids on Engineered Surfaces 
In addition to enhanced boiling with water as the heat transfer fluid, 
researchers have also used various refrigerant fluids to characterize the heat transfer 
performance of structured surfaces during pool boiling. This section provides a brief 
review of some pool boiling characterization of structured surfaces with commercial 
dielectric fluids. 
Im et al. fabricated copper nanowire structures with varied wire height through 
electro-chemical depositing using AAO nanoporous membranes (Fig. 3.18) and 
characterized them with pool boiling using dielectric fluid (PF-5060) [44]. They observed 
increase in CHF and decrease in wall superheat for nanowire structures compared to bare 
surfaces due to increased capillary pressure, and nucleation sites through micro cavities. 
Maximum CHF enhancement was optimized at nanowire height of 2 µm (Fig. 3.19) 
which can be attributed to the balance between the capillary induced wettability and 
viscous drag.  
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Figure 3.18: Scanning Electron Microscope images of CuNW at different heights. [44] 
 
Figure 3.19: CHF as a function of nanowire height for pool boiling of PF-5060. [44] 
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Figure 3.20: SEM images of fabricated copper microstud surfaces coated with CNT. [44] 
 
Figure 3.21: Heat flux as a function of wall superheat for fully CNT-coated, CNT-
patterned, and bare silicon surfaces [44]. 
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Figure 3.22: (a) Pool boiling heat transfer performance for silicon surfaces fully coated 
with CNT, and (b) corresponding images of during boiling photographs at various heat 
flux conditions [44]. 
Ujereh et al. synthesized CNT structures on to silicon and copper surfaces [44]  
and demonstrated that CHF and HTC enhancement for CNT coated silicon surfaces are 
monotonic enhancement, as shown in Fig. 3.21, 5% enhancement for island pattern, 60% 
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for grid pattern, and 100% for fully coated CNTs. Whereas, for copper and copper 
microstud surfaces coated with CNT, as shown in Fig. 3.22, this enhancement is less 
compared to that with silicon covered with CNT only surface. This was attributed to the 
reduction in CNT coverage at the circumference of microstruds, and effectiveness of 
CNTs at the top of microstuds due to the higher thermal conductivity of these copper 
microstuds.  
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CHAPTER 4: POOL BOILING EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS  
4.1 Experimental Apparatus for Boiling of Saturated Water 
This section describes the pool boiling experimental setup and method used to 
characterize the heat transfer performance of engineered surfaces using water at 
atmospheric conditions.   
4.1.1 Experimental Apparatus 
The pool boiling experimental setup used for testing with saturated water is 
shown in Figure 4.1. It consists of an instrumented water bath attached to an insulated 
copper block with a 1 cm × 1 cm sample soldered to it. Two cartridge heaters were 
embedded into the copper block allowing for a maximum power of 1000 W. The heat 
input to these heaters was controlled with a variable autotransformer. Five 6 mm equally 
spaced T-type thermocouples were inserted into the insulated copper block along the 
centerline to measure the one-dimensional temperature gradient across and heat flux 
supplied to the test surfaces. A thermocouple 0.2 mm below the top copper surface was 
used to determine the surface temperature. The samples had ~1μm of thermally 
evaporated copper on their back sides to facilitate soldering to the copper block with 
63/37 Tin/Lead solder with acid flux to provide good thermal contact. A Polycarbonate 
chamber holds the water bath for pool boiling where an auxiliary cartridge heater with a 
300 W capacity (controlled with a second variac) was used to maintain the bath 
temperature at saturation conditions. The bath temperature was monitored using a T-type 
thermocouple placed within the 2 cm above the boiling surfaces. The temperature 
measurements were recorded using an NI DAQ system. All thermocouples were 
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calibrated using a fixed temperature chiller (Thermo Scientific HAAKE ARCTIC SC150 
A25 refrigerated circulator bath chiller) and Omega thermometer calibrator (CL3512A). 
 
Figure 4.1: Schematic of pool boiling experimental setup for water 
4.1.2 Experimental Method 
All pool boiling experiments were conducted under atmospheric conditions 
with saturated water. Deionized water was degassed by boiling at 100 °C for 30 minutes, 
prior to being placed in the chamber. The heat flux is then slowly increased until a 
surface temperature at 100 °C is reached, and left there for another 30 minutes. To begin 
testing, the heat input to the sample was increased in small increments (5 W/cm
2
 to 10 
W/cm
2
) and the system was left to reach thermal equilibrium. All measurements were 
recorded after the temperature variations for each thermocouple become less than 0.5 °C 
for 20 minutes. Each sample was tested up to CHF, which was taken as the largest stable 
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heat flux attainable. Beyond CHF a rapid increase in surface temperature was observed, 
resulting in the sample de-soldering from the copper block.  
The heat flux was calculated from the average heat flux values determined 
from the middle three thermocouples (T2 to T4 in Fig. 4.1) as given by: 
q′′ = −kcu (
dT
dx
)
average
                                                                                                  (4.1) 
q′′ = −kcu  
1
2
 [(
∆T23
∆x23
) + (
∆T34
∆x34
)]                                                                                     (4.2) 
where, kCu is the thermal conductivity of copper, ΔT is the temperature difference 
between adjacent thermocouples, and Δx23 = Δx34 = Δx is the spacing between 
thermocouples.  
Surface temperature was determined from the top thermocouple beneath the 
soldered sample (T5 in Fig. 4.1) using Fourier’s conduction law given in following 
equation. 
Ts = T5 − q
′′ (
LCu
kCu
+
LSo
kSo
+
LSu
kSu
)                                                                      (4.3) 
where Ts is the surface temperature, LCu is the distance from copper block top surface to 
the top thermocouple, LSo is the solder thickness, LSu is the thickness of the substrate, and 
kcu, kso, and ksu are the thermal conductivity of copper, solder, and substrate respectively.  
4.2 Experimental Apparatus for Boiling of Dielectric Fluids  
The pool boiling experimental setup and method used to characterize the heat 
transfer performance of engineered surfaces using saturated FC 72 at atmospheric 
conditions are presented in this section. Although this dissertation presents the saturated 
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pool boiling results of FC 72 at atmospheric pressure, this experimental setup is designed 
to characterize the pool boiling heat transfer for other fluids. This experimental setup can 
be also be used for pool boiling at subcooled and high pressure conditions. 
4.2.1 Experimental Apparatus 
The schematic and the optical image of pool boiling experimental setup used 
for testing with saturated dielectric fluid are shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 
respectively. It consists of an instrumented dielectric fluid chamber attached to an 
insulated copper block with a 2 cm × 2cm sample soldered to it. Four cartridge heaters 
were embedded into the copper block allowing for a maximum power of 1600 W. The 
heat input to these heaters was controlled with a variable autotransformer. Three 1 cm 
equally spaced T-type thermocouples were inserted into the insulated copper block along 
the centerline to measure the one-dimensional temperature gradient across and heat flux 
supplied to the test surfaces. PEEK was used to provide the thermal insulation to the 
copper heater block. A T type thermocouple 0.3 mm below the top copper surface was 
used to determine the surface temperature. The heater block assembly was attached to the 
boiling chamber with a stainless steel plate and Viton O-ring. The samples were soldered 
to the copper block with 63/37 Tin/Lead solder with acid flux to provide good thermal 
contact.  
A polycarbonate cylinder attached to the top of the 6-way cube with a custom-
built gasket was used as the vapor condensing chamber during boiling. Aluminum coil 
connected to a fixed temperature chiller and flow controller valve was used to condense 
vapor and maintain atmospheric pressure. Another T-type thermocouple inserted in the 
condenser chamber and a differential pressure transducer was used to monitor the vapor 
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temperature and vapor pressure during boiling. An aluminum plate instrumented with 
condenser coils, pressure, temperature ports and bleed valve ports was assembled with a 
custom-built gasket at the top of the polycarbonate condenser chamber. All 
measurements were recorded using an NI DAQ system.  
 
Figure 4.2: Schematic of pool boiling experimental setup for dielectric fluids 
4.2.2 Experimental Method 
All pool boiling experiments were conducted under atmospheric conditions 
with saturated FC 72. Prior to each test, the boiling fluid was placed inside the chamber 
and both the bath heater and test section heater were powered until the bulk fluid reaches 
beyond the saturated temperature and vigorous boiling occurs. Then the bleed port was 
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opened to purge the non-condensable gases from the chamber and condenser coil was 
turned on to maintain atmospheric pressure. Water at atmospheric temperature was 
pumped through the condenser coil using a constant temperature chiller.  
 
Figure 4.3: Optical image of pool boiling experimental setup for dielectric fluids 
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Then the test section heater power was dialed down to reach below the 
saturation temperature and allows complete rewetting of the surface. Finally the test 
section heater power was increased until the surface reaches saturation temperature. After 
the complete boiling system reached to equilibrium conditions, the heat flux to the test 
surfaces was slowly increased in increments of 1 W/cm
2
. During boiling, the vapor 
pressure was maintained at atmospheric condition by changing the water flow rate 
through the condenser coil. Each sample was tested up to CHF, which was taken as the 
largest stable heat flux attainable. 
4.3 Experimental Uncertainty 
The experimental uncertainty associated with pool boiling heat transfer 
measurements, capillary wicking measurements and roughness factor measurements are 
presented in this section. 
4.3.1 Experimental Uncertainty during Pool Boiling 
The experimental uncertainties in the measured quantities were based on 
thermocouple accuracy, uncertainty in thermal conductivities, and the uncertainty in 
various physical dimensions. The propagation of these uncertainties, U, was evaluated for 
heat flux, q˝, surface temperature, TS, and heat transfer coefficient, HTC, based on the 
following equations. 
𝑈
𝑞′′
𝑞′′
= [(
𝑈∆𝑇
∆𝑇
)
2
+ (
𝑈𝑘𝐶𝑢
𝑘𝐶𝑢
)
2
+ (
𝑈∆𝑥
∆𝑥
)
2
]
1
2⁄
                                                                         (4.4) 
𝑈∆𝑇
∆𝑇
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𝑈𝑇5
𝑇5
)
2
+ (
𝑈𝑇𝑆𝑎𝑡
𝑇𝑆𝑎𝑡
)
2
+ (
𝑈
𝑞′′
𝑞′′
)
2
+ (
𝑈𝑅𝐶𝑢
𝑅𝐶𝑢
)
2
+ (
𝑈𝑅𝑆𝑜
𝑅𝑆𝑜
)
2
+ (
𝑈𝑅𝑆𝑢
𝑅𝑆𝑢
)
2
]
1
2⁄
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The uncertainty of the omega T-type thermocouple (TMQ-SS-020G-6) 
measurements was 1 K. The uncertainties in the thermocouple locations and the solder 
thickness were approximated to be 250 μm and 20 m, respectively. The thermal 
conductivity of copper at 373 K was estimated to be 395  5 W/mK. Therefore, for the 
boiling setup utilized in this study, the maximum uncertainties in the heat flux, wall 
superheat, and heat transfer coefficient were calculated to be ± 5.95 W/cm
2
, ± 1.75 K, 
and ± 3.58 kW/m
2
-K, respectively.  
4.3.2 Experimental Uncertainty during Wicking 
Measurement accuracy associated with capillary wicking experiment is based 
on uncertainty associated with wicked volume flux. Hence, wicked volume flux 
uncertainty was estimated using Eq. 4.9, where DC is the diameter of the capillary tube, 
dH is the change in liquid level height, and DW is the diameter of wetted area. All 
measurements were conducted using high-speed imaging and the uncertainty of the 
measurement was based on pixel resolution (~2.79 μm per pixel) as well as the observed 
thickness and image distortion in the descending meniscus. 
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4.3.3 Experimental Uncertainty with Roughness Factor Estimation 
The uncertainty estimation for roughness factor is based on the accuracy 
associated with the number of nanostructures counted in a frame and the physical 
dimensions that were either measured from SEM images or reported directly from 
publications. Eqs 4.10 - 4.13 were used to calculate the uncertainties in roughness factor, 
using intentionally conservative values. 
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CHAPTER 5: SCALABLE NANOMANUFACTURING OF SURFACE 
COATINGS FOR BOILING APPLICATIONS  
5.1 Introduction and Overview 
The enhancement of phase-change heat transfer processes is of critical 
importance due to their impact on energy, the environment, and water resources, as well 
as their potential in high-power thermal management systems [1, 45, 46]. Recent studies 
have shown that micro/nano-structures can be used to substantially alter boiling [9], 
evaporation [47], freezing [48], and condensation [49] by influencing the nature and 
behavior of liquid, vapor, and solid interfaces. However, the fabrication methods used in 
these studies are not easily extended to practical applications, particularly over large-
areas, complex geometries, and onto various surface materials. In this chapter, biological 
templates are used to demonstrate the scalable nanomanufacturing of high-surface-area 
coatings for enhanced boiling on various materials. Using self-assembly of the Tobacco 
mosaic virus, pool boiling critical heat flux and heat transfer coefficient have been 
increased by up to 200%. The solution-based room-temperature biotemplating process is 
simple and scalable; it requires no external power or special equipment. The coatings are 
robust with no physical degradation after 24 hours of nucleate boiling on gold, copper, 
aluminum, and stainless steel surfaces. Additionally, the process is compatible with in-
situ depositions, allowing for the retrofitting of existing heat transfer equipment and a 
means to mitigate fouling via stripping and re-deposition, two issues critical to real-world 
implementation.  
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5.2 Biotemplated Nanofabrication 
The Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) based biotemplated nanofabrication 
technique has been incorporated to fabricate nanostructures on different metallic and non-
metallic surfaces. This section presents a brief description on the TMV, its harvesting and 
replication, and biotemplating technique for nanostructured surfaces. 
5.2.1 The Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and its Genetic Modification 
The Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) is the first virus ever discovered and 
completely harmless to humans. It is a well-studied biological structure, comprised of 
2130 subunits of 17.5 kDa coat proteins arranged in a helical array around positive-sense 
single-stranded ribonucleic acid [50] (Figure 5.1a). It is a hollow cylindrical structure 
with 18 nm outer diameter, a 4 nm inner diameter, and a 300 nm length [50, 51] (Figure 
5.1b). The TMV is stable up to 60 ºC over a wide pH range of 2 to 11, and compatible 
with several polar solvents and organic reactions [52].  
In this work we used the TMV1cys, an engineered mutant of the wild-type 
virus. The TMV1cys contains a cysteine residue on the outer portion of each of its 2130 
coat proteins. This modification is achieved through PCR-based site-directed 
mutagenesis, where a complementary DNA clone is produced from the wild-type viral 
RNA, and the specific cysteine codon is introduced in the third position of the coat 
protein open reading frame [53]. RNA transcripts are then used to infect the host plant for 
mass production of the virus. The TMV1cys is harvested 20 days after inoculation. The 
introduction of cysteine residues (amino acids with thiol groups) within the N-terminus of 
virus coat protein results in enhanced binding properties based on strong covalent 
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interactions [54]. This genetic modification allows for near vertical assembly and 
functionalized with various inorganic coatings, creating a highly textured three-
dimensional scaffold for conformally coated inorganic nanostructures. Near vertical 
orientations are achieved due to the nature of the thiol binding sites introduced during 
genetic modification. As can be seen in Figure 5.1c,d, the cysteine residues are shielded 
from the protein surface by the protein C-terminus. Due to the helical arrangement of 
coat proteins, only the cysteine on the 3΄ end is unexposed and available for surface 
attachment during self-assembly [55]. 
 
Figure 5.1: The Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and genetic modification. (a) Schematic 
representation of the TMV structure showing the RNA strand and coat proteins and (b) A 
TEM image of the wild-type virus. (c)-(d) Schematic representations of the cysteine 
residues introduced during genetic modification and the C-terminus shielding the 
cysteines. (a) Reprinted with permission from The Encyclopedia Britannica
 
[56], 
Copyright 1996. (b) Reprinted with permission from  Elsevier [51], Copyright 1999. (c-d) 
Reprinted witrh permission from IOP [55], Copyright 2008.  
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5.2.2 Virus Harvesting and Replication 
Purified TMV solutions are prepared through the infection of the Tobacco 
plant (Nicotiana tabacum cultivar Xanthi).  Seedlings are grown in the lab under 
repeating 12 hours of UV light followed by 12 hours of dark (Figure 5.2a-b). After 3-4 
weeks, individual leaves are infected by spraying ~37 micron silicon carbide particles 
(Carborundum) onto the leaves and manually wiping previously purified virus solutions 
into the veins of the leaves with a cotton swab (Figure 5.2c). The abrasive SiC 
microparticles scratch the surface of the leaves and facilitate the infection process. The 
infected plants grow for another 2-3 weeks during which mosaic patterns appear on 
leaves. Leaves are then removed from the plants and stored in a freezer at -20 °C until the 
extraction process.  
The extraction of the virus starts with blending of the infected tobacco leaves 
with buffer. After filtering the solution with cheese cloth (Figure 5.3a), chloroform is 
added at a ratio of 1:50. Then, the solution is centrifuged for 10 min at a fixed angle at 
10000 rpm, and separates the solution from the bulk plant precipitations. An additional 
fixed angle centrifugation at 10000 rpm for 10 min is conducted with diluted TMV in 
sodium phosphate buffer (pH 7.0), Polyethylene glycol, and KCl, resulting in a pellet 
(Figure 5.3d), which is then diluted in 4 ml buffer.  
A sugar solution is then prepared with 25 gm sucrose diluted in 100 mL 
phosphate buffer and stored them at -20 °C overnight. The virus is suspended at the top 
of sugar solution (Figure 5.3e) and centrifuged using a swinging bucket rotor at 22,500 
rpm, 14 °C for 2 hours. After centrifuging, we collected a band of virus layer suspended 
inside the sugar layers (Figure 5.3f). Finally a two hour 30,000 rpm, 4 °C fixed angle 
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centrifuge step is performed, after which purified virus pellets precipitated at the side 
wall of the tube. The final purified TMV pellets are diluted with 4 ml sodium phosphate 
buffer and analyzed with a spectrophotometer to measure the concentration and purity of 
the virus solution. 
 
Figure 5.2. Replication of Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV). (a) Many seedlings initially 
grown in a single pot then (b) transplanted to individual trays where (c) they are manually 
infected. (d) Full grown infected leaf showing the mosaic pattern. 
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Figure 5.3: Extraction of Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV). (a)-(b) Preparation of blended 
leaf and extraction buffer solution for centrifugation. (c) Coarse separation of TMV after 
first centrifugation. (d) TMV pellet after second centrifugation. (e) Insertion of TMV 
solution into sugar solution. (f) Gradient layer formation of TMV after swinging angle 
centrifugation. 
5.2.3 Biotemplated Nanostructured Sample Preparation 
Figure 5.4 shows the agriculturally tractable process for replicating the TMV 
and the biotemplating process used in this work. Tobacco plants (Nicotiana tabacum) are 
grown in the lab for 3-4 weeks, and then infected with the TMV. The virus replicates 
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during the infection process for 2-3 more weeks, where the characteristic mosaic pattern 
can be seen on the infected leaf (Figure 5.4c). The leaves are then liquefied in a blender 
and the TMV is extracted using a series of chemical and centrifuging steps, where the 
final purified TMV is suspended in a phosphate buffer. Figure 5.4d shows the solution-
based biotemplating process, where a metallic surface is first submerged in the virus 
solution for 24-48 hours and the TMV self-assembles in a near-vertical arrangement. The 
TMV are bound to the surface at one end and are repelled from each other due to their net 
negative outer surface charge.  This orientation is preferential due to the fact that the thiol 
binding sites introduced during genetic modification are shielded from the surface of the 
virus due to the helical arrangement of coat proteins. The cysteine at the 3ʹ end, however, 
is fully exposed leaving a singular binding site available for surface attachment at one 
end [54]. After TMV assembly, the substrate is moved to a bath containing a palladium 
catalyst for 2-3 hours, and then an electroless nickel plating solution for 4-8 minutes. 
During these steps, palladium nanoclusters form on the surface and act as a catalyst 
during electroless nickel deposition. The electroless plating results in a uniform shell of 
nickel (~20-40 nm thick), fully encasing the TMV template (Figure 5.4e). This shell 
thickness was chosen to maximize the nanocoating porosity, while still resulting in 
nanostructures that were mechanically stable under pool boiling conditions, as well as 
ultrasonication during cleaning.  Nanostructures with shell thickness notably less than 20 
nm were easily removed during ultrasonication, and shell thickness notable thicker would 
unnecessarily reduce the coatings porosity.  
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Figure 5.4: Scalable nanomanufacturing using self-assembled Tobacco mosaic virus 
(TMV). (a) TEM image of the wild-type TMV [51]. (b) Tobacco plants are grown in the 
lab and infected with the TMV, leading to (c) the characteristic mosaic pattern. (d) The 
three-step solution-based biotemplating process where the TMV assembles onto a 
metallic surface and is coated with palladium nanoclusters and then electrolessly plated to 
form a nickel shell. (e) SEM images of the surface-bound nickel nanostructured coating. 
(a) Reprinted with permission from Elsevier, Copyright 1999.    
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While the resulting nanostructure orientation is not perfectly vertical, the 
singular binding site at one end of the virus, and it’s inherent surface charge, deters the 
TMV from laying flat or assembling into bundles. Because the surface is never dried 
during the procedure, liquid-vapor interfacial forces (which would make the TMV lay flat 
and/or bundle) do not play a role. The final electroless nickel deposition step provides 
rigidity to the surface-bound TMV, resulting in a highly porous and mechanically strong 
nanocoating. The virus acts solely as temporary scaffolding and plays no role in defining 
or maintaining the nanostructure thereafter. 
 
Figure 5.5: (a) TEM image of nickel coated TMV nanostructure and (b) XPS analysis 
results for the surface-bound nickel-coated TMV nanostructures [54] (b) Reprinted with 
permission from ACS [54], Copyright 2008. 
Figure 5.5a shows a TEM image of the nickel-templated nanostructure, where 
the 18 nm diameter TMV can be seen inside of a nickel shell. The nanofabrication 
process used here was first reported by Royston et al. along with detailed XPS analysis of 
the resulting composition[54]. Figure 5.5b shows the high resolution Ni 2p3/2 and O 1s 
spectra of the TMV-templated nanostructures, as reported by Royston et al.[54]. The 
binding energy peaks indicate that the nickel shell is comprised primarily of nickel oxides 
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and hydroxides, with a small amount of crystalline nickel. They reported that ~59% of 
the nickel is in the form of NiO and ~38% is in the form of Ni(OH)2. 
5.2.4 Scalability of TMV Biotemplating 
The biotemplated solution-based room-temperature process is compatible with 
various metallic surfaces, requires no power or equipment, and is scalable to large areas 
and complex geometries. This nanofabrication process as described in the earlier section 
has been carried out on various substrates including those most relevant for heat transfer 
equipment, namely copper, aluminum, and stainless steel. Figure 5.6 shows optical 
images of 1cm x 1cm samples before and after coating and SEM images of the structures 
at various magnifications. The copper, aluminum, and stainless steel surfaces were cut 
from larger sheets of metal with a thickness between 0.5 -1 mm. The surfaces were 
sanded for a few minutes using 200 grit sandpaper to remove contaminates and oxides, 
and left out in ambient conditions for 24 hours prior to deposition. The gold-coated 
silicon samples (Figure 5.6a) used a 0.1 mg/mL concentration of TMV for ~24 hours, 
while the other surfaces required 0.2 mg/mL for ~36-48 hours (Figure 5.6b-d). The need 
for increased concentration and assembly time is attributed to the reactive nature of the 
non-gold substrates. The buffer solution reacts with the surfaces, initially inhibiting the 
assembly of the TMV. This is most evident on copper where the TMV has assembled 
onto an underlying oxide structure produced during assembly. As such, it has the 
potential to enhance heat transfer in several large-scale applications, where traditional 
approaches are not practical or feasible. 
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Figure 5.6: Biotemplated superhydrophilic nanostructured nickel coatings on various 
metallic surfaces. Fabrication results for virus-structured coatings on (a) gold, (b) 
aluminum, (c) stainless steel, (d) and copper showing 1cm x 1cm samples before and 
after deposition, as well as SEM images at various magnifications. Side-view and 
orthogonal SEM images were obtained by (a) cleaving a silicon sample or (b,c) masking 
and etching the nanostructures using photolithography. 
5.3 Pool Boiling Characterization 
Biotemplated nickel nanostructures, as described in section 5.2, were 
fabricated on several different surfaces and characterized during pool boiling. The 
coatings were characterized to measure heat transfer enhancement during pool boiling 
using a custom-built test set-up as discussed in section 4.1. Briefly, the 1 cm × 1cm 
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biotemplated nanostructured samples were soldered directly to a heater and submerged in 
a bath of saturated water open to atmospheric pressure, while heat flux, surface 
temperature, and water temperature were measured.  
5.3.1 Pool Boiling Results 
Heat flux as a function of wall superheat (surface to water temperature 
difference) is plotted in Figure 5.7a. The closed symbols represent bare surfaces, the open 
symbols represent those coated with nickel nanostructures, and the horizontal arrows 
show CHF. As a surface is heated to its CHF value, the rate at which vapor is produced at 
the surface cannot be balanced by replenishing liquid. A film of vapor blankets the 
surface, inhibiting heat transfer between the wall and liquid, leading to complete dry-out 
and an extreme increase in temperature. It can be seen that the CHF values for the bare 
and flat surfaces range from roughly 60-100 W/cm
2
, which is consistent with the 
literature and Kandlikar’s CHF model [8, 9, 30]. The superheat temperature at which 
CHF occurs varies notably between the bare surfaces due to variations in topography and 
nucleation sites, where the polished silicon substrates require higher temperatures. The 
nanostructured surfaces, however, all behave similar to one another. CHF values of up to 
210  6 W/cm2 have been achieved, with an average value of 202 W/cm2 and a standard 
deviation comparable to the experimental uncertainty. This performance is repeatable for 
all four substrate materials over a total of ten separate experiments. Figure 5.7b shows the 
heat transfer coefficient, HTC (heat flux divided by wall superheat), as a function of heat 
flux, showing similar enhancements. CHF has been nearly doubled for bare copper 
surfaces and nearly tripled for flat nickel surfaces. The TMV nanocoatings tested here 
exhibit extreme superhydrophilicity, where a droplet placed on the surface is immediately 
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drawn into the structures through capillary action resulting in no measureable contact 
angle. The enhancements in CHF are attributed to this ability, where the coatings delay 
global dry-out of the surface by efficiently wicking liquid through the nanostructures to 
locally dry regions. This replenishing liquid allows for higher rates of stable vapor 
production and therefore higher heat fluxes [36, 57]. 
 
Figure 5.7: Pool boiling results for nanostructures on different substrate materials (a) 
CHF as a function of wall superheat, and (b) HTC as a function of heat flux. 
5.3.2 In-situ Deposition and Fouling Mitigation 
The coatings were repeatedly tested to evaluate their integrity and reliability 
during nucleate boiling. Figure 5.8a shows the results of repeated boiling tests for two 
nickel nanostructures on gold samples. The samples were continuously boiled for 5-10 
hours up to CHF, and then left out in ambient air for 48 hours before being re-soldered 
and tested again. A shift in the boiling curve and a drop in CHF of about five percent is 
observed. This is attributed to fouling by particulates and organic materials from the 
ambient environment, the soldering steps, handling of surfaces between tests, and boiling 
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itself. During nanostructured boiling any contaminants present in the liquid will be drawn 
to the surface with the potential to clog or fill the nanostructures. To allow for 
instrumentation the boiling chamber used here was open to the environment and exposed 
to silicone sealants, thermal grease, plastic walls, and soldering flux, all of which could 
lead to premature fouling. To remove contaminants, the surfaces were cleaned using 
solvents in an ultrasonic bath followed by air plasma cleaning for one minute. As can be 
seen in Figure 5.8a, the performance improved with cleaning and returned back to the 
original boiling curve within the experimental uncertainty after repeated cycling. Figure 
5.8c shows SEM images of one sample imaged in between various tests for up to 24 
hours of boiling, including three CHF events. The nickel nanostructures are intact with no 
noticeable change in morphology. These images, combined with the experimental results, 
show that reversible fouling leads to the minimal degradation observed, and not the 
destruction of nanostructures. 
The procedures and test set-up used in this work accelerated fouling due to the 
need for instrumentation and interchangeable samples, leading to measureable (but 
minimal) degradation. Fouling, however, remains an important hurdle for real-world 
implementation where continuous operation over months and even years is required. 
While all nanostructured coatings are inherently vulnerable to fouling, the room-
temperature solution-based biotemplating process provides a means to mitigate its impact 
by stripping and re-coating surfaces using in-situ depositions. After a nanostructured 
coating has degraded substantially, it can be easily removed using a dilute acidic solution 
and then a new coating can be re-deposited. This provides the ability to retrofit exiting 
systems comprised of large areas and complex geometries (inside heat exchangers, 
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boilers, and HVAC equipment) by simply passing the solutions through them. It also 
provides a means to periodically rejuvenate the coatings after they degrade. This unique 
capability will allow for low-cost and large-scale implementation. 
 
Figure 5.8: (a) Pool boiling curves showing repeatable performance and the effects of 
reversible fouling and pre-cleaning. (b) Results for copper and stainless steel samples 
after stripping and re-deposition of TMV nanocoatings, showing repeatable performance 
and a means to retrofit existing equipment as well as mitigate the effects of fouling. (c) 
SEM images showing that the TMV nanostructures remain intact with no mechanical 
failure after 24 hours of sustained nucleate boiling (scale bars are 1 m).  
.  
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Figure 5.8b demonstrates the boiling performance of copper and stainless steel 
samples after repeated stripping and re-deposition, where the coatings are stripped by 
immersion in a 2 M HCl solution. Boiling performance is characterized after each 
stripping and each deposition. The sequential boiling curves show repeatable 
performance in both the bare and nanostructured states. These tests demonstrate the 
efficacy of the removal and re-deposition of TMV-structured coatings using in situ 
solution-based techniques. 
5.3.3 Surface Wettability and Comparison with CHF Predictions 
Static, advancing, and receding contact angle measurements were performed 
using a 2mm diameter distilled water droplet deposited onto the surfaces from a 
microsyringe pump. Videos were captured with a Phantom V210 high-speed camera at 
800 pixel × 800 pixel resolutions. The images were then analyzed using ImageJ software. 
The flat Ni, bare SS, bare Al, and bare Cu samples have intrinsic contact angles of 80°, 
75°, 68°, and 60°. The addition of TMV nanostructures reduced the static contact angles 
of all the surfaces to ~ 0
0
. Receding contact angle measurements were used to validate the 
experimental apparatus and CHF values using Kandlikar’s CHF model [30]. Figure 5.9 
shows good agreement between the measured CHF values for flat surfaces as compared 
to the model, with the superhydrophilic surfaces exceeding the predictions due to the 
capillary wicking effect, as seen in the literature. 
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Figure 5.9. Comparison with CHF Predictions. Experimental pool boiling results 
showing good agreement for non-structured surfaces as compared to other work [8, 12, 
26]  and Kandlikar’s CHF model [30]. 
5.4 Conclusions 
A biotemplated nanofabrication technique to fabricated nanostructures has 
been reported in this chapter. Using the self-assembly and metalization of the Tobacco 
mosaic virus, superhydrophilic coatings were fabricated using an inexpensive solution-
based process on several different metallic and non-metallic surfaces. Pool boiling heat 
transfer performance were characterized for the structures and compared with bare 
surfaces. Nearly 200% enhancement in both CHF and HTC has been demonstrated for 
these structured surfaces as compared to flat surfaces. 
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1. This work shows for the first time, the scalable manufacturing of nanostructured 
coatings for enhanced boiling on a variety of surfaces relevant to thermal and fluidic 
applications.  
2. Superhydrophilic coatings were fabricated on copper, aluminum, stainless steel, and 
gold coated silicon surfaces. 
3. Although, the pool boiling CHF and HTC have been shown to vary for all different 
bare surfaces, it has been demonstrated in this chapter that the heat transfer for this 
biotemplated nanostructures are independent of substrate materials.  
4. These coating have been demonstrated to be reliable and robust for over 24 hours of 
sustained nucleate boiling.  
5. Additionally, this simple solution-based process is demonstrated to be compatible 
with in situ depositions, by which existing systems can be retrofitted with 
nanocoatings and the effects of fouling can be mitigated by stripping and re-coating. 
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CHAPTER 6: WICKABILITY AND CHF ON STRUCTURED 
SUPERHYDROPHILIC SURFACES 
6.1 Introduction and Overview 
The enhancement of boiling heat transfer has the potential to impact a variety 
of industries, the consumption of energy and water resources, as well as the development 
of high-heat-flux thermal management applications. Accordingly, numerous researchers 
have developed novel fabrication strategies to create superhydrophilic coatings with 
enhanced wetting properties. These coatings have led to increases in boiling efficiency as 
well as critical heat flux (CHF), the maximum stable heat transfer rate achievable during 
boiling. While a variety of models and experiments have been reported, the mechanisms 
triggering CHF and the role of surface structures on its enhancement are still a matter of 
debate. In this chapter, biological templates have been used to demonstrate that 
wickability is the single key factor in dictating CHF on structured superhydrophilic 
surfaces. The flexibility and simplicity of biotemplating using the Tobacco mosaic virus 
has been leveraged to create a range of surfaces with varying scales, morphologies, and 
roughness factors. Their wickabilities have been quantified via the wicked volume flux (a 
phenomenological parameter analogous to contact angle), and its role on CHF 
enhancement has been clearly demonstrated using data from over three dozen individual 
surfaces. These results are repeatable and independent of the substrate material; 
degradation due to fouling; structure material, morphology, and intrinsic contact angle; as 
well as structure scale (including micro, nano, hierarchical designs), and heat transfer 
fluids. Using these results, an experimentally validated correlation for CHF has been 
reported based on the dimensionless wickability. Additionally, the rigidity of virus-
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structured surfaces have been optimized based on structure shell thickness and 
demonstrated to achieve a CHF of 257 W/cm
2
 for water, representing the highest reported 
value to date for a superhydrophilic coating. While the role of wickability on CHF has 
often been cited anecdotally, this chapter provides a quantitative and definitive measure 
of the phenomena. It provides insight into the nature of CHF, as well as a framework to 
design and optimize coatings for further enhancement. 
6.2 CHF Correlation and Surface Wickability 
The exact mechanisms triggering critical heat flux (CHF) have been the focus 
of numerous investigations and arguments for over five decades due to the complex, 
highly dynamic, and difficult to observe nature of the liquid-vapor interfaces and three 
phase contact line during nucleate pool boiling. Table 6.1 lists a small number of existing 
models and correlations including the seminal work by Kutateladze [18], Zuber [23], and 
Lienhard and Dhir [58] considering hydrodynamic instabilities. Borishanskii’s model 
[59] includes the effect of viscosity in is based on co-axial two-phase flow stability. 
Haramura and Katto’s macrolayer dry-out model [25], and the macrolayer lift-off model 
of Guan et al.
 
[60] are based on the destruction of a liquid macrolayer underneath large 
mushroom bubbles feed by small vapor stems. The table includes work considering the 
effects of contact angle from Liao et al. [61], as well as the often-cited model by 
Kandlikar [30] based on vapor momentum flux and the associated model by Chu et al.
 
[8] 
augmented to include roughness factor. The models are presented in terms of the 
nondimensionl CHF, K, as well the value predicted for K for water at atmospheric 
conditions, showing values of K ~ 0.12-0.18. This by no means an exhaustive list, but 
provides a general outline. 
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Table 6.1: Summary of selected pool boiling CHF models 
 
Author 
 
 
Modeling Approach 
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Zuber [23] 
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Liao et al. 
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As CHF is approached, the high rate of vapor generation drastically impedes 
the ability to visualize flow on and near the heated surface. This has been a significant 
hurdle in understanding the mechanism of CHF, and a likely reason as to why no 
singularly accepted model exists to predict it. Kutateladze was the first to proposed that 
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the hydrodynamic stability was the key to triggering CHF [18, 19], and suggested the use 
of a nondimensional grouping for CHF of 
4/12/1 )]([ vlfgv
CHF
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K
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
          (6.1) 
where q”CHF is the CHF value, and hfg, , g, v, and l are the latent heat, 
surface tension, gravitational acceleration, and vapor and liquid densities, respectively. 
Using hydrodynamic analysis to determine the critical vapor velocity at CHF, 
Zuber suggested a value of K = 0.131 based on the Helmholtz instability of vapor 
columns [23]. Lienhard and Dhir claimed that the critical wavelength of instability should 
be given by the most dangerous Taylor wavelength [58], resulting in K = 0.149. 
Kutateladze, however, found a value of K = 0.16 from the fitting of experimental data 
[18, 19]. In the following decades, numerous more models have been developed, using 
the nondimensional CHF parameter given by Eq. 1. Most notably, these include the 
macrolayer dryout model developed by Haramura and Katto [25], as well as the 
associated macrolayer lift-off model developed by Guan et al. [60], which consider vapor 
stems feeding large mushroom bubbles with a liquid macrolayer underneath (as opposed 
to the vapor columns suggested by Zuber). These approaches have gained attention in 
recent years due to their consistency with visual observations and increased accuracy at a 
wider range of operating conditions [62, 63]. For water at atmospheric conditions, the 
macrolayer dry-out and lift-off models predict values of K = 0.13 and K = 0.115, 
respectively [25, 60]. 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic representation of the role of wickability in enhancing the critical 
heat flux. The wicked liquid is drawn into the nanostructures in the wetted areas, 
transported underneath the apparent liquid−vapor interface, and evaporated.  
None of these approaches, however, take into account the effects of surface 
structures, wettability, or wickability, and greatly under predict CHF for superhydrophilic 
structured surfaces. While Kandlikar’s model [30] incorporates the effects of contact 
angle, experimental results of CHF consistently exceed its predictions for contact angles 
approaching zero. This suggests another mechanism of enhancement is at play in addition 
to wettability. Chu et al. showed substantial increases in CHF for structured surfaces and 
presented a model based on Kandlikar’s vapor momentum flux incorporating the 
roughness factor, r, and suggested the increase in the contact line length delays CHF [8]. 
The above discussion of CHF models is by no means an exhaustive review. For a more 
detailed treatment of the proposed mechanisms triggering CHF, and the various 
predictive models (including the impact of wettability and structures) the authors point to 
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the work of Bergles [17], Carey [22]
41
, Kandlikar [30], Lu et al. [64], Kim [6], and Guan 
et al.[60]. 
The effect of wickability on CHF can be analyzed through a simple 
examination of the apparent liquid-vapor-solid contact line on a heated surface. Figure 
6.1 illustrates this, where some fraction of the surface is covered with liquid and another 
with vapor (e.i. a vapor column, bubble, or stem). While some portion of the liquid is 
evaporated across the apparent liquid-vapor interface, additional liquid is transported 
underneath the apparent contact line and evaporated across the complex liquid-vapor 
interface supported by the surface structures. The increase in CHF for a wicking surface 
(as compared to the corresponding non-wicking surface) can therefore be related to the 
latent heat associated with the wicked liquid flow rate, and given by 
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where the subscripts W and NW indicate wicking and non-wicking, 
WCHFm ,  is the liquid 
mass flow wicked under the apparent contact line at CHF, WCHFV ,
  is the volumetric flux 
of liquid wicked into the surface at CHF, and At is the total heated surface area. 
Nondimensionalizing Eq. 6.2 in the form of Eq. 6.1 yields 
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where the difference in K for wicking and non-wicking surfaces is proportional to the 
wetted area fraction as well as the wicked volume flux at CHF. Wetted area fraction has 
been observed to monotonically decline with increasing heat flux and drastically decrease 
as CHF is reached [65-68]. The minimum stable wetted area fraction at CHF has been 
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measured to be anywhere from 50% to 90%, including recent work by Jung et al. using a 
novel infrared thermometry technique to measure the local wetting state and heat flux 
during the transition through CHF for FC-72 [66]. 
6.3 Wickability Characterization 
Eq. 6.3 suggests that surfaces capable of wicking liquid at high rates will delay 
the unstable drop in wetted fraction associated with CHF. While measuring the wicked 
volume flux across a surface during an actual CHF event is extremely difficult, Ahn et al. 
reported a novel method of characterizing the rate of liquid flow drawn into a surface due 
to capillarity [57]. Using a modified version of this approach, the maximum wicked 
volume flux of each of the surfaces has been measured in this chapter. This section 
presents the wickability characterization for both water and highly wetting fluid FC 72. 
6.3.1 Wickability of Water    
Figure 6.2a shows the experimental technique used to measure wickability 
(wicked volume flux, V̇0
˝ ) for structured surfaces. This is done using high-speed imaging 
and motion tracking of the volume of water being drawn from a capillary tube and into 
surface structures. Some representative high speed images of capillary wicking is shown 
in Fig. 6.2b. A PFA tube of 500 μm inner diameter is filled with ~1.5 μL of DI water 
using a micro-syringe pump. The tube is mounted vertically with a pendant droplet 
forming at the lower end. A structured sample to be tested is slowly raised up from below 
the tube with a translational stage with micron-level precision. When the pendant droplet 
touches the sample the liquid is wicked into the surface structures and propagates radially 
outward from the point of contact. After the very initial contact, two phenomena occur 
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sequentially as shown in Figure 6.3a for the structured surfaces considered here. First, the 
pendant droplet deforms to wet the surface and spreads out to a constant wetted area, AW, 
as shown in stage 1 to 2 in Fig. 6.3a. After this initial spreading phase ends, the liquid is 
then wicked through the surface structures and the liquid flow rate is measured by 
monitoring the change in height of the liquid meniscus within the tube, as shown in stage 
2 to stage 3 in Fig. 6.3a. As seen, this technique successfully segregates these two phases 
to allow for the direct measurement of wicking after all spreading has ceased. This is 
critical to the accuracy of the method. 
 
Figure 6.2: The characterization of surface wickability. Schematic of capillary wicking 
experimental setup to measure initial wicked volume flux for structured surfaces using 
water. 
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Figure 6.3: The characterization of surface wickability. (a) Schematic of the wicking 
measurement technique, where a structured surface is raised to touch a pendant droplet 
attached to a capillary tube. The droplet first quickly deforms to a constant wetted area, 
AW, and then liquid is wicked through the surface structures. (b) The apparent wetted 
area as a function of time, where the droplet spreading phase (-5 ms < t < 0) occurs 
entirely before the liquid wicking phase (t > 0). (c) Wicked volume as a function of time, 
calculated by tracking the high-speed images of the displaced meniscus in the tube. 
Figure 6.3b shows the measured wetted area, AW, as a function of time. As can 
be seen, the wetted are is initially increasing until it reaches the equilibrium wetted area 
due to spreading. Figure 6.3c shows results from image tracking of the meniscus height, 
where the dynamic wicked volume is calculated as V = AT h, where AT is the cross-
sectional area of the tube’s inner passageway and h is the distance the meniscus has 
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dropped. As can been seen, spreading occurs prior to wicking (t < 0) extremely fast (~5 
ms), and the resulting maximum volumetric flow rate and wetted area can be determined 
at t = 0. The uncertainty in wetted radius and meniscus height is estimated using image 
pixel size to be ±0.014 mm, resulting in an uncertainty in wicked volume flux (based on 
propagation of measurement error) of ±0.16 mm/s. 
 
Figure 6.4. Experimental measurement of wickability. (a) High-speed imaging of water 
being drawn from a 500 m inner diameter capillary tube after a structured surface is 
raised into contact with a pendant droplet resulting in wicking across the surface. (b) 
Experimental results of wicked volume as a function of time (for three select surfaces), 
calculated by tracking the displacement of the water level in the tube, showing the initial 
(maximum) volumetric flow rate. 
Figure 6.4 shows wicked volume with respect to time for three representative 
silicon surfaces (nano, micro and hierarchical) considered here. The maximum wicked 
volume flux is calculated as  
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where (dV/dt)t=0 is the initial (maximum) volume flow rate, and AW is apparent wetted 
area of the surface. As such, 
0V 
  is a measurable phenomenological parameter that 
characterizes the inherent wickability of a structured surface. This is analogous to 
characterizing wettability using contact angle. Using this approach, the wicked volume 
flux captures the effects of micro/nano-structure size, shape, morphology, permeability, 
intrinsic contact angle, and porosity all into one phenomenological parameter. This 
technique yields a direct measurement of the actual mass flow rate, as opposed to the 
speed of a wicking front, and therefore does not rely on assumptions regarding the 
permeability or geometry of the structures. This fact allows for a direct (and accurate) 
correlation with CHF, via the additional latent heat associated with the wicked liquid 
mass flow.  
6.3.2 Wickability of FC 72    
Since capillary wicking provides a means to estimate the rewetting capability 
of active nucleation sites during boiling as presented in section 6.2, surface wickability 
has been quantified via capillary wicked volume flux in section 6.3.1 for water as the 
working fluid. Since, FC 72 is a highly wetting fluid with low surface tension as 
compared to water, the quantification of capillary wicking volume flux also becomes 
complicated. The high liquid density of FC 72 requires extra vacuum pressure to keep the 
fluid inside the capillary tube up to the desired height. In addition, the volatile feature of 
FC 72 makes it harder to create a liquid pendent droplet at one end of the capillary tube 
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as opposed to water. Hence, this section presents a method to estimate the wicked volume 
flux using a capillary tube incorporating a micro syringe system. 
 
Figure 6.5: Schematic of capillary wicking experimental setup to measure initial wicked 
volume flux for structured surfaces using low surface tension fluids. 
Briefly, for water wicking described in section 6.3.1, the tube end opposite 
to the liquid pendant side was open to the atmosphere. Here, a new syringe wicking 
method, as shown in Fig.6.5, is introduced to measure the capillary wicked volume 
flux for fluids other than water. A syringe with micro-syringe pump is attached to the 
capillary tube to insert the fluid inside the tube up to the desired height during 
infusion. Then using the pump withdrawal, a liquid pendant is formed at the end of the 
capillary tube. The surface is then raised using the micro-meter translational stage until 
it touches the pendant droplet.  
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of capillary wicking results using water for both with and 
without syringe (a) wetted area as a function of time, and (b) wicked volume as a 
function of time demonstrating that the added syringe backpressure has negligible effect 
on the initial wicked volume flux measurements. 
Now, since liquid back pressure is added due to attaching the syringe at the 
open side of the tube for FC 72, it is required to verify the reproducibility of the new 
wicking technique with the previous wicking method as described in section 6.2. 
Figure 6.6 shows the capillary wicking results using syringe with water and compared 
with the wicking results without syringe (prior technique). From the wetted area as a 
function of time plot (Fig. 6.6a), it can be seen that the average wetted area for both 
with and without the syringe methods are similar. While some variations in wicked 
volumetric flow rates are observed in wicked volume as a function of time plot (Fig. 
6.6b), the initial wicked volumetric flow rate is also similar for both cases. This 
demonstrates that the syringe back pressure to hold the liquid inside the capillary tube 
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and form liquid pendant at the end of the tube in new capillary wicking experimental 
technique does not affect the initial wicked volume flux results.  
 
Figure 6.7: Capillary wicking results of FC 72 compared with water using syringe 
wicking method (a) wetted area as a function of time and (b) wicked volume as a function 
of time. 
Now a representative surface wickability using FC 72 and the syringe wicking 
technique is presented in Fig. 6.7. To compare, both the capillary wicking results for FC 
72 and water using syringe wicking technique are reported here. As can be seen from 
wetted area as a function of time in Fig. 6.7a, the wetted area initially increases due to 
liquid spreading, and as the liquid pendant reaches equilibrium, the wetted area for water 
becomes approximately constant, whereas, the wetted area for FC 72 keeps changing in 
all different stages of wicking test. Figure 6.7b shows the wicked volume as a function of 
time for both water and FC 72. To estimate the wicked volume flux for FC 72, initial 
wicked volumetric flowrate was taken as the linear ingredient of the wicked volume 
curve in Fig. 6.7b, and then the average wetted area was taken in that initial maximum 
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wicking region (Fig. 6.7a). Since, the wetted area is continuously changing unlike 
constant wetted area for water; this average wetted area for FC 72 incorporates additional 
measurement uncertainty in the wickability measurements which was included in the 
representation of wicked volume flux. 
The actual wicked volume flux experienced at CHF is a complicated function 
of the flow field including highly dynamic variations in wetted area fraction, contact line 
speed, and contact line density during nucleate boiling [65]. It is assumed here, however, 
to scale linearly with the measured wicked volume flux, 0, VV WCHF 
 , which is 
characterized using a quasi-static wetting state as shown in Figure 6.1. Eq. 6.3 can 
therefore be re-written as  
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where the proportionality is used due to the unknown wetted area fraction at CHF, as well 
as the unknown proportionality between the actual wicked volume flux at CHF, WCHFV ,
 , 
and the measured wicked volume flux, 0V 
 . This results in the nondimensional CHF for a 
wicking surface, KW, given by  
WiCKK NWW                          (6.6) 
where KNW is the nondimensioanl CHF for the corresponding non-wicking surface, C is 
an unknown constant of proportionality, and Wi is defined here as the dimensionless 
wicking number given by 
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Wi is the nondimensional form of the wicked volume flux, and represents the 
ratio of the liquid mass flux wicked into the surface structures relative to the critical mass 
flux of vapor leaving the surface as calculated using classical hydrodynamic instability 
analysis [69]. Hence, by knowing the wicked volume flux ( 0V 
 ) as presented in this 
section, the non-dimensional wicking number can be estimated for structured surfaces, 
and eventually CHF during pool boiling can be predicted for structured surfaces. 
6.4 Structured Surfaces 
To characterize the effect of wickability on CHF, more than three dozens of 
different surfaces have been fabricated. This section provides a detailed overview of the 
fabricated surfaces and the fabrication techniques. 
6.4.1 TMV on Silicon Substrates 
Using a simple solution-based room-temperature process as described in 
Chapter 5, core-shell nickel nanostructures can be confomally deposited onto numerous 
materials without the need for any external power, heat, or special equipment. Briefly, the 
TMV assembles onto the surface from solution, followed by the successive reduction of 
palladium and nickel onto the outer surface of the assembled virus. The TMV acts as a 
temporary scaffold and plays no part in defining or maintaining the nanostructures after 
nickel deposition. The coatings are mechanically robust and show no physical 
degradation or mechanical failure after continuous nucleate boiling, including the 
repeated occurrence of CHF and burnout [2], with temperatures exceeding 200 C. 
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Figure 6.8: Micro, nano, and hierarchically structured silicon surfaces fabricated to 
characterize the effect of wickability on pool boiling CHF. (a-d) SEM images of four 
representative microstructure geometries fabricated using deep reactive ion etching. (e-f) 
Hierarchical surfaces at three different magnifications composed of the microstructures 
shown in (a-d) conformally coated with TMV-templated nickel nanostructures.  
TMV biotemplating has been used here to create a multitude of structured 
surfaces with large variations in roughness factor as well as wickability. Figure 6.8 shows 
representative SEM images of eight of the twenty silicon samples fabricated for this work 
including four microstructured surfaces (Figure 6.8a-d), as well as four hierarchically 
structured surfaces (Figure 6.8e-h) composed of nickel-coated TMV conformally 
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assembled on to the corresponding microstructure geometries. Figure 6.8e-h shows SEM 
images of the hierarchical surfaces at increasing magnifications, demonstrating the 
conformal nature of the nickel-coated TMV nanostrutures. 
The microstructured surfaces were fabricated using deep reactive ion etching of 
the underlying silicon substrate and are coated with a thin (20-40 nm) layer of nickel, to 
maintain a consistent intrinsic contact angle for all twenty samples. A total of nine 
different microstructure designs and their corresponding nine hierarchal designs were 
created, along with two nanostructured samples fabricated on flat silicon substrates. The 
micropost geometries (diameter × pitch × height) were varied for each design, and 
combining them with the conformal TMV nanostructures resulted in roughness factors 
(defined as the actual surface area relative to the footprint area) of r = 1.03 – 57.24. All of 
the surfaces fabricated in this work demonstrated superhydrophilic behaviors and 
exhibited no measurable contact angle. 
6.4.2 Copper Oxide Nanostructures (CuO) 
To compare the results for TMV-structured surfaces with alternative materials 
and structures, a series of copper oxide nanostructured surfaces have also been fabricated 
and characterized. CuO nanostructures are ideal for this comparison due to the ability to 
easily tune their morphologies. Figure 6.9 shows the five distinct CuO nanostructures 
fabricated and tested in this work, along with the chemical composition, bath 
temperature, and growth times used to create each. Surface CN1 (Figure 6.9a) was 
produced using the recipe reported by Chu et al.
 
[37], while surfaces CN2 and CN3 use 
the same alkaline bath but vary the temperature and/or growth time. CN4 (Figure 6.9d) 
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was produced using the method reported by Love et al.
 
[70], and CN5 (Figure 6.9e) was 
produced by immersing a copper sample into a simple bath of phosphate buffer at room 
temperature.  
 
 
Figure 6.9: Copper oxide nanostructured coatings. (a-e) SEM images of five different 
CuO nanostructured coatings and the corresponding fabrication conditions, including 
solution temperature, time, and composition. 
6.4.3 Estimation of Roughness Factor 
To characterize the effect of roughness factor on CHF enhancement as 
demonstrated by Chu et al. [8], the roughness factor for all different structured surfaces 
fabricated in section 6.4.2 are estimated using image analysis and presented in this 
section. 
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The roughness factors for ordered cylindrical structures including micropost 
arrays, nanowires, and nanorods were estimated using Eq. 6.8 using the structure 
diameter (DA), height (HA), and center-to-center pitch (P). In Eq. 6.8, C is a constant set 
equal to C = π/2 for deep-etched silicon microposts to account for scalloped features [8], 
and C = 1 for smooth nanowires and nanorods. Roughness factor for nanowires and 
nanorods reported in the literature were estimated using Eq. 6.8, where the diameter and 
height were given by their reported values, and the pitches were estimated based on the 
provided SEM images [9, 12, 28]. For other ordered array structures, roughness factors 
were calculated directly from their reported values [8, 15, 37].       
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The roughness factors for TMV nanostructured surfaces were estimated using 
Eq. 6.9 and by examining SEM images at various magnifications. At high magnifications, 
the number of cylindrical nickel-coated TMV structures in the frame (N) is counted, and 
the average diameter (DN) and length (HN) is measured, resulting in  
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where Aimage is the area of the selected frame. 
The density of TMV on the surfaces depends on the concentration of virus 
solution, deposition time, and substrate material. Figure 6.10 shows SEM images of two 
surfaces with subtly different TMV densities. The roughness factor estimation for a given 
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surface was therefore based on an average value for multiple images across the sample. 
Based on SEM images, the average nanostructure diameter (DN) was typically between 
100 - 150 nm, and the average height (HN) taken to be 500 nm. Since the roughness 
factors are estimated based on the number of nanostructures observed in a single frame, 
there is the likelihood of missing underlying nanostructures in top-down SEMs, hence, 
these roughness factors are by definition under-predictions.            
   
(a)                                                                         (b) 
 
Figure 6.10: SEM images used for roughness estimation of TMV-structured surfaces 
including (a) less densely packed, and (b) more densely packed cylindrical 
nanostructures. 
Figure 6.8 shows SEM images of TMV structured surfaces, where TMV 
aggregates can be seen on the surface, thus increasing roughness factor. This 
phenomenon was typically minimal for nanostructured surfaces, but was pronounced for 
some hierarchical designs. The additional roughness factor associated with aggregates 
(ragg) was estimated by examining the average number, size, and density of aggregates on 
a surface using SEM images at various magnifications. The roughness factor associated 
with TMV aggregates varied from surface to surface, with values from less than one to up 
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to 15 (accounting for up to 35% of the total roughness in extreme cases). The uncertainty 
in measuring aggregate roughness was conservatively estimated to be 50%. This 
estimation is also an under-prediction due to the lack of visibility of underlying TMV 
nanostructures in a top-down SEM image.  
The roughness factors for hierarchical surfaces (rH) were estimated using Eq. 
6.7 where rTMV is the roughness factor for TMV nanostructures, rA is the roughness factor 
for silicon microposts, and ragg is the roughness factor due to aggregation of 
nanostructures. 
  aggATMVH rrrr                                                       (6.10) 
   
   
Figure 6.11: TMV aggregation on hierarchical surfaces. 
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Roughness factors for the copper oxide nanostructured surfaces fabricated in 
this work were measured using one of two equations based on nanostructure shape. For 
rectangular pedal-like structures (Figure 6.12a), Eq. 6.11 was used to estimate the 
roughness factor (rCN-R) where N is the number of CuO nanostructures in a frame, and b 
and h are the base and height of the nearly rectangular prismatic nanostructures. 
Assuming a negligible thickness, 2(b x h) is the total surface area of both sides. For 
needle-like triangular nanostructures (Figure 6.12b) Eq. 6.12 was used, where b is the 
length of the triangular base and h is the height of the triangular prism, assuming 
negligible thicknesses. Typical values for b and h ranged from 100 – 900 nm. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 6.12: Roughness estimation of CuO nanostructures on (a) rectangular and (b) 
triangular shaped structures.  
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6.5 Results: Boiling of Saturated Water 
To characterize the effects of wickability on CHF, the micro, nano, and 
hierarchically structured silicon surfaces shown in Fig. 6.8, copper oxide nanostructures 
shown in Fig. 6.9, and biotemplated nickel nanostructures on different metallic and non-
metallic surfaces presented in Chapter 5 were tested in this section during nucleate pool 
boiling of water at atmospheric conditions using the experimental setup reported in 
section 4.1. 
6.5.1 Silicon Substrates 
Figure 6.13a shows selected boiling curves for several of the designs where 
CHF is signified with a horizontal arrow. Figure 6.13b shows CHF as a function of the 
experimentally measured wicked volume flux,
0V 
 , as described in section 6.3 for all 
twenty structured silicon samples, shown in Fig. 6.14, as well as a single flat silicon 
sample. Figure 6.13c shows the compete legend for all the tests including sample names, 
micropost array geometries, estimated roughness factors as described in section 6.4.3, 
wickabilities as measured from the capillary wick tests, and CHF values. Here M stands 
for silicon microstructure surfaces, N stands for nanostructured surfaces, and H stands for 
biotemplated hierarchical surfaces. As can be seen from Figure 6.13b, a clear and distinct 
linear relationship between CHF and wicked volume flux exists, as predicted from the 
closed form model. Using a hierarchical design, a maximum CHF of 257 W/cm
2
 has been 
achieved at a wicked volume flux of over 5 mm/s. This represents the highest reported 
CHF for water on a silicon substrate, as well as the highest reported CHF for a 
superhydrophilic surface (contact angle ~ 0) on any substrate. This result is comparable 
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with the work of Chu et al. [37] using hierarchical surfaces to show a CHF of 250 
W/cm
2
.  
 
Figure 6.13: Experimental characterization of the CHF and wickability of structured 
silicon surfaces. (a) Boiling curves for six selected samples, where CHF is signified with 
an arrow. (b) Experimental results of CHF plotted against the wicked volume flux for all 
twenty silicon surfaces, showing a linear trend. (c) Details of the twenty micro, nano, and 
hierarchical silicon surfaces including sample name, microstructure geometry (diameter x 
pitch x height), roughness factor, r, wicked volume flux, 0V 
 , and CHF.  
Additionally, it is seen that microstructured designs can also exhibit high 
wickability and CHF, with values of nearly 4 mm/s and 220 W/cm
2
, respectively. The 
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nanostructured surfaces provide a CHF of around 200 W/cm
2
, consistent with prior 
results [2]. Figure 6.15 shows the complete boiling curves for all twenty silicon surfaces 
tested in this work, including heat flux as a function of wall superheat (Figure 6.15a), as 
well as heat transfer coefficient as a function of heat flux (Figure 6.15b). 
 
Figure 6.14: Wicked volume as a function of time for all twenty micro, nano, and 
hierarchical silicon surfaces.  
 
Figure 6.15: Pool boiling results for structured surfaces (a) CHF as a function of wall 
superheat and (b) HTC as a function of heat flux. 
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6.5.2 Effect of Substrate, Nanostructure Density, and Fouling  
Depending on variations in the substrate material as well as the micro/nano-
structures themselves, wickability can vary from sample to sample, spatially across a 
surface, as well as over time. This includes the effects of surface defects and variations in 
structure density, as well as degradation due to fouling. To investigate these effects, 
various TMV-templated nanostructured surfaces have been fabricated and tested on non-
silicon substrates, as first demonstrated in prior Chapter 5. In that work, the TMV 
biotemplating technique was optimized for deposition onto aluminum, copper, and 
stainless steel. During the optimization process, a variety of non-ideal surface coatings 
were created with lower-quality surface coverages. Figure 6.16a shows SEM images of 
the results of an optimized deposition, with a high concentration of nickel nanostructures, 
as compared to an un-optimized deposition with a low concentration. Additionally, 
Rahman et al. showed that a slight decrease in CHF (~5%) is observed after repeated 
testing of the surfaces including repeated CHF and burnout events [2]. This decrease was 
attributed to reversible fouling, and after cleaning the surfaces returned to their initial 
values. 
The performance TMV coatings with varying nanostructure densities, as well 
as coatings degraded by fouling were measured to characterize the impact on wickability 
and CHF. Figure 6.16b shows the CHF versus wickability data for silicon, aluminum, 
copper, and stainless steel surfaces with both high and low density coatings, as well as 
samples degraded by fouling after repeated testing. As can be seen, the variation in TMV 
density and surface fouling leads to variations in the measured CHF. However, these 
variations are accompanied by corresponding variations in the measured wickability, with 
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the data closely following the linear trend seen for micro, nano, and hierarchical silicon 
surfaces. This is strong evidence pointing to wickability as not only the key factor in CHF 
enhancement, but also a convenient phenomenological parameter that is easily measured 
and accurately accounts for the complex effects of variations in morphology, surface 
defects, and degradation due to fouling. 
 
Figure 6.16: Effect of substrate material, TMV morphology, and fouling on wicking-
enhanced CHF. (a) SEM images showing high-concentration and low-concentration 
TMV coatings. (b) CHF as a function of wicked volume flux for TMV nanostructures on 
multiple metallic substrates, showing variations in performance due to differences in 
morphology as well as fouling after repeated testing. The results are compared to the 
corresponding bare surfaces as well as the micro, nano, and hierarchal silicon surfaces 
(light grey symbols). 
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6.5.3 Effect of Nanostructure Material and Morphology 
To compare the results for TMV-structured surfaces with alternative materials 
and structures, a series of copper oxide nanostructured surfaces have also been fabricated 
and characterized during pool boiling (Fig. 6.17a). While it is difficult to quantify the 
variations in surface morphology and roughness factor for the five CuO nanostructures 
shown in Figure 6.9a-e, the wickability of each sample is easily measured. Additionally, 
it can be seen that a small change in bath conditions between CN1 and CN2 (90C to 
96C), leads to noticeable variations in CHF (56% increase). Nevertheless, Figure 6.17b 
shows that the enhancement of CHF is due to wickability and is consistent with the 
results from the nickel-coated TMV-structured surfaces. 
 
Figure 6.17: Results for copper oxide nanostructured coatings. (a) Boiling curves and (b) 
CHF as a function wicked volume flux, showing consistency with TMV-structured 
micro, nano, and hierarchical coatings on silicon and metallic substrates (light grey 
symbols). 
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6.5.4 Effect of Wickability on CHF 
Figure 6.14a-b shows the entirety of the CHF data collected for all of the 
surfaces fabricated and tested in this work, including non-structured hydrophilic and 
structured superhydrophilic surfaces, plotted against the surface wickability (Figure 
6.14a) and surface wettability (Figure 6.14b).  
 
Figure 6.18: Effect of wickability on CHF. Experimentally measured CHF as a function 
of (a) wicked volume flux and (b) receding contact angle for over forty individual 
surfaces, showing the importance of wickability for structured superhydrophilic surfaces. 
The data includes variations in scale (micro, nano, hierarchical), morphology, fouling, 
structure material, and substrate material, as well as data from other researchers [14]. (c) 
CHF enhancement as a function of wicking number, Wi, for superhydrophilic surfaces 
showing excellent agreement with the developed correlation given by Eq. 6.13. 
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The non-structured surfaces exhibit measurable contact angles and no 
measurable wickability, while the structured samples exhibit varying wickability but no 
measurable contact angle. For non-wicking surfaces, CHF is consistent with existing 
literature and established models from Zuber [23] and Kandlikar [30]. The CHF of 
structured superhydrophilic surfaces, however, cannot be predicted using traditional 
modeling approaches. This trend is commonly shown in the open literature, including the 
large spread in data at contact angles of zero degrees. 
Fitting the data shown in Figure 6.18a with the linear relationship predicted by 
Eq. 6.6 yields a value of KNW = KZuber = 0.131. This is consistent with numerous 
experimental results validating Zuber’s limit for flat surfaces not capable of capillary 
wicking. Interestingly, this fit also yields a value of C = KZuber = 0.131, suggesting a 
nondimensional correlation for CHF on structured superhydrophilic surfaces of the form 

K
W
 K
Zuber
(1 Wi )            (6.13) 
where the dimensionless wicking number, Wi, is given by Eq. 6.12. Rearranging terms, 
this results in a CHF enhancement factor relative to Zuber’s limit of 
Wi
q
q
ZuberCHF
WCHF



1
,
,
          (6.14) 
Figure 6.18c shows the experimental data for each of the superhydrophilic 
surfaces fabricated here, matching the CHF enhancement factor given by Eq. 6.14 to well 
within the measured experimental uncertainty (<10%). In addition to the 36 individual 
samples fabricated and tested in this work, Figure 6.18 includes results from Ahn et al. 
using micro, nano, and hierarchically structured zirconium alloy [57]. This data was 
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extracted from the reported CHF, adsorbed volume measurements, and optical images of 
capillary wicking experiments. These results show that wickabililty (quantified here by 
the wicked volume flux and dimensionless wicking number, Wi) is the critical parameter 
dictating CHF on structured superhydrophilic surfaces. A definitive and consistent linear 
relationship for CHF with respect to wickability is seen, as predicted by the simple 
analytic model. These results are independent of variations in structure length scale 
(micro, nano, and hierarchical); substrate material (silicon, aluminum, stainless steel, 
copper, and zirconium); nanostructure density; roughness factor; degradation due to 
fouling; as well as surface structure material and morphology (etched silicon micropost 
arrays, virus-templated nickel nanosturtures, copper oxide nanostructures, and anodized 
zirconium).  
The techniques explained in Section 6.4.3, were used to evaluate surface 
roughness factor for all of the micro, nano, and hierarchical silicon surfaces fabricated 
and tested in this work. Additionally, roughness factors of numerous structured surfaces 
in the open literature were also estimated using Eq. 6.8- Eq. 6.12. This was done using 
the reported values for micro/nano-structure dimensions (height, diameter, pitch, etc.) as 
well as values extracted from SEM images, as necessary. Figure 6.19 shows the reported 
CHF values as a function of estimated roughness factors for this work, as well as five 
other publications [9, 12, 15, 28, 37]. As can be seen, for moderate-to-low roughness 
factors (r < 10) CHF is generally well predicted by the proposed model from Chu et al. 
[8], especially for ordered arrays of silicon microposts. For large roughness factors 
(r >10), no discernable trend is observed and the model greatly over-predicts CHF. 
The roughness factors estimated here include large error bars associated with 
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the conservative measurement uncertainties assumed. This is particularly evident for 
large values of roughness factor. Nevertheless, these estimates by definition under-predict 
roughness factor and even accounting for this uncertainty, these results suggest that a 
mechanisms other than increased contact line length due to surface roughness is playing a 
role in CHF enhancement. 
 
Figure 6.19: CHF as a function of surface roughness factor and receding contact angle.  
6.5.5 Optimization of Biotemplated Nanofabrication for Boiling Applications 
To test the mechanical strength of the TMV-structures and optimize the 
fabrication process, a series of samples were fabricated with varying nanostructure 
thicknesses and tested during pool boiling. This variability was achieved by changing the 
electroless nickel plating time during fabrication, as seen in Figure 6.20a.  
The nickel nanostructures were fabricated using Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) 
based biotemplating process as described in Chapter 5. TMV is cylindrical shaped 
biological material which measures 18 nm outside diameter and 300 nm length. 
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Electroplated nickel solution puts thin nickel shell outside the nanorods where the 
thickness is a function of plating time. Hence, by varying the shell thickness, the structure 
size changes which results in variations of structure porosity. In this work, total 11 
nanostructured surfaces were prepared starting from nickel deposition time 2 min to 60 
min. Figure 6.20b shows the measured structure diameter as a function of nickel 
deposition time where the structure size linearly increases with solution time. The 
structure diameters were measured by analyzing SEM images using ImageJ. 
 
Figure 6.20: Effect of nickel deposition time on nanostructure size. (a) SEM images of 
various samples fabricated with different nanostructure thicknesses. (b) Diameter of 
biotemplated nanorods as a function of nickel coating deposition time. 
The performance of nanostructures was analyzed during wickability test using 
the capillary wicking method reported in section 6.3 which is analogous to structure 
porosity and wettability. Wicked volume as a function of time for some representative 
structures is shown in Figure 6.21a. It can be seen that the initial wicked volumetric flow 
rate decreases as the nickel deposition time increases except the nickel deposition times 
(a) 
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of 2 min (green circles) and 3 min (not shown here). Nanostructured surfaces with nickel 
deposition time 5 min (blue circles in Fig. 6.21a) exhibits the maximum wicked 
volumetric flow rate, and nanostructured surface with 60 min nickel deposition (red 
squares in Fig. 6.21a) time exhibits minimum wicked volumetric flowrate. This nickel 
deposition time depended wicking performance is also observed in pool boiling CHF 
results. Figure 6.21b presents the pool boiling heat flux as a function of wall superheat 
for some nanostructures showing the variation in boiling performance based on nickel 
deposition time or in other words structure porosity.  
 
Figure 6.21: Experimental results (a) wicked volume as a function of time and (b) pool 
boiling heat flux as a function of wall superheat for nickel nanostructures showing the 
effect of nickel deposition time. 
Figure 6.22 presents the CHF value as a function of nickel deposition time as 
compared to the CHF value predicted from wickability testing and Eqn. 6.14. As can be 
seen, excellent agreement is seen between the predicted and measured values for 
deposition times greater than five minutes. For deposition times of less than five minutes, 
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the nanostructures were too thin to withstand the mechanical loading and failed during 
boiling, resulting in a difference between predicted and measured CHF.  
 
Figure 6.22: Comparison of measured and predicted CHF values showing the effect of 
nickel deposition time on pool boiling performance and mechanical failure of TMV 
coatings for deposition times of less than five minutes. 
6.6 Results: Boiling of Saturated FC 72 
To characterize the effects of wickability on CHF, in addition to varying the 
structures, the effect of working fluid was also tested. All the wickability results and pool 
boiling results presented earlier to develop the wickability depended CHF correlation in 
Eq. 6.14 was with water as the working fluid. This chapter presents the capillary wicking 
and pool boiling results for microstructure, nanostructured and hierarchical surfaces for 
FC 72 using the capillary wicking technique reported in section 6.3, and pool boiling 
experimental setup reported in section 4.2. 
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Since capillary wicking provides a means to estimate the rewetting capability 
of active nucleation sites during boiling, an experimental CHF correlation on the basis of 
non-dimensional wickability has been demonstrated in section 6.5.  Surface wickability 
has been quantified via capillary wicked volume flux for over three dozen individual 
surfaces. The structured surfaces include several substrate materials, different 
nanostructures, microstructures, and hierarchical structures, different structure materials, 
various nanostructure densities and surface fouling properties. However, this CHF model 
along with most of the literature models has showed a good agreement for boiling CHF 
where water is used as the working fluid. 
In this section, several structured surfaces have been fabricated and 
characterized during pool boiling heat transfer using dielectric FC-72 as the working 
fluid. Since, FC 72 is a highly wetting fluid with low surface tension as compared to 
water, the quantification of capillary wicking volume flux also becomes complicated. The 
high liquid density of FC 72 requires extra vacuum pressure to keep the fluid inside the 
capillary tube up to the desired height. In addition, the volatile feature of FC 72 makes it 
harder to create a liquid pendent droplet at one end of the capillary tube as opposed to 
water. Hence, this section presents a method to estimate the wicked volume flux using a 
capillary tube incorporating a micro syringe system. Finally, the experimental results 
with FC 72 are compared with the experimentally derived correlation relating CHF and 
surface wickability for water. 
To analyze the effect of capillary wicking on CHF and validate the non-
dimensional grouping of wicking number and CHF for structured surfaces, four different 
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structures have been fabricated (Figure 6.23) in this work. A Tobacco mosaic virus 
(TMV) based biotemplated nickel nanostructured surface (Fig. 6.23a) was fabricated as 
described in Chapter 5. Figure 6.23b shows SEM image of chemically oxidized copper 
oxide nanostructured surface prepared following the recipe described in section 6.3 
(CN1). Microstructure surfaces of 15 µm diameter, 21 µm center-to-center pitch and 32 
µm height (Fig. 6.23c) were fabricated using traditional photolithography and deep 
reactive ion etching process. Finally biotemplated nickel nanostructures were 
incorporated on the silicon microstructures to fabricate hierarchical nickel surfaces as 
shown in Fig. 6.23d. Here the micropost design used in hierarchical surface was 40 µm 
diameter, 65 µm center-to-center pitches and 32 µm height.   
 
Figure 6.23: SEM image of structured surfaces fabricated to analyze the effect of 
capillary wicking on pool boiling CHF using dielectric fluid. 
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6.6.1 Wicking Results for FC 72 
The effect of fluid wettability on capillary wicking measurements is presented 
in Fig. 6.24. The capillary wicking results for both FC 72 and water using syringe 
wicking technique are reported here. As can be seen from wetted area as a function of 
time in Fig. 6.24a, the wetted area initially increases due to liquid spreading, and as the 
liquid pendant reaches equilibrium, the wetted area for water becomes approximately 
constant, whereas, the wetted area for FC 72 keeps changing in all different stages of 
wicking test.  
 
Figure 6.24: Capillary wicking results of FC 72 compared with water using syringe 
wicking method (a) wetted area as a function of time and (b) wicked volume as a function 
of time. 
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Figure 6.25: Capillary wicking results for the micro, nano and hierarchical structured 
surfaces using FC 72. (a) Wicked volume as a function of time and (b) Wetted area as a 
function of time. 
Figure 6.24b shows the wicked volume as a function of time for both water and 
FC 72. To estimate the wicked volume flux for FC 72, initial wicked volumetric flowrate 
was taken as the linear ingredient of the wicked volume curve in Fig. 6.24b, and then the 
(a) 
(b) 
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average wetted area was taken in that initial maximum wicking region (Fig. 6.24a). 
Since, the wetted area is continuously changing unlike constant wetted area for water; 
this average wetted area for FC 72 incorporates additional measurement uncertainty in 
the wickability measurements which was included in the representation of non-
dimensional wicking number. Figure 6.25a shows the wicked volume as a function of 
time and Fig. 6.25b presents the wetted area as a function of time for all the structured 
surfaces fabricated for this work. Here time t = 0 ms is the time when the liquid level 
inside the capillary tube starts changing. The initial wicked volumetric flowrate is 
taken as the linear ingredient at time t = 0 ms in the time t = 0 ms to t = 15 ms region. 
And the wetted area is taken as the average wetted area in the same time frame.   
6.6.2 Boiling Results for FC 72 
To characterize the pool boiling performance of structured surfaces, saturated 
FC 72 pool boiling experiments were performed using the experimental apparatus and 
methods described in section 4.2.  Figure 6.26 shows the pool boiling heat flux as a 
function of wall superheat for micro, nano and hierarchical surfaces and compared with 
bare copper and bare silicon surfaces. Black square represents bare silicon surface and 
black triangle represents bare copper surface. It can be seen that bare silicon and bare 
copper surfaces reach CHF up to 11.4 W/cm
2
 and 17 W/cm
2
 respectively. By adding 
copper oxide nanostructures onto bare copper, CHF can be increased up to 19.4 W/cm
2
 
shown in yellow triangles, whereas, biotemplated nickel nanostructures onto bare silicon 
can give CHF as high as 21.9 W/cm
2
 (green circle in Fig. 6.26). Additionally, 
microstructure surface (blue square in Fig. 6.26) gives both high CHF (23.4 W/cm
2
) and 
HTC at CHF (19.2 kW/m
2
K) compared to nanostructured surfaces. Finally, the 
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biotemplated hierarchical surface shown in red diamonds in Fig. 6.26 demonstrates 
significant enhancement in CHF up to 34.4 which is 200% enhancement in CHF as 
opposed to bare silicon surface.  
 
Figure 6.26: Pool boiling heat flux as a function of time for micro, nano and hierarchical 
surfaces compared with bare silicon and bare copper surfaces.  
  
Figure 6.27: Pool boiling heat flux as a function of time for (a) bare copper and (b) bare 
silicon surfaces compared with literature [44, 71, 72].  
Figure 6.27 shows the comparative pool FC 72 boiling heat flux as a function 
of wall superheat curves for bare copper (Fig. 6.27a) and bare silicon (Fig. 6.27b) 
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surfaces with the boiling curves in the literature. Although boiling is a complex 
phenomenon which generates different boiling curves and varies among researchers’ 
results depending on surface finish, and experimental methods, and nucleation, it can be 
seen that the reference boiling results presented here are in good agreement in terms of 
both CHF and HTC at CHF. 
6.6.3 Effect of Wickability on CHF 
The effect of wickability on pool boiling CHF for structured surfaces is 
presented in Fig. 6.28 in non-dimensional form.  
 
Figure 6.28: Effect of wickability on CHF using water (gray data) and FC 72 (color data) 
as the working fluid. Experimentally measured CHF enhancement as a function of 
wicking number, Wi, for structured surfaces showing excellent agreement with the 
developed correlation.  
Here, the Y-axis is the CHF for wicking structures non-dimensionalized with 
Zuber’s [23] hydrodynamic CHF limit, and X-axis is the non-dimensional wicking 
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number which contains the experimentally measured wicked volume flux. The solid 
black line represents the experimentally validated CHF correlation based on wickability, 
developed for water in section 6.7, and the gray dots are the data for structured surfaces 
with water as presented in section 6.7. It can be seen from Fig. 6.28 that the CHF 
correlation based on wickability can still accurately capture the CHF enhancement for 
structured surfaces during boiling. This demonstrates the validity of experimentally 
developed CHF correlation for structured surfaces based on capillary wicking using 
highly wetting fluid FC 72, and the validity of non-dimensional grouping of both CHF 
and wicked volume flux. 
6.7 Conclusions 
A biotemplated nanofabrication technique based on the self-assembly and 
metallization of the Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) has been used to fabricate numerous 
superhydrophilic surfaces with large variations in wickability, surface morphology, and 
roughness factor. More than 700% HTC enhancement has been reported by adding 
engineered nucleation sites on superhydrophilic nanostructured surfaces. The wickability 
of each surface has been experimentally measured along with its CHF, and a distinct 
dependency between the two is seen. The results are consistent with predictions using a 
simple wicking model, as well as data from the open literature. This work shows that the 
wickability of a surface can be quantified and accurately characterized as the maximum 
wicked volume flux capable of being drawn into the structures and transported past the 
apparent liquid-vapor-solid contact line on a surface. The experimentally verified 
correlation relating CHF and wicked volume flux shows excellent agreement for three 
dozen independent samples fabricated for this work including those with variations in 
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scale (micro, nano, and hierarchical), substrate material (silicon, aluminum, stainless 
steel, and copper), nanostructure density, roughness factor, degradation due to fouling, as 
well as structure material and morphology (etched silicon microposts, virus-templated 
nickel nanostructures, and copper oxide nanostructures).  Biotemplated nanofabrication 
technique has been optimized based on nickel deposition time for fabrication of robust 
nickel nanostructures. Finally, the wickability enhanced CHF correlation is validated 
using alternate fluid other that water, here highly wetting fluid FC 72. 
1. Wickability is demonstrated to be the single key factor in dictating critical heat flux 
on structured superhydrophilic surfaces with negligible contact angles.  
2. An experimentally validated non-dimensional correlation for CHF enhancement, 
including the definition of the dimensionless wicking number, Wi has been 
developed. 
3. Nickel deposition time has been optimized for biotemplating nanofabrication process 
based on surface wickability and pool boiling CHF. 
4. Wickability enhanced CHF correlation has been validated using FC 72 in addition to 
water which suggest that this empirical correlation is valid for alternate fluids as well. 
Publications: 
M.M. Rahman, E. Ölçeroğlu, and M. McCarthy, "The Role of Wickability on the Critical 
Heat Flux of Structured Superhydrophilic Surfaces", Langmuir, 2014, 30 (37), pp 11225–
11234  
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CHAPTER 7: BOILING ENHANCEMENT ON MULTISCALE AND 
HETEROGENEOUS STRUCTURED SURFACES  
7.1 Introduction and Overview 
This chapter investigates the role of engineered nucleation sites and the effect 
of structure length scale on CHF and HTC enhancement during pool boiling.  Significant 
enhancement in both CHF and HTC has been reported for single length scale 
nanostructures [2, 9, 28, 41, 42, 64, 73-76], microstructures [8, 12, 13, 26, 27, 36, 39, 77], 
and multiple length scale hierarchical structures [11, 14, 37, 39, 57, 78-80], and surfaces 
with mixed wettability [10, 43] during pool boiling. This substantial enhancement in heat 
transfer has been attributed to increased wickability, wettability, nucleation site density, 
surface roughness, controlled liquid vapor flow field. 
While the enhancement in pool boiling heat transfer has been achieved through 
several different techniques by fabricating various enhanced surfaces, this dissertation 
focuses on separating these individual effects and characterizes them. The Chapter 6 of 
this dissertation investigates the role of wickability, and roughness factor on CHF for 
homogeneous structures with characteristic lengths much smaller than the inherent flow 
structures (~ 1mm), and identifies that capillary wicking through surface structures is the 
single factor determining the critical heat flux (CHF).  
This chapter focuses on heterogeneous surfaces which are demonstrated to 
increase both CHF and HTC during pool boiling. Heterogeneous structures such as mixed 
wettability surfaces with structure characteristic lengths much smaller than the inherent 
flow structures (~ 1mm), are shown to substantially increase the pool boiling HTC [10, 
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43]. Hence, the first part of this chapter investigates the role of these engineered 
nucleations site on both CHF and HTC. 
Separately, it has been shown that structured surfaces such microchannel 
geometries with length scales comparable to the flow yield significant enhancement in 
both CHF and HTC [11, 26, 27]. By adding structures much smaller than the flow with 
structures comparable to flow, the enhancement mechanism becomes more complicated 
enhancement mechanisms with each length scale contributing differently. Hence, the 
combination of the two has been incorporated in the second part of this chapter and 
demonstrated the effect of each length scale structures during pool boiling enhancement. 
Nanoscale structures are identified to enhance CHF, while micro-to-milli scale structures 
have been found to enhance nucleation and therefore heat transfer coefficient (HTC) of 
these heterogeneous hierarchical surfaces. 
7.2 Effect of Engineered Nucleation Sites 
This section investigates the role of engineered nucleation sites on pool boiling 
heat transfer enhancement. A series of mixed wettability surfaces have been fabricated on 
silicon substrates, and reentrant cavities have been incorporated on the metallic 
nanostructured surfaces and characterized during pool boiling with water. The 
experimental test setup and procedure are explained in section 4.1. 
7.2.1 Super-bi-philic Surfaces 
To promote nucleation at low wall superheats, engineered nucleation sites have 
been added to the superhydrophilic surfaces. Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) based 
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biotemplated nanofabrication discussed in the Chapter 5 is utilized to fabricate 
superhydrophilic nickel nanostructures on gold coated silicon surfaces.  
 
Figure 7.1: Fabrication and designs of super-bi-philic nickel nanostructured surfaces. (a) 
Steps of standard microfabrication, (b) SEM image of a super-bi-philic design where dark 
regions are superhydrophobic nickel nanostructures and lighter regions are 
superhydrophilic nickel nanostructures, and (c) different super-bi-philic designs with 
varied hydrophobic dot size and center-to-center spacing. 
Traditional photolithography, as shown in Fig. 7.1a, is conducted using Shipley 
1813 spun at 3000 rpm, exposed at 18 mW/cm
2
 for 10 seconds, and developed in MF351 
solution diluted at a ratio of 1:3 for 30 seconds. This creates open dots onto 
nanostructures covered with photoresist everywhere else. Spin-on Teflon is then applied 
onto the photoresist patterned surfaces. After the lift-off step of positive photoresist, the 
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surfaces are baked at 155 °C for 5 minutes to form ~ 10 nm Teflon coating onto the 
structures. Figure 7.1b presents the SEM image of a super-bi-philic design where dark 
regions are superhydrophobic PTFE coated nickel nanostructures and lighter regions are 
superhydrophilic nickel nanostructures. Total five different super-bi-philic designs with 
varied superhydrophobic dot size and center-to-center spacing are fabricated as shown in 
Fig. 7.1c. 
7.2.2 Nanostructured Surfaces with Engineered Nucleation Sites 
Traditional CNC milling is used to fabricate engineered nucleation sites on 
copper and aluminum surfaces. For copper surface, 65 mL NH4OH aqueous solution 
diluted with 200 mL DI water based nanofabrication technique is used to fabricate CuO 
micro/nanostructures on copper, as shown in Fig. 7.2a. Then CNC milling is used to 
create deep holes onto the nanostructured copper surfaces (Fig. 7.2b). Two different 
engineered nucleation site designs with fixed cavity size and varied center-to-center 
spacing are incorporated in this work. The details of different engineered copper surfaces 
are shown in Fig. 7.2c. TMV based biotemplated nanofabrication is utilized to fabricated 
nickel nanostructures on aluminum (Fig. 7.3a). Finally CNC milling is used to create 
cavities on the nanostructured aluminum surfaces (Fig. 7.3b). Figure 7.3c presents four 
different engineered surface designs with varied cavity size, center-to-center pitch, and 
cavity depth. 
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Figure 7.2: Fabrication and designs of engineered nucleation sites on copper 
nanostructured surfaces. (a) SEM images of CuO micro/nanostructured surfaces (b) 
machined cavities onto the structured surface, and (c) different engineered nucleation site 
designs. 
 
Figure 7.3: Fabrication and designs of engineered nucleation sites on nanostructured 
aluminum surfaces. (a) SEM images of nickel nanostructures (b) machined cavities onto 
the structured surface, and (c) different engineered nucleation site designs. 
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7.2.3 Pool Boiling Results 
Figure 7.4 shows the pool boiling curves for fabricated super-bi-philic surfaces 
and compared with the heat dissipation performance of nanostructured and flat surfaces. 
It can be seen from Fig. 7.4a that flat silicon surface reaches a CHF of 78 W/cm
2
 whereas 
nickel nanostructured surface gives CHF of 196 W/cm
2
 due to increased wickability as 
demonstrated in Chapter 6. When the superhydrophobic dots are incorporated on the 
superhydrophilic surfaces, maximum HTC as shown in Fig. 7.4b is significantly 
increased. Interestingly, although HTC increases substantially, CHF for all super-bi-
philic designs are seen to be decreasing compared to nanostructured superhydrophilic 
surfaces. While the enhancement in HTC can be attributed to onset of nucleation at low 
wall superheat temperatures and increased nucleation site density, the reduction in CHF 
can be attributed to reduction in active wicking areas on the surfaces. 
 
Figure 7.4: Pool boiling heat transfer performance of super-bi-philic surfaces. (a) Heat 
flux as a function of wall superheat. (b) HTC as a function of heat flux. 
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Figure 7.5 presents the HTC as a function of heat flux for surfaces with 
engineered nucleation sites on copper (Fig. 7.5a), and surfaces with engineered 
nucleation sites on aluminum (Fig. 7.5b). As can be seen from Fig. 7.5a, CuO 
micro/nanostructures increases both CHF and HTC compared to bare copper surface, and 
the maximum enhancement in both CHF and HTC for surfaces with engineered 
nucleation sites was obtained for the reentrant cavity design of 120 micron diameter, 300 
micron pitch and 150 micron depth.  
 
Figure 7.5: Pool boiling heat transfer performance of super-bi-philic surfaces. (a) Heat 
flux as a function of wall superheat. (b) HTC as a function of heat flux. 
HTC as a function of heat flux for surfaces with engineered nucleation sites on 
biotemplated nickel nanostructures are shown in Fig. 7.5b. The maximum enhancement 
in HTC is attained for the surfaces with 200 μm diameter, 300 μm center-to-center 
spacing, and 30 μm deep re-entrant cavity designs. Also, HTC enhancement is observed 
for surfaces with small spacing and shallow cavity designs. The reduction in CHF 
compared to nanostructured superhydrophilic surfaces due to added nucleation sites is 
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also observed for surfaces with engineered nucleation sites on both copper and 
aluminum.   
7.2.4 Effect of Engineered Nucleation Sites on HTC 
Figure 7.6 presents the maximum HTC as a function of CHF for all engineered 
surfaces compared to boiling results for mixed wettability surfaces available in the 
literature [10]. It can be seen that by adding superhydrophobic dots on superhydrophilic 
surface, HTC can be significantly increased up to HTC~ 210 kW/m
2
K. Engineered 
nucleation boiling results show that by adding these sites, even though HTC increases 
significantly, this enhancement occurs with the penalty of reduction in overall CHF 
compared to a superhydrophilic nanostructured surface. The optimized HTC 
enhancement with less reduction in CHF can be achieved for a macro-machined copper 
oxide nanostructured surface with a design of 120 μm cavity diameter, 300 μm cavity 
center-to-center spacing and 150 μm cavity depth. 
 
Figure 7.6: Maximum HTC as a function of CHF for all engineered nucleation surfaces. 
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7.2.5 Effect of Engineered Nucleation Sites on Wickability and CHF 
The effect of wickability on pool boiling CHF for heterogeneous structured 
surfaces with engineered nucleation sites is presented in Fig. 7.7 in non-dimensional 
form. Here, the Y-axis is the CHF for wicking structures non-dimensionalized with 
Zuber’s [23] hydrodynamic CHF limit, and X-axis is the non-dimensional wicking 
number which contains the experimentally measured wicked volume flux. The solid 
black line represents the experimentally validated CHF correlation based on wickability, 
developed for water in section 6.7, and the gray dots are the data for structured surfaces 
with water as presented in section 6.7.  
 
Figure 7.7: Effect of wickability on CHF enhancement for surfaces with engineered 
nucleation sites. Previously reported data is shown with light grey symbols. 
The capillary wicking tests were conducted for these structured surfaces with 
water using the capillary wick test described in section 6.3.  Although by adding 
engineered nucleation sites onto structured surfaces, HTC increases significantly, this 
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enhancement occurs with the penalty of CHF due to reduced wicking areas. Still, as can 
be seen from Fig. 7.7, the CHF correlation based on wickability can still accurately 
capture the CHF enhancement for structured surfaces during boiling. This demonstrates 
the validity of experimentally developed CHF correlation for structured surfaces based on 
capillary wicking for heterogeneous structures, and the validity of non-dimensional 
grouping of both CHF and wicked volume flux. 
7.3 Multiscale Surfaces 
While the nanostructures are shown to increase CHF through increased 
capillary wicking and microchannel geometries are used to increase both CHF and HTC, 
this section has incorporated both length scale structures. The heat performances of 
individual nanostructures, microchannel geometries, and the combined hierarchical 
surfaces have been analyzed during pool boiling. The enhancement mechanism for these 
substantially different structures with characteristic length scale much smaller and 
comparable to flow length scale are identified and reported in this section. 
7.3.1 Microchannel Surfaces 
To study the effect of structure length scale, five different microchannel 
designs, structure scale comparable to flow scale (~ 1mm), as shown in Fig. 7.8 were 
patterned on bare copper using Wire EDM (Electrical Discharge Machining). A 70 mm × 
70 mm × 4 mm copper block was patterned with 0.254 mm thick wire at a minimum 
spark gap of  0.381 mm  ±  0.127 mm and diced into 20 mm × 20 mm × 1 mm chips 
using wire EDM. Finally the chips were diced into 10 mm × 10 mm using shearing metal 
cutter. Fig. 7.8a shows surfaces with four and ten microchannel embedded in copper. M 
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represents microchannel only surface and the number after that represent the number of 
channels patterned. The microchannel width and maximum depths are defined in Fig. 
7.8b and dimensions of various designs fabricated are presented in Fig. 7.8c.  
 
Figure 7.8: Channels patterned using Wire EDM. (a) Digital camera image of 4-channels 
and 10-channels designs (b) optical microscope image of a channel showing channel 
width and channel maximum depth, and (c) the dimensions of all five channel surface 
designs. 
7.3.2 Nanostructured CuO Surfaces 
Four different copper oxide (CuO) nanostructures were fabricated for this 
work. Elevated temperature (70 °C) alkaline solution based needle like copper oxide 
(CuO-1) nanostructured surfaces were fabricated as described by Love et al. [70]. For 
this, bare Cu surfaces cleaned with 2% HCl for 10 minutes and DI water were submersed 
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in a solution bath of NaClO2, NaOH, DI water (16:1:100 wt %) for 10 minutes to 
fabricate CuO-1 nanostructured surfaces. Flowerlike CuO nanostructures (CuO-2) were 
fabricated using a room temperature alkaline solution. Pre-cleaned surfaces with HCl and 
DI water were submerged in the sodium phosphate buffer consisting Na2HPO4, 
NaH2PO4, DI water (0.91:0.56:100 wt %) for 24 hours. 
Sharp blade like (1-1.5 μm height) nanostructures (CuO-3) were fabricated at 
an elevated temperature (96 °C) as described by Chu et al. [37]. A chemical bath 
composed of NaClO2, NaOH, Na3P04.12H20, DI water (3.75:5:10:100 wt %) mixture was 
used for oxide reaction on copper surfaces for 10 minutes. 3D hierarchical patterned 
copper oxide nanostructures (CuO-4) were synthesized using a single step 60 °C 
ammonia solution bath [81]. The chemical bath was composed of 65 mM NH4OH diluted 
in DI water and the chemical reaction was conducted for 20 hours to fabricate the CuO-4 
nanostructures. Detailed fabrication processes and SEM images of fabricated surfaces are 
summarized in Fig. 7.9. 
 
Figure 7.9: SEM images and chemical bath composition, reaction temperature and time 
for different CuO nanostructures (CuO-1 to CuO-4). 
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7.3.3 Multiscale Surface 
Five different microchannel surfaces were cleaned with 2% HCl for 10 
minutes, triple rinsed with DI water, dried with dry N2 and submerged in four different 
CuO chemical baths (as discussed in section 7.3.2) to fabricate twenty different 
hierarchical channel surfaces. Figure 7.10 presents SEM images of four different 
nanostructures and two different hierarchical surfaces at different views to demonstrate 
conformal coating of the nanostructures inside the channels and on copper fins. 
 
Figure 7.10: Different CuO superhydrophilic nanocoatings on various channel surfaces. 
Fabrication results for different CuO nano coatings on bare copper (a) CuO-1, (b) CuO-2, 
(c) CuO-3, (d) and CuO-4 at various magnifications. Side-view SEM images of (e) CuO-
3 nanocoated channel and side wall, and (f) CuO-4 nanocoated channel surface. 
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7.3.4 Boiling Results on Single Length Scale Surfaces 
In this section, heat transfer performance for all single length scale surfaces has 
been characterized during pool boiling. Heat flux as a function of wall superheat, and 
heat transfer coefficient (HTC) as a function of heat flux for bare Cu, five different 
microchannel and four different nanostructured surfaces are plotted in Figure 3a and 3b 
respectively. The CHF value for the bare Cu is roughly 117 W/cm
2
, which is consistent 
with the literature bare Cu boiling [2, 26-28]. As can be seen, the microchannel increases 
both CHF (~ 200 W/cm
2
) and HTC (~ 186 kW/m
2
K for M8). This enhancement of heat 
transfer through microchannel is also observed in the literature where they attributed to 
the increased evaporation momentum through increased nucleation sites, 
microconvection and ordered liquid and vapor flow field for this enhancement [26, 27].  
It can be seen that by adding nanostructures, CHF can be significantly 
increased ranging from 141 W/cm
2
 to 228 W/cm
2
 while HTC is decreasing compared to 
bare Cu surface. The enhancement in CHF for nanostructured surfaces can be attributed 
to the enhancement in capillary wicking as shown in Fig. 7.12. All different 
nanostructured surfaces (CuO-1 to CuO-4) were characterized based on capillary wicking 
performance as reported in an earlier publication [39], and Chapter 6. As can be seen, the 
nanostructures are widely different in terms of both capillary wicking and CHF which 
were used to investigate of effect of length scale on boiling heat transfer performance. 
The decrease in HTC for CuO-1 to CuO-3 surfaces in Fig. 7.11 attributes to suppression 
of nucleation sites from naturally rough bare Cu by adding these nanostructures. The best 
performing nanostructure CuO-4 (CHF~ 228 W/cm
2
) shows a better performance in HTC 
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(~98 kW/m
2
K) at the CHF value due to its addition nucleation features at the 
micro/nanoscale of this copper nanostructure surface.  
 
Figure 7.11: Enhanced heat transfer during pool boiling using all CuO nanocoatings and 
channel surfaces. Experimental results of (a) heat flux as a function of superheat, and (b) 
heat transfer coefficient as a function of heat flux. 
 
Figure 7.12: CHF as a function of liquid initial volume flux for CuO nanostructured 
surfaces. 
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Interestingly, as can be seen from Fig. 7.11a, pool boiling curves are shifted to 
the right of bare copper boiling curve, and curves for microchannel designs are shifter to 
the left. This suggests that nanostructures increase heat transfer through capillary wicking 
and microchannel increase heat transfer through nucleation and enhanced bubble 
dynamics. 
7.3.5 Boiling Results on Multiscale Surfaces    
Pool boiling results for all hierarchical copper microchannel surfaces are 
presented in this section. Figure 7.13 to Figure 7.16 shows the heat flux as a function of 
wall superheat, and heat transfer coefficient as a function of heat flux for respectively 
nano CuO-1, CuO-2, CuO-3, and CuO-4 based hierarchical surfaces. 
 
Figure 7.13: Pool boiling curves for CuO-1 based surfaces (a) heat flux as a function of 
wall superheat, and (b) HTC as a function of heat flux. 
As can be seen from Fig. 7.13 and Fig. 7.14, although the CHF and HTC for all 
multiscale surfaces have increased for both copper nanostructures, this enhancement is 
independent of the nanostructure performance. The capillary wicking for both CuO-1 and 
CuO-2 nanostructured surfaces are different as shown in Fig. 7.12. Although the addition 
CuO-1 
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of nanostructures increases CHF by increasing wicking, the pool boiling curves for 
multiscale surfaces based on CuO-1 and CuO-2 nanostructures are dominated by 
microchannel boiling. This suggests the indifferent heat transfer enhancement for these 
two different nanostructure coated multiscale surfaces. 
 
Figure 7.14: Pool boiling curves for CuO-2 based surfaces (a) heat flux as a function of 
wall superheat, and (b) HTC as a function of heat flux. 
 
Figure 7.15: Pool boiling curves for CuO-3 based surfaces (a) heat flux as a function of 
wall superheat, and (b) HTC as a function of heat flux. 
CuO-3 
CuO-2 
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Figure 7.15 shows the heat transfer performance of CuO-3 nanostructure based 
hierarchical surfaces. Heat flux as a function of wall superheat for is presented in Figure 
7.15a and HTC as a function of heat flux is presented in Fig. 7.15b. It can be seen that by 
adding a higher wicking nanostructures (CHF~ 196 W/cm
2
) onto copper microchannel 
surfaces, CHF is significantly increased to 236 W/cm
2
 for only 2 channels hierarchical 
surface while 4, 6, 8, and 10 channel hierarchical surfaces shows CHF values ranging 
from 280 W/cm
2
 to 313 W/cm
2
. A maximum CHF of ~ 313 W/cm
2
 was achieved for 10 
channel CuO-3 hierarchical surface. More than 5.9 fold HTC (~ 413 kW/m
2
 K) 
enhancement compared to bare Cu surface was achieved for a 4 channel CuO-3 based 
hierarchical surface while other designs provides HTC varying from 120 kW/m
2
K to 260 
kW/m
2
K.  It can also be seen that all the multiscale surfaces based on CuO-3 
nanostructures, pool boiling curves follow similar trend. A rapid increase in heat transfer 
is observed initially, and then HTC is decreasing at the later stages of boiling. 
 
Figure 7.16: Pool boiling curves for CuO-4 based surfaces (a) heat flux as a function of 
wall superheat, and (b) HTC as a function of heat flux. 
CuO-4 
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CuO-4 based hierarchical microchannel surface boiling results are presented in 
Fig. 7.16. A maximum CHF value of 304 W/cm
2
 with a maximum HTC value of 462 
kW/m
2
K was achieved for the 10 channel CuO-4 hierarchical surface. It can be seen that 
by increasing the number of channels along with this hierarchical nanostructures, CHF 
and HTC both increases due to increased surface wickability, microconvection, 
nucleation site density, and controlled liquid and vapor flow field [26, 27, 82, 83]. The 
pool boiling curves for all multiscale surfaces based on CuO-4 nanostructures are also 
similar as the surfaces with CuO-3 based multiscale surfaces except four channel 
hierarchical surface.  As explained for CuO-3 based surfaces, this initial enhancement in 
heat transfer is dominated by the microchannel boiling whereas the later stage of boiling  
enhancement is mostly due to the nanostructure wicking. 
Figure 7.17 presents heat flux as a function of wall superheat for a bare Cu, 
CuO-3 nanostructured, CuO-4 nanostructured, 10 channels microstructured (M-10), and 
10 channels hierarchical (H-10) surfaces depicting the heat transfer enhancement 
mechanisms and repeatability for multiscale surface boiling. Figure 7.17a is based on 
CuO-3 nanostructures and Fig. 7.17b is based on CuO-4 nanostructures. It can be seen 
that for the hierarchical surface at heat flux over 50 W/cm
2
, there is a near vertical 
behavior in heat transfer which is consistent with the microchannel only surface due to 
rapid generation of nucleation sites and enhanced bubble dynamics. This happens until 
around 200 - 250 W/cm
2
 after which the boiling curve shares similar heat transfer 
gradient as of nanostructured surfaces. This implies that after this heat flux, apparently 
further bubble nucleation halts and enhanced wicking by the nanostructures delays dry-
out by providing more fluid to the nucleated regimes which further increases the CHF. 
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This boiling phenomenon is very well consistent with all CuO-3 based hierarchical 
surface boiling exceeding heat flux of 250 W/cm
2
. The rapid bubble formation and hemi-
wicking based heat transfer enhancement mechanism can also be observed for CuO-4 
based hierarchical surfaces (H2 to H8) where the transition occurs after 200 W/cm
2
. This 
can be attributed to the rapid bubble explosion of the nanostructures which is also seen 
from the CuO-4 nanostructure boiling after heat flux of 200 W/cm
2
. On contrary, CuO-4 
based 10 channels multiscale surface (H-10) shows continuous bubble nucleation until 
CHF which is also consistent with the literature and might be due to the addition 
nucleation sites and enhanced bubble dynamics promoted by hierarchical shaped CuO-4 
nanostructures [11, 26, 27]. 
   
Figure 7.17: Heat transfer mechanism for (a) CuO-3 and (b) CuO-4 based hierarchical 
channel surfaces showing rapid bubble explosion in the channel dominated boiling 
regimes and nanostructure wicking dominated delayed dry-out regimes. 
7.3.6 Effect of Channel on CHF and HTC 
Figure 7.18 presents the summary of pool boiling results for all micro, nano 
and hierarchical surfaces. CHF as a function of number of channels and maximum HTC 
(a) (b) 
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as a function of number of channels are shown in Figure 7.18a and 7.18b respectively. 
Open symbols represent bare and microchannel surfaces and closed symbols represent 
hierarchical microchannel surfaces. It can be seen that by increasing the number of 
channels, CHF increases up to 6 channels compared to bare copper surface after which 
CHF levels off for 8 and 10 channel surfaces at the CHF of 6 channel surfaces. This 
implies that for a fixed channel width and channel depth, the effect of fin width has lower 
effect on heat transfer enhancement after a certain fin width (1.38 mm for 6 channel 
surface) which is also consistent with the boiling results reported by Cooke et al. [26]. 
HTC results as shown in Fig. 7.18b also shows that HTC increases until 6 channel 
surfaces after which HTC levels off for 8 channel surface and for 10 channel surface, 
HTC becomes lower due to significant decrease in fin width for constant channel width 
and depth which is similar with the argument presented by Cooke et al. [26]. 
It can also be seen that by adding nanostructures on bare Cu surface, CHF 
increases with increasing surface wickability whereas HTC is higher only for CuO-4 
surface due to additional nucleation sites added by CuO micro/nanostructures. 
Hierarchical channel surfaces with lower wicking CuO nanostructured (CuO-1 and CuO-
2) surfaces show moderate or nearly no enhancement in both CHF and HTC. By adding 
higher wicking nanostructures (CuO-3 and CuO-4), both CHF and HTC increases by 
increasing the number of channels demonstrating a maximum CHF of 313 W/cm
2
 for 10 
channel CuO-3 surface and maximum HTC of 462 kW/m
2
K for 10 channel CuO-4 
surface. 
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Figure 7.18: Heat transfer enhancement for hierarchical channel surfaces (a) CHF as a 
function of number of channels, and (b) maximum HTC as a function of number of 
channels. 
7.4 Conclusions 
This chapter investigates the effect of engineered nucleation sites and structure 
length scale on pool boiling heat transfer enhancement. In the first part, biotemplated 
nanostructured and copper oxide micro/nano superhydrophilic surfaces have been 
synthesized using solution based nanofabrication techniques. Engineered nucleation sites 
have been fabricated using traditional photolithography and CNC macromilling. Heat 
transfer enhancement capabilities are assessed through pool boiling. Significant 
enhancement in heat transfer coefficient (800%) and critical heat flux (95%) has been 
achieved with the engineered nanostructured surfaces. Wickability dictates the CHF 
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enhancement for superhydrophilic surfaces whereas engineered nucleation sites promote 
heat transfer coefficient through early nucleation. 
In the second part of this chapter, solution based nanostructures were 
incorporated onto the macromachined microchannel structures. Four different 
nanostructures were deposited on five different microchannel surfaces forming twenty 
different multiscale structures. Pool boiling enhancement on surface structures from ~100 
nm to ~1mm has been investigated. A CHF of 313 W/cm
2
 and HTC of 462 kW/m
2
K 
were obtained for multiscale surface. 
1. Significant enhancement in HTC has been demonstrated for nanostructured 
engineered nucleation surfaces.  
2. The enhancement in HTC for engineered nucleation surfaces has been achieved with 
the penalty of reducing the CHF compared to nanostructured surfaces. 
3. The reduction in CHF for engineered nucleation surfaces has been attributed to the 
reduction in wicking areas. 
4. Wickability enhanced CHF correlation has been demonstrated to accurately predict 
CHF for heterogeneous structured surfaces. 
5. While the nanostructures with characteristic length much smaller that flow length 
scale (~ 1 mm) have been shown to increase the CHF by increasing capillary wicking, 
the microchannel structures with characteristic length comparable to flow length scale 
increase both CHF and HTC by increasing the nucleation site density, and enhanced 
bubble dynamics. 
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6. A Significant increase in CHF and HTC of 170% and 570%, respectively, has been 
achieved by combining the increasing nucleation site density and increasing capillary 
wicking through multiscale surfaces. 
7. The enhancement of multiscale surfaces suggest that microchannels dominates the 
initial heat transfer enhancement through rapid nucleation and nanostructures 
increases heat transfer at the later stages through capillary wicking. 
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CHAPTER 8: BOILING ENHANCEMENT USING ENGINEERED  
THERMAL GRADIENTS 
8.1 Introduction and Overview 
While structured surfaces have been shown to greatly increase boiling heat 
transfer, the reliability of these approaches for real-world applications is in question do to 
a variety of factors. All structured surfaces are inherently susceptible to mechanical 
failure (breaking of the micro/nano-structures), as well as fouling and clogging over time. 
During boiling, any and all contaminants within the fluid will inevitably be drawn into 
the structures. This will lead to clogging and filling of the small micro/nano-scale voids, 
and thus a loss of enhancement [2]. Similarly, the robustness of extremely thin 
nanostructured coatings ( 1m) has not yet been demonstrated, leaving the potential for 
the coatings to be destroyed or altered over time via chemical reactions[84]. The use of 
low-surface-energy materials to promote nucleation at small superheats has been 
successfully demonstrated as well [10, 43, 85, 86], however these “bi-philic” surfaces are 
prone to degradation of the thin non-wetting films. Additionally, they are not effective 
with all working fluids, in particular highly wetting fluids like FC-72.  
These previously demonstrated enhancement techniques rely on surface 
properties and interfacial phenomena, which are inherently susceptible to degradation. 
Here we report the enhancement of CHF and HTC using surfaces with in-plane variations 
in substrate thermal conductivity. These “bi-conductive” surfaces are comprised of rows 
of low-conductivity epoxy embedded into high-conductivity copper substrates, and 
therefore rely on bulk properties rather than surface properties to enhance boiling. They 
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create spatial variations in the surface temperature during boiling, and by tuning the 
wavelength of these variations to coincide with the capillary length, have shown 
increases in HTC and CHF of greater than a factor 5x and 2x, respectively. These 
counterintuitive results are explained by an examination of the resulting liquid and vapor 
flow fields, as well as enhanced bubble dynamics. This novel enhancement mechanism 
has not yet been observed or studied, and holds the potential for creating robust and 
reliable surfaces for high-efficiency and high heat flux boiling applications over long 
lifetimes. 
8.2 Bi-Conductive Surfaces for Tailoring Bubble Dynamics during Boiling 
Figure 8.1a-d shows the bi-conductive surfaces fabricated and tested for the 
current work. Grooves were first machined into copper substrates and subsequently filled 
with a two-part high-temperature epoxy. After curing the entire part was sanded by hand 
to remove excess epoxy, resulting in flat surfaces with lines of epoxy dividing the copper 
into parallel strips. Bi-conductive surfaces were fabricated with a varying number of 
epoxy divisions per centimeter, N. Figure 1a shows optical images of the N = 2 cm
-1 
and 
N = 12 cm
-1
 designs. In total, seven distinct surfaces have been fabricated and tested 
including a bare copper surface and bi-conductive surfaces with N = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 12 
cm
-1
. Figure 8.1b-d shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the embedded 
epoxy divisions which have a measured width of 420  5 m, depth of 290  23 m, and 
center-to-center pitches of P = 0.96 – 3.7 mm. 
The bi-conductive surfaces have a periodic arrangement of low-conductivity 
material embedded within a high-conductivity substrate. The thermal conductivity of the 
epoxy (<1 W/mK) is several orders of magnitude less than that of copper (~400 W/mK). 
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When submerged in a fluid and heated from the underside, this creates an in-plane 
variation in surface temperature.  
 
Figure 8.1: The fabricated surfaces showing (a) samples with two and twelve divisions 
per centimeter, and (b–d) scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the low-
conductivity epoxy divisions embedded in high-conductivity copper. (e) Schematic of the 
resulting flow field where spatial variations in wall superheat temperature, ΔT(x), 
promotes spatial ordering. Nucleation sites, as well as the liquid and vapor flow paths, are 
tailored to coincide with the wavelength of the in-plane temperature variations given by 
the pitch, P. (f) Image of the onset of nucleate boiling (ΔT ~ 5 K), where bubbles 
preferentially nucleate in the center of the copper segments resulting in (g) control over 
the nominal bubble diameter during lateral coalescence. 
Due to the extreme conductivity difference, there is essentially no heat 
conducted through the epoxy. The top surface of the epoxy will therefore (to first order) 
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track the temperature of the fluid directly above it. The copper surface, however, will 
exceed the temperature of the fluid and convectively heat it. In the case of saturated pool 
boiling studied here, the liquid water is at TSat ~ 100C and the hot copper surface is 
superheated relative to this saturation temperature. At low wall superheats (prior to 
bubble nucleation) the in-plane temperature variations will promote the formation of 
Rayleigh-Bérnard convection rolls aligned with the epoxy divisions. It has been shown 
that this instability is triggered immediately for any finite superheating of a surface with a 
spatially varying temperature, such as those considered here [87]. The resulting flow-
field draws cooler liquid down toward the surface from above the epoxy divisions, while 
warmer fluid rises from above the hot copper. The counter-rotating convection rolls will 
produce a stagnation point in the center of the copper, resulting in a local minimum in 
convective heat transfer and therefore a local maximum in surface temperature [88]. As 
the wall superheat is increased this local maximum temperature promotes bubble 
nucleation along the center of the copper regions, resulting in the ordered flow-field 
shown schematically in Fig. 8.1e. The in-plane variations in wall superheat take a 
periodic form with a wavelength equal to the pitch between epoxy divisions, P. This 
superheat wavelength dictates the nature and location of the ordered pathways of 
escaping vapor and replenishing liquid returning to the surface during nucleate boiling. 
Figure 1f shows an image of the onset of nucleate boiling, where the first few nucleation 
sites are activated on a bi-conductive surface (N = 4 cm
-1
) at a wall superheat of ~ 5 K. 
As can be seen, the vapor bubbles preferentially nucleate near the center of the copper 
due to the local maximum in surface temperature. This is consistently seen for all of the 
surfaces tested, and demonstrates that the wettability of the epoxy is not promoting 
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nucleation due to a lower surface energy (see supplemental movies). Additionally, Fig. 
1g shows how the superheat wavelength, P, imparts a level of control over the bubble 
diameter during lateral coalescence. By ordering nucleation sites and liquid return 
pathways, the size of bubbles undergoing lateral coalescence across an epoxy division is 
tuned to nominally coincide with the superheat wavelength, P. 
These bi-conductive surfaces have been shown here to promote HTC and CHF 
by ordering the vapor and liquid flow-fields during pool boiling, resulting in enhanced 
bubble dynamics and departure, as well as a delay of the boiling crisis. These 
enhancements are explicitly derived from bulk material properties (thermal conductivity), 
as opposed to surface properties or surface structures. Unlike surface coatings, this 
fundamental mechanism is not susceptible to material degradation and log-term reliability 
issues. Nor is it reliant on specific fluids or fluid properties to promote boiling, as is 
required for surfaces incorporating low surface energy materials. Similarly, these flat bi-
conductive surfaces do not rely on surface wicking nor are they susceptible to mechanical 
failure or clogging, which will occur on structured surfaces. Additionally, they can be 
easily fabricated on a variety of materials using traditional machining techniques and do 
not rely on complex manufacturing, or precise geometric shapes, to impart boiling 
enhancement. 
8.3 High Speed Imaging 
Visualization of the boiling process is conducted using a Phantom V210 high-
speed camera (Vision Research) recorded at over 3,000 fps. High-speed imaging is used 
to visualize bubble dynamics during nucleate boiling at low heat fluxes. At higher fluxes 
the large production of vapor makes visualization difficult, resulting in no useful 
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information regarding the impact of bi-conductive surface on the boiling process. Figure 
8.2 shows representative images extracted from high-speed imaging, showing nucleate 
boiling on bi-conductive surfaces with various values of N.  
 
Figure 8.2: Nucleate boiling on bi-conductive surfaces. High-speed imaging of nucleate 
boiling at ~10-15 W/cm
2
 on (a) a bare copper surface and bi-conductive surfaces with (b) 
N = 4 cm
-1
, (c) N = 6 cm 
-1
, and (d) N = 12 cm
-1
 designs. For each bi-conductive surface, 
nucleation is seen in the center of the high-temperature copper and no lateral motion of 
the three-phase contact lines beneath vapor bubbles is observed. The low-temperature 
epoxy divisions remain wetted at all times providing ordered pathways near the surface 
for replenishing liquid to feed the bubble ebullition cycles. 
All of the surfaces tested exhibited similar incipience temperatures, with the 
onset of nucleate boiling occurring around T ~ 5-7 K. It can be seen that bubbles form 
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exclusively on the copper regions, with the low-temperature epoxy divisions suppressing 
the nucleation process as expected. More importantly, the epoxy divisions remain wetted 
at all times and resist the lateral motion of bubbles across them. This allows for the 
formation of order pathways for liquid return above the cold epoxy divisions.  
8.4 Pool Boiling Results 
Figure 8.3 shows the measured boiling curves, and heat transfer coefficient as a 
function of superheat for each surface tested. The bare copper surface reached a CHF of 
~116 W/cm
2
 with a maximum HTC of ~70 kW/m
2
K. This closely matches the results 
from various other researchers, demonstrating the accuracy of the experimental apparatus 
[11, 27, 28]. Substantial increases in boiling performance can be seen for nearly all of the 
bi-conductive surfaces as compared to bare copper. At moderate superheats (T = 10-11 
K), an increase in heat flux and heat transfer coefficient of greater than 5x has been 
demonstrated using bi-conductive surfaces with a pitch of P = 2.33 mm (N = 4 cm
-1
). 
While the incipience temperature does not vary substantially for any of the surfaces 
tested, heat transfer is increased due to enhanced bubble dynamics on the bi-conductive 
surfaces. This demonstrates that the addition of epoxy does not enhance HTC by 
promoting nucleation at lower superheats, as shown for structured surfaces and surfaces 
with mixed wettability [9-11, 27, 28, 43, 86].  
By creating in-plane variations in the superheat temperature, the nucleation, 
growth, and departure of vapor has been substantially affected. Spatial ordering of the 
flow field allows for the efficient removal of vapor and return of liquid, accelerating the 
ebullition cycle and promoting the departure of bubbles. The efficient return of 
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replenishing liquid has been seen to delay dry-out and enhance CHF up to a factor of 2x 
using bi-conductive surfaces.  
 
Figure 8.3: Experimental results for (a) heat flux and (b) heat transfer coefficient as a 
function of wall superheat temperature. Increased performance is seen for five of the six 
bi-conductive surfaces, corresponding to those with wavelengths of P = 1.2–3.7 mm. A 
decrease in performance is seen for the P = 0.96 mm design. 
8.5 Enhancement Mechanism 
8.5.1 Preferential Nucleation 
To understand the variations in surface temperature and the relative rates of 
heat transfer through the epoxy and copper sections of the bi-conductive surfaces, a first 
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order thermal circuit analysis has been conducted. Figure 8.4 shows a segment of a bi-
conductive surface with an embedded epoxy division approximated with a rectangular 
cross section. The epoxy dimensions are WE = 0.42 mm and D = 0.29 mm, as measured 
in SEM imaging (Figure 8.1). The width of the copper section is given by WC = P - WE 
where the pitch P varies for each surface from 0.96 to 3.7 mm. This results in copper 
widths of WC = 0.54 – 3.28 mm for the six bi-conductive surfaces fabricated and tested. 
Equations 8.1 and 8.2 give the convective thermal resistances in the water above the 
epoxy and copper sections, while Equations 8.3 and 8.4 give the conductive resistances 
through the epoxy and copper.  
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In Equations 8.1-8.4, k is the thermal conductivity, L is the length of the epoxy 
division (also the edge length of the sample), and the subscripts E and C are used to 
denote the epoxy and copper, respectively. It is assumed in this analysis that kC = 400 
W/mK and kE = 1 W/mK. The heat transfer coefficient in the fluid is given by h, and 
assumed to be constant across the whole surface. The total heat transfer rate passing 
through this segment of the bi-conductive surface is given by qT, with some portion of 
that passing through the epoxy (qE) and some passing through the copper (qC), such that 
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Figure 8.4: Thermal circuit diagram for a segment of a bi-conductive surface showing 
the relevant conductive and convective resistances between the base copper and the 
saturated fluid. 
Using this thermal circuit model, the fraction of the heat transfer passing 
through the epoxy divisions can be calculated as 
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where qC / qE is evaluated as 
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Combining equations 8.5 and 8.7 yields 
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Additionally, the ratio of the wall superheat above the epoxy to the superheat 
above the copper can also be solved for as 
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which reduces to 
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Evaluation of equations 8.8 and 8.10 provides a first order estimate of the 
magnitude of the heat transfer rate through the epoxy divisions, as well as the ability of 
the bi-conductive surfaces to suppress the wall superheat above the epoxy divisions. It 
can be shown that during the nucleate boiling process, the percentage of heat transferred 
across the epoxy division is extremely small. Evaluating equation 8.8 using the 
experimentally measured heat transfer coefficients during nucleate boiling, h = 50–210 
kW/m
2
K (Figure 8.3), results in qE / qT = 0.2% - 2% for the highest performing surfaces 
(P = 3.7-1.8 mm). For the lower performing surfaces (P = 1.39-0.69 mm) this increases 
to qE / qT = 0.8% - 5%. Similarly, by evaluating equation 8.10, it can be shown that the 
ratio of the superheats between the epoxy and fluid to the copper and fluid is ΔTsat,E / 
ΔTsat,C = 1.9% - 6.7%, over the same range of h. 
Prior to the onset of nucleate boiling, the measured heat transfer coefficients 
reach values of h ~ 5 kW/m
2
K. During this convection-dominated region, the lower heat 
transfer coefficients result in higher convective resistances that become comparable to the 
conductive resistances in the epoxy. Because of this, the percentage of heat transfer over 
the epoxy increases to qE / qT = 5% - 11% for the highest performing surfaces (P = 3.7-
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1.8 mm), and qE / qT = 15% - 24% for the lower performing surfaces (P = 1.39-0.69 mm), 
with ΔTsat,E / ΔTsat,C = 41%. As discussed in the manuscript, this ~ 60% reduction in wall 
superheat over the epoxy divisions is sufficient to produce unstable convective flows and 
promote the preferential nucleation of vapor bubbles near the center of the copper 
segments. 
8.5.2 Resonance-like Enhancement 
The enhancements shown here have been attributed to the ability of in-plane 
variations in wall superheat to impart order to the resulting liquid and vapor flows, 
leading to high HTC and a delay in CHF. By reducing the superheat temperature in the 
vicinity of the low-conductivity materials, the epoxy divisions suppress nucleation and 
remain wetted during boiling. While this reduces the local heat transfer rate near the 
epoxy, it increases the global heat transfer rate over the entire surface by imparting 
spatial ordering and enhanced bubble dynamics. For this order to be maintained the cold 
epoxy divisions must remain wetted at all times. Figure 8.5 shows time-lapse imaging of 
vapor bubbles undergoing lateral coalescence, and demonstrates the ability of the epoxy 
divisions to remain wetted during boiling.  
In all of the imaging of bare copper surfaces carried out in this work, the three-
phase contact line beneath a bubble undergoes visible in-plane motion during lateral 
coalescence, as is typically seen [89, 90]. This behavior, however, is not seen on the bi-
conductive surfaces where the epoxy divisions remain wetted at all times and effectively 
create boundaries that the three-phase contact lines do not move over. This behavior is 
essential for creating and maintaining ordered pathways of escaping vapor and 
replenishing liquid and is seen as the key contributor to boiling enhancement. Several 
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researchers have observed and characterized the complex motion of contact lines during 
nucleate boiling and boiling crisis. These include the work by Kim et al. [67] and Jung et 
al. [66] using IR thermometry to visualize the liquid-solid interface and measure contact 
line length, density, and speed. 
 
Figure 8.5: Lateral coalescence, contact line motion, and bubble departure. High-speed 
time lapse imaging of the lateral coalescence of attached vapor bubbles on (a) bi-
conductive surfaces, and (b) bare copper surfaces at ~10-15 W/cm
2
. (a) When two 
bubbles laterally coalesce over an epoxy division, the cold epoxy remains wetted and no 
contact line motion is observed. By remaining wetted at all times, the epoxy divisions 
promote departure at small diameters and maintain ordered flow paths for replenishing 
liquid. (b) Conversely, lateral coalescence on bare copper surfaces typically includes the 
lateral motion of contact lines, and merging of non-wetted base areas beneath the vapor 
bubbles. 
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In addition to spatially ordering the escaping vapor and returning liquid flows, 
the epoxy divisions promote the coalescence-induced departure of laterally merging 
bubbles. Figure 8.5a shows the coalescence of two ~2mm bubbles bridging over an 
epoxy division. As the two bubbles merge the underlying epoxy division between them 
remains wetted at all times. A thin liquid layer remains on the cold epoxy surface and the 
non-wetted base areas below each bubble do not merge, collapse, or otherwise move 
during the entire process. The resulting bubble deforms due to surface tension and is 
quickly ejected from the surface. The low temperature epoxy inhibits the inward lateral 
merging of the non-wetted bases, and helps draw replenishing liquid underneath the 
bubble thus promoting departure. Conversely, Figure 8.5b shows time lapse imaging 
during pool boiling on bare copper surfaces at a comparable heat flux, where three 
distinct lateral coalescence events are visible. During the 36 ms movie several bubbles 
are seen coalescing laterally, and in each event the non-wetted base areas merge inward 
and the resulting bubbles do not depart. The result is a new non-wetted base area beneath 
the larger coalesced bubble that is still attached to the surface. While this high-speed 
imaging is conducted at relatively low heat fluxes, it does provide insight into the 
mechanism driving boiling enhancement on bi-conductive surfaces. The behaviors 
visualized at low fluxes, along with the pool boiling results shown in Figure 8.3, can be 
used to draw conclusions regarding the nature of enhancement across all boiling regimes 
up to CHF.  
The enhancement mechanisms proposed here are inherently linked to the 
wavelength of the spatial variations in surface superheat, P, as illustrated in Figure 8.1. 
To probe the effect of this wavelength on boiling performance, the pitch between epoxy 
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divisions has been systematically varied. The percent increase in CHF and HTC of the bi-
conductive surfaces relative to bare copper is plotted in Figure 8.6 against the superheat 
wavelength, P, normalized by the capillary length, C. The capillary length is the 
characteristic length scale of an interface subject to both surface tension and gravitational 
forces, and for a bubble is given by 
                                             (8.11) 
where  is the surface tension at the interface, g is the acceleration of gravity, and l and 
v are the densities of the liquid and vapor phases, respectively. The relative importance 
of surface tension and buoyancy (gravitational) forces on a bubble is captured through the 
nondimensional Bond number, Bo, given by  
                                                       (8.12) 
where Lc is the characteristic length. Defining the Bond number using the wavelength of 
the superheat variations, P, as the characteristic length of the surface results in 
                                           (8.13) 
Figure 8.6 shows the importance of Bond number and capillary length on the 
boiling enhancement of bi-conductive surfaces, where all fluid properties are evaluated at 
the saturation temperature and the edge length of the sample is used as the characteristic 
length for bare copper. A clear maximum in performance is seen when the superheat 
wavelength (and pitch between epoxy divisions, P) coincides with the capillary length of 
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the fluid, and the Bond number approaches unity. This optimal wavelength can be 
explained by examining the nominal bubble departure diameter during boiling. This is 
traditionally characterized by defining the Bond number using the bubble departure 
diameter, D, as the characteristic length. Numerous correlations exist to predict bubble 
departure using the nondimensional departure diameter given by  [91-95]. These 
include the classical works of Fritz [94] and Cole and Rohsenow [92], which have shown 
good agreement with experimental results for decades. Fritz’s empirical correlation 
relates the departure diameter to the contact angle of the surface, , and is given by 
                                                       (8.14) 
Cole and Rohsenow’s correlation for water is given by  
                                                      (8.15) 
The effects of sensible and latent heat are incorporated in this correlation 
through the use of the modified Jakob number defined as 
                                                       (8.16) 
where Cpl is the heat capacity of the liquid and hfg is the latent heat of vaporization [89].  
Evaluating equations (8.14) and (8.15) for saturated water on copper results in values of 
= 1.04 0.1 and = 0.98 0.1, respectively, considering the uncertainties in 
contact angle and material properties. The bubble departure diameters predicted by both 
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models closely match the optimal pitch between epoxy divisions found experimentally to 
be  1. 
 
Figure 8.6: Experimental results showing the percent increase in (a) critical heat flux 
(CHF), and (b) heat transfer coefficient (HTC) for bi-conductive surfaces as compared to 
bare copper surfaces. Optimal performance is seen at Bond numbers of unity with a 2x 
increase in CHF and a 5x increase in HTC. These results highlights the importance of 
tuning the wavelength of spatial temperature variations, P, with the capillary length of the 
working fluid, λC, resulting in enhanced boiling performance over all stages of boiling. 
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These predictions show that as the wavelength of the variations in superheat, P, 
approaches the departure diameter of the bubbles, a resonance-like effect is seen leading 
to substantial increases in both HTC and CHF. Interestingly, Figure 8.6b shows that this 
resonance-like enhancement in heat transfer is seen at the same wavelength for all phases 
of boiling. At a common wall superheat of T = 11 K, the heat transfer rates of the 
various surfaces range from 40-230 W/cm
-2
 (Fig. 8.3a). This corresponds to a greater than 
5x difference in vapor production rates between the highest and lowest performing 
surfaces. At a common heat flux of 91 W/cm
-2
, the required wall superheat more than 
doubles across the surfaces tested, varying from 9 K to 19 K. At CHF, each surface is 
operating at distinctly different heat fluxes (from 91 to 230 W/cm
-2
) and wall superheats 
(from 11 to 19 K). Yet in all three cases, the maximum HTC is observed for bi-
conductive surfaces where the pitch between epoxy divisions, P, is equal to the capillary 
length, C. 
Adding epoxy divisions and therefore reducing the area available for heat 
transfer by ~18%, results in up to a 5x increase in heat transfer rate at a given superheat. 
This result is explained by examining the nature of the bubble nucleation, growth, and 
departure process. The addition of non-conductive epoxy imparts order to the resulting 
vapor and liquid flows, which helps draw cool liquid to the surface and promotes 
departure of nucleating bubbles. While less of the surface area is available to transfer 
heat, this spatial order enhances the ebullition cycle and also delays dry-out. Figure 8.6b 
shows with the addition of two and four epoxy divisions per centimeter (N = 2 cm
-1
 and N 
= 4 cm
-1
 designs), the heat transfer rates steadily increase as compared to the bare 
surface. The performance enhancement reaches a maximum at a Bond number of unity, 
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 = 1, and then decreases for smaller Bond numbers (N  6 cm-1). As the Bond 
number decreases, two factors affecting performance arise. First, the pitch between the 
epoxy divisions becomes smaller than the nominal bubble departure diameter, and 
secondly, the effect of surface tension becomes more pronounced. For N  6 cm-1 bubbles 
grow to diameters wider than the pitch between epoxy divisions before they can depart. 
This impedes the counter flow of cooler liquid returning to the surface and disrupts the 
desired spatial ordering of flow fields. Additionally, for BoP < 1 the effects of surface 
tension on the bubble departure process is evident, where the non-wetted base area 
beneath a bubble can grow to the entire width of the copper section. This is particularly 
evident for the N = 12 cm
-1
 design, which has a Bond number of BoP = 0.13, and shows 
performance worse than bare copper. In this case, the reduction of area available to 
conduct heat and the adverse effects of surface tension has outweighed any potential 
improvements associated with ordered flows. A decrease in HTC and CHF of 
approximately 25% as compared to a bare copper surface is seen. 
8.6 Conclusions 
By imparting in-plane variations in surface temperature onto flat surfaces 
using low-conductivity materials, extreme increases in pool boiling heat transfer is 
achieved in this chapter. Bi-conductive surfaces were characterized using high-speed 
imaging to identify the relevant bubbles dynamics driving enhancement. By using 
temperature gradients to order the location of nucleation sites, as well as promote the 
formation of distinct pathways for liquid and vapor flows, HTC has been increased 
from 41 kW/m2K to 210 kW/m2K (at ΔT = 11 K) and CHF has been increased from 
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116 W/cm2 to 230 W/cm2. The bi-conductive geometry was analyzed and optimized 
for boiling water at atmospheric pressures, showing optimal performance when the 
wavelength of surface temperature variations matches the capillary length of the fluid. 
The principle of tailoring flow fields through variations in local surface temperature 
represents a novel and potentially transformative tool for the enhancement of boiling 
heat transfer in next-generation high heat flux applications. Bi-conductive surfaces not 
only produce substantial increases in performance (>5x increase in HTC shown here), 
but are also cheaply manufactured using traditional methods, scalable to large areas 
and various material, and do not contain fragile surface structures or thin coatings. 
They are easily implementable and naturally insensitive to the degradation, mechanical 
failure, and fouling associated with other boiling enhancement approaches. 
1. Invented the “Bi-Conductive” surface design for boiling enhancement using 
engineered thermal gradients to promote spatial ordering of liquid and vapor flow 
fields.  
2. By tuning the wavelength of these variations to coincide with the capillary length 
of the fluid, a resonance-like enhancement effect is seen leading to a greater than 
5x improvement in heat transfer rate at moderate superheats. 
3. The counterintuitive result by which heat transfer is increased with the addition of 
non-conductive materials is shown to be a product of the resulting flow field near 
the surface.  
4. Preferential nucleation and spatial ordering have shown to increase the pool boiling 
heat transfer for bi-conductive surfaces. 
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5. A significant enhancement in heat transfer has been demonstrated for a planar surface 
that does not rely on thin films or three-dimensional structures to impart 
enhancement, due to the inherent susceptibility of these approaches to fouling and 
degradation. 
Publications: 
M.M. Rahman, J. Pollack, and M. McCarthy, "Increasing Boiling Heat Transfer using 
Low Conductivity Materials", Scientific Reports, 5, 13145 (2015) 
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CHAPTER 9: BOILING ENHANCEMENT ON NANOSTRUCTURED 
SURFACES WITH ENGINEERED VARIATIONS IN WETTABILITY AND 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY 
9.1 Introduction and Overview 
While engineered surfaces can be used to increase boiling performance [8, 9, 
12, 13, 26, 36-40, 43, 96-98], increasing CHF as well as HTC requires an understanding 
of the impact of various surface designs on each specific boiling phenomenon. Chapter 5 
of this dissertation has demonstrated that manipulating the liquid-vapor interface using 
micro/nano-scale coatings can substantially increase CHF through wicking. A variety of 
nano and micro scale features have been added to the flat surfaces to enhance CHF up to 
300%. These surfaces were shown to increase the surface capillary wicking to delay 
burn-out. Additionally, engineered nucleation sites on to nanostructured surfaces have 
been shown to increase HTC by increasing nucleation site density in Chapter 7. It has 
also been shown that while the HTC for these surfaces with engineered nucleation sites 
increase, there is a penalty in CHF compared to nanostructured surfaces due to reduction 
in wickability. These surfaces with mixed wettability were shown to nucleate at low wall 
superheats. By decreasing the temperature required for the onset of nucleate boiling 
(ONB) and increasing nucleation sites, the maximum HTC was increased by up to 650%. 
Additionally, by imparting spatial order to the liquid-vapor flow fields away 
from the surface, increases in both HTC and CHF for bi-conductive surfaces have been 
shown in Chapter 8. The use of flat surfaces with embedded non-conductive materials to 
create in-plane variations in surface temperature [99] is shown. These “bi-conductive” 
surfaces demonstrated an increase in HTC of 400% by imparting spatial order to the 
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nucleation process, and the resulting liquid and vapor flows, as well as through enhanced 
bubble dynamics. 
 This work isolates and investigates three of the enhancement mechanisms 
discussed here (nanostructures, mixed wettability, and bi-conductive surfaces) to study 
their individual effects on both CHF and HTC.  Based on these results, two 
heterogeneous surfaces combining multiple enhancement techniques are fabricated and 
characterized during pool boiling of water at atmospheric pressure. 
9.2 Nanostructured Surfaces and Wickability 
 Nanostructured coatings for boiling enhancement have been studied 
extensively starting with Chen et al, who used silicon and copper nanowires on silicon 
surfaces to increase CHF [9]. Numerous other researchers have investigated the impact of 
nanostructures on boiling and have offered a variety of explanations. Most notable the 
role of surface wicking has been cited as a critical factor for CHF enhancement [9, 12, 
38, 41, 57, 64]. Nanostructured hydrophilic coatings produce superhydrophilic surfaces 
with contact angles approaching zero degrees. These structures can also wick liquids 
laterally across a surface during boiling, which is seen as a viable mechanistic 
explanation of the delayed dry-out and increased CHF observed for nanostructured 
surfaces. Specifically, the role of wickability on CHF for a variety of structured surfaces, 
using a wicking measurement technique first described by Ahn et al [57] was 
experimentally demonstrated in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 9.1: The effects of nanostructured coatings on pool boiling. (a) SEM images 
showing nanostructured CuO surfaces at two different magnifications, as well as (b) heat 
flux and (c) heat transfer coefficient results, as compared to bare copper surfaces.  
To demonstrate the effects of nanoscale coatings on boiling heat transfer, 
copper substrates have been oxidized to create high-surface-area copper oxide (CuO) 
nanostructures. The sharp blade-like CuO nanostructures are fabricated using the method 
described by Chu et al., where a copper substrate is immersed in a mixture of NaClO2, 
NaOH, Na3P04.12H20, and DI water (3.75:5:10:100 wt%) at 96 °C for 10 minutes [37]. 
Figure 9.1a shows scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the fabricated CuO 
nanostructured surfaces at two different magnifications. Figure 9.1b and 9.1c shows heat 
flux as a function of wall superheat, and heat transfer coefficient as a function of heat 
flux for the nanostructured surface as compared to bare copper. The horizontal arrows 
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indicate CHF for each surface, which corresponds to largest stable heat flux before dry-
out. It can be seen that the bare Cu reaches CHF value of roughly 117 W/cm
2
 with a 
maximum HTC of 70 kW/m
2
K, which is consistent with the open literature [26, 27]. A 
CHF value of 196 W/cm
2
 has been measured for the nanostructured CuO surface at a 
wall superheat of 34.5 K. The experimental uncertainties for CHF and maximum HTC 
are ±3.0% and ±6.3%, respectively. This performance is repeatable and closely matches 
the results of several researchers for nanostructured boiling, in particular the work of Chu 
et al. using the same fabrication process [37]. 
As can be seen, the addition of nanostructures results in a notable increase in 
CHF, but also a simultaneous decrease in HTC over the entire boiling curve. CHF has 
been increased by 68%, and the maximum HTC has been reduced by 19%. This decrease 
in HTC is attributed to the suppression of active nucleation sites due to the 
nanostructured coating. The CuO nanostructures reduce the effect cavity size of a range 
of potential nucleation sites on the machined copper surface to much less than 1 μm, thus 
requiring larger superheats to activate them [4]. Conversely, several researchers with 
boiling on silicon substrates have shown increases in HTC with the addition of 
nanostructures [2, 9, 12]. This is due to the fact that the sizes of potential nucleation sites 
on a polished silicon surface are much smaller than the size of the cavities created by 
typical nanostructured coatings. 
The increase in CHF seen can be explained by evaluating the ability of the 
nanostructured coating to laterally wick liquids across its surface as discussed in Chapter 
6. Using the wicking experimental values measured in Chapter 6 for the CuO 
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nanostructured surfaces, the wicked volume flux is = 2.78 mm/s with an experimental 
uncertainty of ±5.8%, resulting in a dimensionless wicking number of Wi = 0.73. 
Rahman’s CHF correlation therefore predicts a CHF value of q"CHF= 192 W/cm
2
, as 
compared to the measured value of q"CHF= 196 W/cm
2
. This represents a discrepancy 
between prediction and measurement of ~2%, which is less than the estimated accuracy 
of the experimental apparatus, demonstrating the efficacy of this model.  
9.3 Mixed Wettability and Nucleation 
 The addition of nanostructured coatings onto copper surfaces is shown to 
increase CHF and delay dry-out via wicking, but also decrease HTC by supressing 
nucleation. This highlights the complexities of boiling and the difficulty in engineering 
surfaces for its enhancement. CHF represents the maximum heat transfer rate and 
essentially limits the operating range of a boiling surface. Most systems, however, do not 
operate near CHF for obvious safety reasons. HTC is arguably a more important measure 
of boiling enhancement and, as was shown, nanostructured coatings degrade HTC on 
copper. 
HTC is a measure of the efficiency of boiling and strongly depends on the 
nucleation process, the nucleation site density, and the bubble ebullition cycle as shown 
by Mikic and Rohsenow [16]. One reported method of increasing HTC during boiling is 
by increasing the activation of nucleation sites at low wall superheats using surfaces low-
surface-energy materials [10, 43, 85, 86]. The inclusion of hydrophobic spots onto an 
otherwise hydrophilic surface was shown by Betz et al. [43]. By reducing the wall 
superheat required to activate the engineered nucleation sites using hydrophobic dots, an 
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HTC enhancement of 100% was reported for these patterned biphilic surfaces. By further 
decreasing the wettability of the nucleation sites Betz et al. increased this HTC 
enhancement up to 650% using nanostructured superbiphilic surfaces [10].  
 
Figure 9.2: The effects of nanostructured surfaces with mixed wettability on pool boiling. 
(a) SEM images of nanostructured nickel coatings, fabricated using biotemplating, as 
well as patterned conformal PTFE films (~ 10-20 nm thick) creating an array of 
superhydrophobic dots on an otherwise superhydrophilic surface. Boiling results for (b) 
heat flux and (c) heat transfer coefficient, as compared to the performance of 
superhydrophilic nanostructured surfaces. 
The effects mixed-wettability on nanostructured surfaces during pool boiling is 
demonstrated here using nanostructured nickel coatings on silicon substrates. Figure 9.2a 
shows SEM images of the nickel nanostructures, both with and without a thin conformal 
PTFE coating, as well as a schematic representation of the mixed-wettability pattern 
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tested. Biotemplated nickel nanostructures are fabricated through the self-assembly and 
metallization of the Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) using a simple room-temperature 
solution-based nanofabrication technique as reported in Chapter 5. Briefly, gold-coated 
silicon substrates are immersed in a phosphate buffer solution containing purified TMV 
for 24 hours during which the viruses assemble onto the surface. The viral nano-rods are 
then metallized using a palladium-activated autocatalytic nickel solution. This results in a 
rough superhydrophilic nanostructured nickel surface with average nanostructure heights 
of 1-1.5 μm and diameters of ~100 nm. The nanostructured surfaces are then patterned 
using traditional photolithography to create a photoresist layer with 45 μm diameter 
openings spaced 90 μm apart. A thin coating of PTFE (AF1600 Teflon) is then spin-
coated, cured, and lifted off of the nanostructures, resulting in superhydrophobic islands 
on an otherwise superhydrophilic nanostructured surface (Fig. 9.2a). 
Figure 9.2b shows the boiling curves for the nanostructured biphilic surface as 
compared to a TMV-templated nickel nanostructured surface with no PTFE islands. The 
nanostructured surface again reaches a CHF of 196 W/cm
2
 with an experimental 
uncertainty of ±3.0%, with the onset of nucleate boiling (ONB) occurring at a wall 
superheat of 6 K. The nanostructured biphilic surface has an ONB at a wall superheat of 
less than 3 K, and reaches a CHF value of 151 W/cm
2
 with an experimental uncertainty 
of ±3.9%. The maximum HTC for the nanostructured biphilic surfaces is 149 kW/m
2
K 
with an experimental uncertainty of ±2.4%, representing a 116% increase over the 
superhydrophilic nanostructured surfaces without mixed wettability. While HTC has been 
enhanced by promoting the activation of nucleation sites at lower superheats, the CHF for 
nanostructured biphilic surfaces has been reduced by ~25% as compared to 
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nanostructured surfaces.  This reduction in CHF is attributed to an effective reduction in 
capillary wicking. The addition of superhydrophobic islands in the arrangement shown in 
Fig. 4a will reduce the ability of liquid to be wicked laterally across the surface by 
creating barriers that liquid cannot pass through. This again demonstrates the complex 
and coupled nature of boiling phenomena and engineered surface designs to 
simultaneously increase CHF and HTC. 
9.4 Bi-Conductive Surfaces  
 The enhancement mechanisms characterized in the prior two sections 
occur primarily at the “beginning” of the boiling curve (ONB), and the “end” of the 
boiling curve (CHF). By enhancing bubble dynamics and the ebullition cycle, boiling 
performance can be increased in a more general way and across the entire boiling curve. 
The enhancements in CHF and HTC using nanostructures and mixed-wettability rely on 
surface and interfacial phenomena, namely surface capillary wicking and the nucleation 
process. A novel enhancement mechanism derived from bulk material properties with no 
surface structures was reported in Chapter 8.  
Figure 9.3 shows the pool boiling performance of the optimal bi-conductive 
design, with a pitch between epoxy divisions of P = 2.33 mm compared against a bare 
copper surface. Heat flux as a function of wall superheat is plotted in Fig. 9.3a and heat 
transfer coefficient as a function of heat flux is plotted in Fig. 9.3b. The heat flux and 
HTC across the bi-conductive surface are calculated using the total surface area in 
contact with the fluid, including both the copper and epoxy regions. The bi-conductive 
surface reaches a CHF of 230 W/cm
2
, representing roughly a two-fold increase in CHF 
and a three-fold increase in maximum HTC. The experimental uncertainties for CHF and 
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maximum HTC for the bi-conductive surface are estimated to be ±2.6% and ±1.7%, 
respectively. More interestingly, at a moderate wall superheat of ~10 K, the bi-
conductive surfaces show a five-fold increase in heat flux as compared to bare copper. 
These enhancements are derived directly from enhanced bubble dynamics and an 
increase in the ebullition cycle. CHF is increased without the use of surface structures or 
capillary wicking, and HTC is increased without using low-surface-energy materials and 
no change in ONB. 
 
Figure 9.3: The effects of bi-conductivity on pool boiling. (a) Heat flux and (b) heat 
transfer coefficient, as compared to bare copper surfaces with no epoxy divisions.  
9.5 Nanostructured Surfaces with Engineered Variations in Wettability and 
Thermal Conductivity  
Nanostructures have been shown to increase CHF through capillary wicking, 
but degrade HTC. Mixed wettability has been shown to increase HTC by increasing 
nucleation sites and triggering ONB at lower superheats, but degrade CHF. The bi-
conductive surfaces, however, have been shown to simultaneously increase CHF as well 
as HTC across the entire boiling curve. They have higher CHF than nanostructured 
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coatings, and higher HTC as compared to biphilic surfaces. Most importantly, the 
mechanisms of enhancement for the bi-conductive surfaces (bubble dynamics and spatial 
order) are independent to those for nanostructured coatings (capillary wicking) and 
surfaces with mixed wettability (nucleation). This suggests that these different 
enhancement approaches can be superimposed onto one another for further increases in 
performance. 
 
Figure 9.4: Heterogeneous surface designs combining nanostructures, mixed-wettability, 
and bi-conductivity. Schematic representations of (a) the nanostructured bi-conductive 
surfaces, and (b) the nanostructured bi-conductive biphilic surfaces. (c) SEM image of a 
nanostructured bi-conductive biphilic surface showing the CuO nanostructures, two 
embedded epoxy divisions separated by 2.33 mm, and a 50-60 μm wide line of 
superhydrophobic nanostructures in between them. (d) Magnification of the interface 
separating the superhydrophilic CuO nanostructures, and the superhydrophobic PTFE-
coated nanostructures. (e) Schematic representation of the desired flow field. 
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Figure 9.4 shows the two heterogeneous surface designs fabricated and 
characterized here. Nanostructured bi-conductive copper surfaces (Fig. 9.4a) were 
fabricated by using the previously described CuO nanostructure growth technique applied 
directly to an optimized bi-conductive surface (P = 2.33 mm). Nanostructured bi-
conductive biphilic surfaces (Fig. 9.4b) were also fabricated by using the previously 
describe technique to create mixed wettability on nanostructured surfaces. 
Nanostructured bi-conductive surfaces were patterned using photolithography, after 
which PTFE was spun on, cured, and finally lifted-off to yield the pattern shown in Fig. 
9.4b. Figure 9.4c shows SEM images of a nanostructured bi-conductive biphilic surface, 
where a ~50 μm thick line of PTFE-coated nanostructures is patterned at the center of the 
nanostructured CuO region.  
 
Figure 9.5: Pool boiling performance of the heterogeneous surface designs, showing (a) 
heat flux and (b) heat transfer coefficient, as compared against the performance of bare 
copper, surface with nanostructured CuO only, and surfaces with bi-conductivity only. 
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Figure 9.4d shows a magnified image of the boundary between 
superhydrophilic CuO nanostructures and the superhydrophobic PTFE nanostructures. 
Figure 9.4e shows a schematic representation of the desired flow field during nucleate 
boiling on the nanostructured bi-conductive biphilic surfaces. Nucleation is promoted at 
low superheats on the superhydrophobic PTFE nanostructures, and suppressed on the 
epoxy divisions due to a locally low surface temperature. By selectively promoting and 
suppressing nucleation, spatial order of the resulting liquid and vapor flow paths is 
created which enhances the ebullition cycle increasing both CHF and HTC. The 
nanostructures on the copper surface provide a pathway to wicked liquid from the epoxy 
divisions to the superhydrophobic nucleation sites, thus further delaying dry-out. 
The performance of both heterogeneous designs (Fig. 9.4a and 9.4b) is shown 
in Fig. 9.5 compared against bare copper, nanostructured surfaces, and bi-conductive 
surfaces, where the total projected footprint area is used to calculate heat flux and HTC 
for all surfaces. As can been seen, the bi-conductive surfaces notably outperform the 
nanostructured surfaces in both CHF (17% higher) and HTC (270% higher). Over the 
majority of the boiling curve, the nanostructured bi-conductive surfaces, denoted by open 
circles in Fig. 9.5, show comparable performance to the bi-conductive surfaces with no 
nanostructures (open squares). The two curves generally follow one another with the 
nanostructure bi-conductive surface showing only a modest enhancement in HTC. 
However, the addition of nanostructures to a bi-conductive surface has delayed dry-out 
and lead to an increase in CHF up to 307 W/cm
2
 with an experimental uncertainty of 
±1.9%. This increase in CHF due to capillary wicking through the nanostructures (~77 
W/cm
2
) is consistent with the increase in CHF by adding nanostructures to a bare copper 
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surface (~79 W/cm
2
), as seen in Fig. 9.1. Comparing the nanostructured bi-conductive 
surfaces (open circles) to the nanostructured surfaces (open triangles) highlights the 
impact of the simple addition of epoxy divisions. The two curves show drastically 
different behaviors, with the addition of bi-conductivity leading to larger CHF, as well as 
substantially increased HTC (> 330%). The nanostructured bi-conductive biphilic 
surfaces (open diamonds) were made by adding mixed-wettability to the nanostructured 
bi-conductive surfaces (open circles). These PTFE coatings are shown to lower the 
superheat required for ONB and enhance nucleation, leading to a maximum HTC of 747 
kW/m
2
K which represents a > 200% increase as compared to the nanostructured bi-
conductive surfaces with no PTFE. As seen before, however, the introduction of 
superhydrophobic nanostructures limits capillary wicking, resulting in a slight decrease in 
CHF (19%). The observed increase in HTC is achieved by reducing the wall superheat at 
high heat fluxes. As seen in Fig. 9.5a, soon after ONB the required wall superheat 
decreases from ~7 K to ~3 K as heat flux is increased to CHF. This counterintuitive 
behavior is attributed to the continued and rapid activation of additional nucleation sites 
at higher heat fluxes, as well as favorable bubble dynamics associated with spatial 
ordering of liquid vapor and flow fields. Similar behaviors have been observed and 
reported previously by Kandlikar [27] and Jaikumar and Kandlikar [100, 101] using 
engineered surfaces with preferential nucleation sites and designed to promote spatial 
ordering of liquid and vapor flow fields. 
9.6 Conclusions 
This chapter has individually investigated the effects of nanostructured 
coatings, mixed-wettability and bi-conductivity using nanostructured surfaces with 
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engineered variations in wettability and thermal conductivity during saturated pool 
boiling of water at atmospheric conditions. Two heterogeneous surface designs 
combining the elements of nanostructures, mixed wettability, and bi-conductivity were 
fabricated.  The superposition of these various enhancement techniques has been shown 
to produces increases in CHF and HTC of over a factor of 2.5x and 10x, respectively, as 
compared to bare copper surfaces. Specific conclusions of this chapter are as follows: 
1. Nanostructures are shown to delay dry-out and increase CHF due to capillary wicking 
through the nanoscale surface structures.  
2. The nanostructured coatings resulted in a decrease in HTC across the entire boiling 
curve as compared to bare copper surfaces due to the suppression of nucleation due to 
nanoscale features.  
3. The HTC of nanostructured surfaces was shown to increase with the addition of 
patterned low-surface-energy films, creating surface with mixed-wettability due to 
increased nucleation sites and a decrease in the superheat required for ONB.  
4. Nanostructured surfaces with mixed-wettability, however, have shown to reduce CHF 
due to the suppression of capillary wicking.  
5. Bi-conductive surfaces were shown to increase both HTC and CHF by promoting 
ordered liquid and vapor pathways with enhanced bubble dynamics. 
6. The heterogeneous surface with nanostructures and engineered variations in thermal 
conductivity has been shown to increase CHF by 3 fold due to preferential nucleation, 
spatial ordering and nanostructure wickability whereas the HTC enhancement is 
moderate. 
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7. The heterogeneous surface with nanostructures, engineered thermal gradient and 
mixed wettability has been shown to increase HTC by 10 fold due to further 
enhancement in bubble dynamics through superhydrophobic lines on bi-conductive 
surfaces. Whereas CHF has been shown to decrease compared to Nanostructured Bi-
Conductive surface due to suppression of wicking areas. 
Publications: 
M. M. Rahman, and M. McCarthy, "Boiling Enhancement on Nanostructured Surfaces 
with Engineered Variations in Wettability and Thermal Conductivity", Heat Transfer 
Engineering (in press). 
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CHAPTER 10: SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS 
10.1 Overall Summary 
The objectives of this dissertation were identified and categorized into three 
major focus areas: (1) a detailed characterization of the effects of structured surfaces on 
boiling performance, including the role of capillary wicking, as well as the effects of 
surface morphology, material, and length scales; (2) scalable nanomanufacturing of 
structured coatings using nanoscale biological templates, and (3) the realization of novel 
surfaces for boiling enhancement that are resistant to degradation. To achieve these 
objectives, this dissertation has been organized in total 10 chapters. While Chapter 1 to 
Chapter 3 provides introduction, motivation and objectives, and brief summary of 
literature review respectively, Chapter 4 to Chapter 9 have been organized to achieve all 
the objectives mentioned here. The experimental apparatus and methods to attain the 
above mentioned goals are presented in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5 focuses on scalable nanomanufacturing of structured surfaces for 
pool boiling heat transfer enhancement which is the focus area 2. A simple room 
temperature solution based nanofabrication process has been demonstrated to fabricate 
nanostructures on to various metallic and non-metallic substrates. Using the self-
assembly and metallization of the Tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) in a three step process, 
nickel nanostructures were deposited on gold coated silicon, aluminum, copper and 
stainless steel surfaces. The heat transfer performance of these nanostructures was 
characterized during pool boiling. A substantial increase in CHF and HTC, nearly 200% 
enhancement compared to flat silicon reference, has been achieved for biotemplated 
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nickel nanostructures.  To identify the effect of fouling, repeated pool boiling tests were 
performed on selected surfaces, and showed that the heat transfer performance of these 
nanostructures are depended on the liquid quality. Depending on the cleaning technique, 
the structures can be returned to its original performance. Also, the process of retrofitting 
and fouling mitigation has been demonstrated for selected nanostructured surfaces. For 
retrofitting the existing devices, and mitigating the devices due to fouling over repeated 
application, it has been demonstrated in Chapter 5 that the nanostructures can be stripped 
from the devices using chemical solutions, and then the devices can be recoated with 
nanostructures without overhauling the heat transfer systems.  
Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 focus on separating the effect of enhancement 
parameters and characterizing them during pool boiling.  Boiling is a complex 
phenomenon, and it is very hard to see what is happening during high heat fluxes. To 
predict and model this high heat flux boiling, researchers have made several assumptions 
to quantify and predict the pool boiling critical heat flux (CHF) and heat transfer 
coefficient (HTC). Several pool boiling models were developed and validated in a limited 
range of experimental results over the past few decades; still the fundamentals are not 
fully understood. To overcome this issue, Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 have carefully 
separated contributing factors affecting the pool boiling heat transfer which are widely 
cited in the literature. Then using custom built experimentations, these factors were 
systematically varied and characterized during pool boiling.  
Recalling the most cited parameters those affect the pool boiling heat transfer 
are increased capillary wicking, roughness factor, nucleation site density, and controlled 
liquid and vapor flow field. In Chapter 6, homogenous micro/nanostructures with 
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characteristic length scale much smaller than the flow scale (~ 1 mm), were fabricated 
and characterized the effect of surface wickability and roughness factor on boiling 
enhancement. Over twenty different nanostructures on silicon including biotemplated 
nickel nanostructures, micropost geometries with varied dimensions, and hierarchical 
surfaces with varied microstructures coated with biotemplated nickel, were fabricated for 
this chapter. Additionally, to address the variability in nanostructure materials, different 
copper oxide nanostructures were fabricated and to address the variability in structure 
morphology, substrate materials, biotemplated nanostructures on different metallic and 
non –metallic surfaces were fabricated and nanostructures with varied density and 
porosity were fabricated as well. The wickability of the structures was characterized 
using a custom-built capillary wick test technique. Pool boiling heat transfer performance 
was characterized for all the fabricated structures using saturated water and saturated FC 
72 at atmospheric conditions. It has been demonstrated in Chapter 6 that wickability is 
the single factor dictating CHF for structured superhydrophilic surfaces during pool 
boiling. Then, the pool boiling CHF for structured superhydrophilic surfaces has been 
modeled with experimentally developed correlation based on non-dimensional 
wickability. It has been demonstrated that the experimentally verified correlation relating 
CHF and wicked volume flux shows excellent agreement for three dozen independent 
samples fabricated for this work including those with variations in scale (micro, nano, 
and hierarchical), substrate material (silicon, aluminum, stainless steel, and copper), 
nanostructure density, roughness factor, degradation due to fouling, as well as structure 
material and morphology (etched silicon microposts, virus-templated nickel 
nanostructures, and copper oxide nanostructures). This correlation has also been shown to 
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accurately predict the CHF for structured surfaces using alternate fluid (here FC 72). 
Finally, this chapter leverages the surface wickability and heat transfer performance to 
optimize shell thickness of the biotemplated nickel nanostructures for rigid and robust 
coatings. The experimental findings from Chapter 6 suggests that although the roughness 
augmented CHF can be found to be valid until certain enhancement ranges, the 
wickability is the single factor which delays dry-out through enhanced liquid transport 
through the structures to the nucleation areas.  
While Chapter 6 focuses on separating the effect of surface wickability and 
roughness using homogeneous micro/nanostructured surfaces, Chapter 7 investigates the 
role of engineered nucleation sites and structure length scale using heterogeneous 
structures. By adding nucleation sites on to homogenous wicking structures and 
combining the structures with two incomparable length scales, the boiling enhancement 
mechanism becomes more complicated.  Chapter 7 investigates and characterizes these 
effects during pool boiling.  In the first part of Chapter 7, engineered nucleation sites 
have been incorporated on to superhydrophilic nanostructured surfaces. It has been 
demonstrated that although these nucleation sites increase HTC substantially, this HTC 
enhancement occurs with the penalty of CHF compared to nanostructures surfaces. This 
reduction in CHF has been shown to be the effect of decrease in wicking areas which has 
been demonstrated by measuring the wickability of these surfaces. Additionally, the CHF 
correlation relating the wickability has been shown to accurately predict the CHF for 
these heterogeneous structures.  
In the second part of Chapter 7, the role of structure length scale on boiling 
heat transfer enhancement is characterized. To achieve that, four different nanostructures 
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with structure length scale much smaller than flow length scale (~ 1 mm) with widely 
varying wickability and CHF, and five different microchannel surfaces with characteristic 
length scale comparable to flow length scale were fabricated and characterized during 
pool boiling. A CHF value of 313 W/cm
2
 with HTC of 462 kW/m
2
K was achieved for the 
multiscale hierarchical surfaces. It has been demonstrated that for surfaces with 
multiscale structures, the heat transfer enhancement is initially dominated by large length 
scale structures (microchannel here), and at the later stages, nanostructures delay dry-out 
by increasing the liquid transport through capillary. 
Chapter 8 focuses on the third objective of this dissertation which is fabrication 
and characterization of enhanced heat transfer surfaces that are resistant to degradation. A 
novel heat transfer enhancement mechanism through engineered planar surfaces has been 
demonstrated in this chapter. By promoting ordered pathways between nucleating 
bubbles and replenishing liquid, engineered thermal gradients have been shown to be as 
effective as structured surfaces in boiling enhancement, yet inherently resistant to foiling. 
These planar “bi-conductive” surfaces have been characterized and their geometries 
optimized based on analysis of the bubble departure phenomena and surface tension 
effects.  
Finally the fundamentals of Chapter 6, Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 are all 
combined into one heterogeneous surface in Chapter 9 which systematically investigates 
the effect of all the individual factors. As Chapter 8 demonstrates a novel heat transfer 
enhancement surface where heat transfer is increased by the spatial temperature gradient 
which promotes preferential nucleation and spatial ordering of bubbles on the conductive 
areas only, hence, this chapter takes the optimized bi-conductive design (pitch is 2.33 
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mm) as the base for heterogeneous surface. Copper oxide nanostructures were chemically 
oxidized on the copper areas as Chapter 6 identifies that capillary wicking is the single 
factor affecting CHF enhancement during pool boiling. Also, hydrophobic PTFE lines 
were deposited at the center of the nanostructured copper areas since these 
superhydrophobic regions promote nucleation at low wall superheat and thus increase 
HTC as shown in Chapter 7. The idea of combining all three factors, engineered thermal 
conductivity, wicking nanostructures, and nucleating superhydrophobic PTFE lines, have 
shown to provide significant enhancement in heat transfer. CHF of 307 W/cm
2
 was 
achieved for bi-conductive surfaces with nanostructures on the copper areas, and a HTC 
of 747 kW/m
2
K was achieved for nanostructured surfaces with engineered wettability 
and thermal gradient surfaces. The conclusions of this chapter further amplifies the 
fundamental understanding of this dissertation which are: (1) homogenous structures with 
characteristic length much smaller that the flow length scale increase CHF (2) surfaces 
with engineered nucleation sites increase HTC with the penalty of CHF compared to 
nanostructured surface where the CHF is dictated by capillary wicking, (3) for surfaces 
with structures both much smaller and comparable to flow length scale, initial heat 
transfer mechanism is determined by the large length scale structures which promotes 
nucleation and enhanced bubble dynamics, where the small length scale structures 
provide wicking to delay burn-out, and (4) variations in engineered thermal conductivity 
promotes nucleation and spatial ordering.  
10.2 Specific Contributions to the Field 
The specific contributions of this dissertation are presented in this section and 
organized based on the chapters and focus of this dissertation.  
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10.2.1 Scalable Nanomanufacturing of Surface Coatings for Boiling Applications 
1. Demonstrated, for the first time, the scalable nanomanufacturing of structured 
coatings independent of substrate material, geometry, or size.  
2. Using TMV biotemplating, engineered coatings were deposited and characterized 
on silicon, aluminum, copper, and stainless steel, showing repeatable increases in 
CHF and a route to retro-fit existing systems and fouling mitigation. 
10.2.2 Wickability and CHF on Structured Superhydrophilic Surfaces 
1. Demonstrated, for the first time, a quantitative and predictive model for CHF 
based on capillary wicking through surface structures. This has shown that 
capillary wicking is the single factor dictating CHF on structured 
superhydrophilic surfaces (contact angle ~ 0°) with structures less than 100 μm in 
size, notably less than the fluid length scales of ~ 1mm for water. 
2. Characterized the effects of fouling on CHF for enhanced surfaces as a reduction 
of wickability. 
3. Optimized the biotemplated nickel nanostructure fabrication process for high heat 
transfer applications. 
4. Validated the predictive CHF model for wickability-enhanced boiling using 
alternate fluids and working conditions. 
10.2.3 Boiling Enhancement on Multiscale and Heterogeneous Structured Surfaces 
1. Characterized the effect of engineered nucleation sites on increasing HTC but 
decreasing CHF on superhydrophilic surface, showing consistent predictions form 
the developed model. 
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2. Identified and characterized the effect of ‘large’ scale surface structures (> 100 
μm) on boiling enhancement and showed extreme increases in HTC and CHF of 
220% and 238%, respectively, for hierarchical surfaces.  
10.2.4 Boiling Enhancement using Engineered Thermal Gradients 
1. Invented the “Bi-Conductive” surface design for boiling enhancement using 
engineered thermal gradients to promote spatial ordering of liquid and vapor flow 
fields.  
2. Characterized bi-conductive surfaces using high-speed imaging to identify the 
relevant bubbles dynamics driving enhancement. 
3. Analyzed and optimized the bi-conductive geometry (for boiling water at 
atmospheric pressures), showing optimal performance when the wavelength of 
surface temperature variations matches the capillary length of the fluid. 
10.2.5 Boiling Enhancement on Nanostructured Surfaces with Engineered Variations in 
Wettability and Thermal Conductivity 
1. Characterized the effect of engineered nucleation sites, and engineered variations 
in thermal conductivity on nanostructured surfaces during pool boiling heat 
transfer.   
2. Identified that for nanostructured surfaces with engineered variations in 
wettability and thermal gradient, bi-conductive surfaces promote preferential 
nucleation and spatial ordering on enhanced bubble dynamics, engineered 
nucleation sites facilitate bubble dynamics of bi-conductive mechanism, and 
nanostructures provide wicking to delay dry-out.  
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10.3 Recommendations for Future Research  
Significant progress was made in the area of enhanced pool boiling heat transfer 
with the research reported in this dissertation. Still, boiling is a complex phenomenon, 
and non-linear hydrodynamic problem. Enhanced structures have added more complexity 
to this problem. Although, this dissertation addresses three major issues currently 
involved in the literature, and demonstrates potential solutions to these issues, still for the 
further advancement in the surface technology, few recommendations for future research 
are given in this section. 
10.3.1 Scalable Nanomanufacturing of Surface Coatings for Boiling Applications 
This dissertation aims to provide potential solution to the scalable 
nanomanufacturing of surface coatings using a biotemplated solution based 
nanofabrication technique. This three step room temperature solution based process has 
been shown to be feasible for fabricating nanostructures on various metallic and non-
metallic substrates. All the surfaces used in this work are flat surfaces whereas real world 
application of nanofabrication requires nanostructures deposited on non-flat geometries 
as well. Also, the overarching issues such as the repeatability, rigidity, long-term 
performance, mechanical properties and thermal aging effects are required to be tested 
for developing robust and reliable micro/nanocoatings for efficient heat and fluid 
transport. 
10.3.2 Wickability and CHF on Structured Superhydrophilic Surfaces 
This dissertation demonstrated significant enhancement in CHF for structured 
surfaces based on enhanced capillary wicking. It has also been demonstrated that 
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wickability is the single factor which affect the pool boiling heat transfer enhancement 
for structured superhydrophilic surfaces and an experimentally validated CHF correlation 
is reported. This model was also validated with a highly wetting fluid FC 72. For further 
verification and advancement of this work, the effect of capillary tube diameter, effect of 
base surface size, effect of boiling pressure, effect of sub-cooling can be tested.     
10.3.3 Boiling Enhancement using Engineered Thermal Gradients 
This dissertation presents a novel planar surface design for which the pool 
boiling heat transfer enhancement does not require any structures or films. The 
enhancement mechanism relies on bulk fluid properties rather than the surface properties. 
The design was optimized with bi-conductive pitch, P, as shown in Fig. 8.1 (center-to-
center distance between two epoxy divisions) equal to the fluid capillary length. Still, the 
depth, width, and length, of non-conductive epoxy divisions are not optimized for best 
heat transfer performance. A detailed thermal circuit analysis might be conducted to 
design test surfaces and verified during pool boiling. Additionally, for this dissertation, 
nonconductive lines were embedded onto conductive surfaces. The orientation of bi-
conductive designs can be varied such as conductive circles onto nonconductive area, 
nonconductive cross lines onto conductive surfaces and tested during pool boiling heat 
transfer.  
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